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I OFTEN wish that, like the late Mr. du Maurier'sPeter Ibbetson,  one could live one's childhood
over again in dreams. For some of us, what a
delightful contrast they would present to the smug
English conventionalities ! My own childhood cer-
tainly had in it no playmate counterpart of the
exquisite Duchess of Towers, and its crude romance
-of a sort-would probably not appeal to well
brought up folk. Yet after thirty years of civilised
existence, that wild youth " down under " comes back
to me in all its unforgettable charm, and I am grate-
ful to it for having brought to bear on my life at least
one mighty influence-one passion from whose thrall
I have never wished to escape. My Australian girl-
hood taught me to love Nature, and to find in the old
Nurse ever my best friend.
It is an odd, but a very real thing-the nostalgia of
the gum-trees. Even still, I never see a white-
barked eucalyptus, whether it be in a flourishing
plantation about Cannes or a sickly denaturalised
clump on the Roman Campagna or some melancholy
sucker in a hothouse, without being seized by an
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untranslatable emotion. I never smell the pungent,
aromatic scent, which for twenty-two years was as the
breath of my nostrils, without being carried back to
the old, vivid world of untrodden pastures and lonely
forests, without falling again under the grim spell of
the bush.
I have heard people say that they can remember
distinctly events which took place when they were
three years old. I can't remember events so far back
as that ; I can only see pictures. These make in my
mind a little gallery of scenes following one upon
another-imperfect, phantasmagoric, like the shadows
thrown by an unpractised performer upon a magic-
lantern sheet.
The first picture which flashes upon the sheet
shows my grandmother and her boxes. Perhaps it is
because the old lady taught me to read from those
boxes-thus opening to my baby mind an enchanted
world of Bible stories and fairy legends-that my
grandmother stands out foremost on the memory
page. In my picture she seems rather an awesome
person, with a long upper lip, grave, piercing dark
eyes, and four shiny black curls, two on each side of
her face, which is framed by the border of a huge
straw bonnet with a quilling of brown ribbon in the
inside. She wears, besides, a mantilla with large
sleeves, and a gown of brown-and-white checked stuff
having three wide flounces edged with narrow velvet.
When she smiles, her face ceases to be severe, and the
tones of her voice, which were low and pleasant,
linger like the sound of a lullaby. My grandmother's
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boxes were  black wooden trunks, some flat, some
rounded, and on the tops and sides of them, there was
painted in thick white letters, a legend which set forth
that Colonel Thomas Murray Prior had taken pas-
sage  in the  Roxburgh Castle  from Southampton,
England, for Bungroopim Station, Logan River,
Brisbane  Water, Moreton Bay, Australia. In addi-
tion to this  lengthy inscription , were  foreign addresses
telling of former wanderings, while the names and
addresses  of the owners of the vessel and of their
agents  in Sydney were duly recorded , so it will
be seen that  there was sufficient alphabetic material
on those  boxes to enable me to take elementary
lessons in  grammar.
That was nearly fifty years ago, when Moreton Bay
was still  a penal settlement, and the colony of Queens-
land not in existence  ; when Brisbane was only a
river village called Brisbane Water, and its Houses of
Parliament -in which later, I used often, for private
and personal  reasons, to listen anxiously for the turn
of a debate-were not dreamed of.
It was  in the beginning of things Australian. And
first let  me say that my only excuse for these scattered
memories  and impressions of Australian life is that
they belong to an order of things which has passed
away. To a girl born now in the bush, the old
pioneering  times  would be as the tale of a vanished
dream . Everything has changed ; but I can look
back upon the start of a colony-I speak of Northern
Australia, which I venture to predict will have a
prominent  part in the making of future history. A
3
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bold boast, but my own countrymen and women will
forgive it. The climate and products of Queensland
give it a distinctive  position in the Federated Com-
monwealth ,  and its scrubs and fastnesses  and wild
coast-line have afforded a last foothold to the dis-
possessed. So, remembering the little war of my
childhood, after the Frazer murder, between the
squatters and the Blacks, I may almost say that I
was an  outside spectator of the sweeping away of the
old race from the land.
I love the Blacks. Some of them were my play-
fellows when I was a child at Naraigin, up in the then
unsettled north; and truly, I think that the natives
have not deserved their fate nor the evil that has
been spoken of them. It  was mainly  the fault of the
Whites that they learned treachery, and were incited
to rapine and murder. But this comes into another
chapter.
In one of my grandmother's boxes-one of those
from which I learned my alphabet, and which, after
half a century and much journeying has returned
to me again-are a pile of old papers-some ancient
family documents of quaint spelling, that concern not
these pages-and near the top of the pile, a bundle of
tattered letters-square blue sheets folded into an
oblong, the outer one of each inscribed with hiero-
glyphic marks and "Paid Ship Letter" in red ink
doing duty for a postage stamp. These are my
father's accounts of his landing and early experiences
in Australia, carefully kept by the old people, Death
having played the postman for these and other  letters,
4
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bringing them at last into my possession,  as well as
some pages of manuscript jottings of pioneering
days, dating back over sixty years. In 1839 the
voyage out in sailing ship took five or six months.
From a storm outside, the vessel passed between
Sydney Heads, and the young emigrant writes : " It
is a strange sensation to be anchored in a smooth,
beautiful, apparently landlocked bay, with trees grow-
ing down to the water's edge, and not a house in
sight." What a different scene now ! Villas and
gardens on every headland, and marking the semi-
circle of each sandy bay.
I remember a certain wild morning when I too
passed out of a grey, heaving sea-heaving with the
swell after a great storm-into blueness and peace. I
can see the narrow break in the purple line of cliff,
the two huge profiles of the Heads, a lighthouse on
the boldest, and the ocean, dashing spray against the
rocky rampart. There was the faint dip showing
Cunninghame's Gap, where once a ship, mistaking
it for the opening of the harbour, dashed straight
against  the rocks, and every soul, save one, on board
was drowned within sight of the lights of home. A
little  boat with a reddish sail raced our big steamer
and won the race, rising like a cockle-shell on the
waves, and rounding the North Head before us.
Then we came into still water, a blue basin with
indented sides, and a background of town and
suburbs. We could see a flotilla of yachts-it was
Saturday afternoon-dancing round the points.
There rises in my memory another entry into
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Sydney Harbour, this time a night one, after a
voyage from Tasmania, and I recall the thrill with
which we heard out of the darkness, as a boat pulled
up to  the steamer , the news that Prince Alfred had
been shot by Farrell the Fenian. Then next day,
the mingled excitement and horror of seeing Sydney
placarded with posters offering " L r,ooo reward" for
any of the accomplices of Farrell.
I turn to the pioneering jottings and string them on
my own thread. For the stringing, however, I must
go back to the time when Australia beyond Botany
Bay was unexplored,  save  by a small band of adven-
turers, of whom the ill-fated Leichardt was chief.
There is mention of him in one of the letters that
came out of my grandmother's box.
" I was delighted to learn yesterday that Leichardt
had arrived safely after accomplishing his long and
- tedious journey to Port Easington, one of the most
daring and successful expeditions which has yet been
attempted. I have not heard particulars, except that
there is a most  splendid country and  some  navigable
rivers. I shall write to Leichardt and congratulate
him on his coming to life again. I hear that he
intends publishing a work, and that a large sub-
scription has already been made for him. He cer-
tainly deserves a grant from the Government, for
they will be the principal gainers by his  travels."
The story of Leichardt  is too  well known to be
repeated here.  It has been  written by an abler Aus-
tralian pen than mine -that of Mr. Archibald  Meston.
Leichardt's charm of  manner , the result of a varied
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foreign education ; his artistic nature, his cultivated
mind, and his passionate attachment to Miss Nichol-
son ; above all, his love for his adopted country, and
frequently expressed determination to die, if need
were, for Australia, have made him a hero of romance
to those who, like my father, were his comrades, and
to such as myself, who remember the interest he
inspired, and the wild rumours which from time to
time were afloat concerning his end.
For a long time it was believed that he might still
be in  existence, a prisoner among the northern
Blacks. As it is, no one knows how or when he
died.
There were no roads then from one colony to
another. Only the coast-line had been explored.
It was known that New Holland, as it was called,
stretched over 2,500 miles from east to west, and
nearly that distance from north to south, but it could
but be conjectured that beyond the inhabited-or,
rather, habitable-rim, extending inland some hundred
or two of miles, lay a vast Sahara fatal to man and
beast.
The squatters of those times were a brave, reck-
less band. Quick to love and quick to hate, full of
pluck and endurance, dauntless before danger, iron in
physique and nerve, and ready for any difficult or
dare-devil feat-their adventures, escapes, jokes, and
carouses  would have furnished rich material for an
Australian Lever or Fenimore Cooper.
In the very early forties a party of these men left
Sydney, and pushed north into the country which is
7
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now called Queensland. The Government gave
extensive grants of land to pioneers, and hitherto
undiscovered country was thrown open. The outside
Blacks had never seen a white man or a horse, and
they took the first mounted stockman for a kind of
centaur, and called him " Yarraman Dick "-" yarra-
man" being their word for a horse.
The pioneers led a following of ticket-of-leave men
and convicts on term, whom the Government lent
out. When the pioneer was about to start for a new
country he would get his convicts together and talk to
them after such fashion as this : " Lads, we are going
into the interior. If any of you jib at the job, let me
know like men, and I'll turn you in and get others ;
but if you stick to me I'll stick to you, and give you
good rations and twenty pounds a year as long as you
behave yourselves." Very few did jib at the job,
some of them showed the true hero stuff, and many
a one got in this way his ticket-of-leave, and ultimately,
his freedom.
It was as in the days of the patriarchs. Men
travelled with their flocks and herds, and, like
Abraham and Lot, fought the tribes for land and
water. Then legislation stepped in, granted licenses
and defined boundaries. A Land Commissioner was
appointed, who ruled the land with a rod of iron.
11 King Tom," the first Land Commissioner, had a
Prime Minister familiarly styled " Unbranded Kelly."
For in those days all animals, which at the age of
twelve months were still unbranded, became by law
the property of the Crown, and were impounded and
8
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sold. Kelly, with a company of policemen and black-
boys ,  would make raids upon the stations and bring
the unbranded calves in triumph to the Pound. A
lady reigned as housekeeper over the Commissioner's
household ,  and ruled the Commissioner also.  It  was
she who became the owner of those confiscated calves
at a nominal price .  No one dared bid at the Pound
against her.
Words fail for painting the loneliness of the Austra-
lian bush. Mile after mile of primeval forest ; inter-
minable vistas of melancholy gum-trees  ;  ravines, along
the sides of which the long-bladed grass grows rankly ;
level, untimbered plains alternating with undulating
tracts of pasture, here and there ,  broken by steep
gully, stony ridge, or dried-up creek .  All wild and
utterly  desolate;  all the same  monotonous grey colour-
ing, except where the wattle, when in blossom, shows
patches of feathery gold or a belt of scrub lies green,
glossy, and impenetrable. I know nothing so strange
in its way, as to travel for days through endless gum-
forest. Surely there never was tree so weird as a very
old gum, with its twisted trunk, the withes of grey
moss which hang from its branches ,  and the queer
protuberances upon its limbs in which wild bees hive.
It was a great thing when we camped out if the black
boys found and chopped down a " sugar-bag " so that
we could season our damper with native honey. A
white gum has spotted ,  scaly bark  ; from  a red " iron-
bark  "  the gum oozes and drops like congealed blood.
Then, see the odd, expectant way in which the tree
will slant along the side of a ridge, and the human
9
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look of its dead arms, when it is one that has been
" rung "  or blasted by lightning ! There is nothing
pretty about a gum-tree. It seems to belong to
antediluvian nature. Often, a laughing jackass, the
big kingfisher of Australia, is perched in the fork
of a bough shrilling its devilish merriment, or an
iguana will be dragging its unwieldy length up the
trunk--a land crocodile which seems antediluvian too ;
as does a kangaroo which may be starting upon a
series of eccentric boundings, its uneven legs and
long tail flapping in the air, with, perhaps, a baby
marsupial peeping from its pouch. And talking of
antediluvian animals, is there anything more curious
than a platypus, which has fur like a seal, a bill like
a duck, and which lays eggs and nurses its young,
when they are hatched, with the milk of its breasts ?
Naturalists say that the platypus represents a very
early stage of mammalian evolution. Yes, indeed,
the bush seems a kind of primeval survival, and
like nothing else in the known world.
It is told that there was once an old, old country,
and that when the priests of Sais talked to Solon and
rebuked him for boasting of the great age of his
nation,-assuring him that before ever Greece and
her heroes were, a mighty race of men existed, which
had built a city of golden gates and cultivated a land
spreading where the Atlantic Ocean now rolls,-they
spoke of the lost Atlantis which has been written of
in other places.
But before Atlantis was, old books say that the
world had shaped itself into a great and different
I0
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land, which was Lemuria. And of Lemuria the
largest part that remains to this day is Australia.
This is what certain records tell, but of the truth of
them who can speak with knowledge? Yet also, who
can see the land in its hoariness, and the convulsions
that have torn it, and the curious mammals that are
upon it, and upon no other land, and the gum-trees of
such weird conformation unlike all other trees that
are-who can see these things and ponder over them,
without pondering too and greatly wondering over
the story of the lost Atlantis and of Lemuria that was
before, and over the rebuke of the priests of Sais, and
the legends and the myths which have come down
through the mists of many ages !
I was thinking something of this sort during a three
days' ride I took not so very long ago, among gum-
trees so twisted, bleached, and ancient that they
seemed the ancestors of all Australian gums. A
sudden rebreathing this was of the old wonder and
wildness : a dream journey through a witches' forest.
For was there ever anything more ghoulish than these
hag-like white-limbed trees ? My ride was across the
high tableland of New South Wales, out of the sides
of which enormous slices have been torn in some far-
back convulsion of nature, leaving gigantic chasms
strewn with huge boulders and overgrown by scrub
that has never been trodden by human foot. It is
over such walls of rock and down such chasms that
the Fitzroy and Belmore Falls dash and sweep.
The ranger at the Fitzroy Falls had, it is almost
certain, never heard of Atlantis nor of Lemuria, nor of
II
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the priests of Sais. But he had lived among the gum-
trees, and their strange fascination had wrought itself
into his being, for he too seemed to brood in his own
fashion upon these things.
It's a queer country, this Australia! " he said.
I've often wondered as I've been going along what
was the beginning of it. Talk of its being new !
Seems to me that it's as old as the world before
Adam, and that it was just forgotten, when the
Creator parcelled out men afresh, after the Flood."
"It's creepy-like," the ranger went on. "As you walk
on and on, there's a feeling comes over you that you've
gone back to Genesis. Curious, that for all you may
dig and look, there's never a trace of men, or old
monuments and things, like Egypt and America and
the other places. And no animals to speak of except
kangaroos-and they're just monstrosities-and no
trees but those old gums."
He pointed to the edge of the great gorge where
the gums stretch out their twisted arms, while skeleton
trunks that have been hurled down by flood or
tempest, lie on seamed and blackened boulders, their
roots wrenched up into air, their branches embedded in
loose stones and washed-down soil. It is desolation
indescribable. The chasm falls in jagged precipices
over a thousand feet deep, and down in the bed, is a
torrent fed by the waterfall-one knows that it roars
because the water of it is churned white, but the
sound cannot be heard.
" There must have been a terrible big earthquake
here sometime," the ranger said, " for down there the
12
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rocks are all black as if they had been fired. No, you
wouldn't believe that patch of green was a forest of
enormous trees, would you ? You've got to go to
the bottom to see them." He flung a stone over
the cliff. It fluttered in the air and sank, sucked
inward, falling noiselessly upon another green forest
patch.
" Never a man that I heard of got into that bit,"
said the ranger. " I've tried this many year, and
couldn't force a way. I don't believe there's been a
human being among those trees since the beginning ;
and fire can't touch them, for it's too damp for flames
to run. And so they've grooved and gone on from the
beginning."
" I don't wonder," he added ruminatively, that
shepherds and stockmen go mad living all their lives
among the gum-trees."
In old days, the stockmen's huts stood each in a
clearing, leagues and leagues from any other dwelling
-in a plain if possible, near water, and as far as might
be from a scrub, for there the Blacks would have their
lair when they wanted to do mischief. The hut was
built of logs and rough slabs, and roofed with sheets
of bark held fast by cross-laid saplings. The big slab
fireplace was like a little square room added on to the
end ; and sometimes spears would come whizzing
down through the great open chimney. The stock-
man had no bolt to bar his door, for what would have
been the use of a lock when a blackfellow could so
easily crawl on to the roof, and set fire to the bark, or
drop unawares down the chimney? He had to depend
13
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for  his safety upon his quick hearing, his good aim,
and the excellence of his carbine. And on cloudy
nights he knew that he had not much to fear, for
the natives have a superstitious dread of going out
in darkness, so they never make an expedition from
the camp except on moonlight evenings or with an
illumination of fire-sticks.
One night long ago, at the Nie-Nie station, the
spears whizzed in. The hutkeeper was lying wrapped
in his blanket, dead asleep. The spears did not wake
him, and presently the Blacks crept down the chimney
and battered his skull with a nulla-nulla before he awoke
to know that his last hour had come. Then in the
district other murders followed. Maybe the carrying
off of some dusky Helen had provoked them. Such
thing was then, and is now, and has been since
woman was first the desire of man. It is for this
cause that most of the Blacks' crimes have been
committed.
The squatters of the place roused up and went out,
but they found only deserted camps. There was that
rocky region of cavern and waterfalls and ravines at
the head of the rivers, and here the blacks bided.
By and by came a detachment of the mounted police
and stalked a camp. They took some prisoners, who
were driven before the soldiers to Sydney, and with
all the formalities of the law were committed for trial.
But the formalities of the law required identification
of the accused as a preliminary to conviction, and
who could identify the black, clothed and cowed in
the dock, with the naked tatooed savage who might
14
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or might not have hurled a spear. Law is a beautiful
and subtle thing. The crime could not be proven,
and so the prisoners were discharged. They had had
a very good time in gaol. It was winter, and at that
season the Black is more or less comatose, and only
asks for his 'possum rug and a mess of bandicoot.
He was given blankets and roast beef and a pack of
playing cards, which he learned to use and to love.
How often have I watched the Blacks gambling in
their camp, a blanket spread out on the ground and
six or eight of them sprawling round it, and playing
with a very dirty pack of cards for the pool in the
middle, to which each had contributed after his means
and kind-one a screw of tobacco, another his belt,
a third a pinch of flour or sugar, a fourth perhaps
his tomahawk !
That imprisonment in Sydney was the savages'
first peep at civilisation.
" My word, corbon budgery that fellow gaol ! "
said the criminals, returning exultant to their tribes.
" Plenty blanket, plenty patter. No white men coola ;
budgery play about," which being interpreted is,
Gaol is a very good place ; there is a plenty of
food and blankets, the white men are not angry, and
one has lots of fun." They were quite impressed
with the notion that in the event of a war between
black and white, that " big fellow Gubbernor along-a
Sydney," would hang the white man and let the black
go free. They could not understand why white
justice should not be meted according to black canons,
which allows the relatives of a slain man to avenge
15
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his death by killing any member of the tribe to which
the murderer belongs, and the victim is sometimes
chosen by the chance settling of a fly from the body of
the deceased upon some bystander.
Then again the squatters of the north rose up in
fury. They  surprised the camp and killed many
natives , taking  many others prisoners. They went
mad as men do when they catch the fever of slaughter,
and shot down men, women ,  and children, building
up a great pyre of wood and burning the bodies upon
it, and there were some who said that all the bodies
were not voiceless.
This was called the Myall Creek tragedy. It made
a great stir .  Seven of the squatters were  brought to
Sydney, tried for murder, found guilty ,  and sentenced
to death. Party feeling ran high in the Legislative
Assembly. Mr. Wentworth ,  pleading for the accused
and at daggers drawn with Mr. Plunkett, the Attorney-
General, hotly defied the Government to carry out the
sentence .  Mr. Plunkett, determined upon the defeat
of his adversary - and it is to be hoped from higher
motives also - swore that not only should these men
be hanged ,  but that any white man who could be
proved to have killed a blackfellow not in self-defence,
should be held guilty of murder. New South Wales
was then a Crown colony ,  and the Attorney -General,
officially a member of the Council, had great power.
The seven men were executed  ;  and while in office,
Mr. Plunkett carried out his resolve to the best of
his ability. He was detested by the squatters, and
the wish was frequently expressed ,  in language more
z6
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forcible than becoming, that the Attorney-General
could change places for six months with a shepherd
on the Myall.
All hail to thee, Plunkett ! Had there been more
like thee, the national conscience would have less
cause for self-reproach.




LONG after this, there stayed at our huts an oldman who had been a stock-rider on the Myall
Creek district at the time of the tragedy. He had
suffered at the Blacks' hands, for his face had been
battered in by the blow of a nulla, and he was lame
from a spear wound. " Old Waddy," he was called.
A bullock driver once told us that he was so named
because he was a dry old stick-waddy being the
Blacks' word for stick. Perhaps his appearance had
something to do with it, for he was wizened and
shrivelled, with a corrugated skin that did truly
resemble a piece of dead bark. He had another
sobriquet, " Greenhide Sam," for which there was a
practical reason. He was extraordinarily quick and
clever in cutting strips of greenhide and turning them
into stockwhips, leg-ropes, and so forth. All the
greenhide work on the station used to be kept for
wet weather and Old Waddy. He made Tommy his
first stockwhip, which was at the time when Wetherby,
of Leura Creek, was charged with and convicted of
the murder of King Billy. Whereby Old Waddy was
is
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moved to deep sorrow and wrath. He had his own
views on the subject, which were not sentimentally
humanitarian as regards the blacks. While he plaited
the thongs of greenhide, and the half-made stockwhip
wriggled like a snake between his knees, he would
unburden himself to Tommy and me about the evils of
humanitarianism  upon the part of a government,
instancing  the disastrous effect of Plunkett's pro-
Black policy, and invariably preluding his discourse
with the story of his spear wound, and of a certain
gory episode connected with a dead blackfellow's
hand, which last impressed the whole thing word
for word upon my memory.
As a rule, we were bidden to keep clear of the
stockmen's huts, but the authorities made an excep-
tion in the case of Old Waddy, for he held women,
girls , and boys in deepest reverence, and never in our
hearing used swear-words of stronger quality than 11 By
Gum," or " Darn," or Blazes."
This was how the story went. "You may have
heard the boss tell of old Pipeclay, Miss-a flea-bitten
grey-and I never see'd a better horse. The niggers
knew him  too, and had an uncommon down on him
and me,  for we'd often fell across one another. Well,
that day I'd been showing some travelling swells the
short cut to the Macintyre Brook, and coming back,
old `Clay' gives sign that a Black is close handy-by
Gum, that horse could scent a darkey !-and before
I'd time to  unstrap, a big blackfellow slews round an
iron-bark tree and puts a spear into my side. I
didn 't feel much, but there was the spear sticking out
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of my thigh, and I thought it was all up with me.
`Anyhow,' I says, ' I'll settle that darkey,' so I ups
after him ; and by Gum, he brings me clean through
a camp. Lor, such a hullabaloo ! They takes me
for a Debil-debil ; and the chap was too blown to
give tongue, or else they could easily have settled my
business. On, old 'Clay gets to my man, and the
Black-he shies into a clump of brigalow and shindies
up a tree. But I bring him down flop ; and then I
cuts off his hand and takes it along with me slung on
to the dees of my saddle, so that Pipeclay's side was
red and streaming with the nigger's blood. I believe
the old horse knew what I was after, and in conse-
quence went more spry. You see we chaps had our
dander up over those seven whites that was hanged
for the Myall Creek business ; and those swells I took
along the short cut was magistrates. So I goes after
them with my bloody hand and flips it down agen the
Johnny-cakes they was cooking at their camp, and
shows them my spear-wound that was smarting pretty
hard by then. ` Report me if  you  like,' I says, 'and
the Governor and the Attorney-General may hang me
if they  like; and if only one of them was on this run
stock-keeping, and the other on the next, my word,
they'd sing another tune before the year was out !
Darn them chaps,' I says, `that sleep safe in beds and
drink claret instead of quart-pot tea, and calls us
murderers and hangs us because we protects our-
selves.'
"There was a Jackeroo chap on the Namoi as I've
had many an argument with," Old Waddy went on,
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Itas plucky a devil for a new chum as ever lived, and
always preaching kindness to the blacks. My word !
he used to kill a bullock for them every week or so
because he said we'd taken their country and were
bound to provide their grub. Then, by Gum, one
evening as he sits smoking outside the hut, without a
moment's warning, he finds a spear in his chest !
Darn'd, but he would have been a blue duck if I
hadn't ridden up that very moment and scared the
natives off. He had some narrow shaves, that chap ;
for one night, when he was camping out with his own
black-boy, he feels a tommyhawk come down by his
head, close-up cutting his ear off, and when he fires
his revolver, the black-boy makes off and never was
seen after. He comes to me for sewing up his cuts-
cool as blazes. ' Be quick about it,' says he, ' don't
you be afraid of hurting me; just fancy you're stitching
up a ration-bag.'
" I tells you what it is, Miss. Here's a man has to
look after a herd and wants to do his duty by his
master ; and then, just when he's got the cattle quiet
on their camps, they gets a rush, because of a black's
spear thrown among them, and away they goes-
especially in winter time-and he's got all his work
to do again, and maybe this happens over and over.
At first he takes it quiet-like, but when he's had it
pretty often, by Gum, I wouldn't be a blackfellow in
his way ! And that's Nature ! I could have told
things to the bosses in the settled districts-the cattle
speared, and some hocked, and just the kidney fat
took. And then, when a chap might come home at
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nights-as I've done-and find his mate lying killed
and all his swag gone, well, who's going to say what
that chap'll do if his dander's up, except another in
like circumstances ; and maybe  he  wouldn't do the
same. I never did want to hurt anything myself. If
I seed a living creature crawling my way I'd step
aside-except it was snakes. I've done hot work in
my day, 'cause I've been put in the middle of it.
But I never did nothing that lies hard on my con-
science. I don't say the same of some I've knowed,
or even of those Myall Creek men as was hanged.
That was a dirty job all round. But what I says is,
that the way you've got to deal with the Blacks is to
keep your word and give 'em what you've promised,
whether it's a blanket, or baccy, or a bullet. And
when two colours gets to contrarieties, one agen the
other, and anger and fear is up, you ain't going to
have things run as easy as this 'ere stockwhip."
And it always seemed to me that Old Waddy
summed up the matter pretty fairly. The Blacks
were more certain than ever that the "big fellow
gubbernor " was their friend when they heard of the
hanging of those seven men ; and outrage followed
outrage so thickly that the humanitarian policy had to
be squashed, and Major Mills, with a picked corps of
men from the regiments, was sent up to fight the
natives. He had some Black troopers in his force,
and these renegades seemed to take a fiendish
delight in the betrayal and slaughter of their own
kindred. One of them-a good tracker-led the
soldiers to the stronghold of the tribe, and the Blacks,
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hemmed into a gorge  from which the only outlet was
a waterfall,  were all  shot down or leaped the precipice
and were dashed  to pieces . After  it was all  over, the
betrayer of his people proudly held out his blood-
stained sword . "My word ! Corbon budgery this
long fellow  knife,"  he said, "  plenty mine been
numkull ole fellow Mammy  belonging  to me. I been
marra cobra belonging  to that old woman ! "
He was gleefully relating  how he had cut off his
own mother's head ! It is  horrible to think that
young blackfellows  were  taught to track and kill their
own people ! Of Major Mills's regiment half of the
troopers were Blacks. In this guerilla warfare for-
malities were  usually dispensed with, but sometimes
they were observed after a tragi-comic fashion.
There is in the breast of every Englishman a very
proper aversion to shooting a human being in cold
blood, which here struggled with the instinct of the
sportsman . One day Major Mills and his party were
riding back to the camp after a long and so far fruitless
man-hunt. Suddenly a white trooper espied a black-
fellow  who, hoping to escape the observation of the
dreaded Maamie (chief of the police), had climbed
into  the fork of a high gum-tree. The sergeant
reported to the major.
" Blackfellow up a tree, sir."
" Order him down," said the major.
" I have done so," replied the sergeant. " He won't
come, and I cannot  climb the tree."itGo again," said the major, and order him down
three times  in the Queen 's name."
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"And supposing Her Majesty don't fetch him ? "
asked the sergeant.
"Then  bring him down,"  grimly answered lVfajor
Mills.
The sergeant advanced with carbine pointed. " I
say, you nigger, come down in the Queen's
name ! "
" Ba'al mumkull ! " (don't kill me), shrieked the Black
in abject terror, not understanding one word of
English, and only realising that he was in peril of
his life.
Said the sergeant,  "I orders you again in the
Queen's name to come down."
Still piteous cries of " Ba'al mumkull."
I orders you a third time in the Queen's name to
come down," repeated the sergeant. " Then if you
ain't a-going to obey Her Majesty's orders, I must
obey mine."
His hand was upon the trigger. A shot ; a thud ;
and the " big game " fell at his feet.
Who can wonder that to the blackfellow the white
man was as a fierce beast of prey to be destroyed
before it could pounce !
The black troopers who witnessed that occurrence
took the lesson to heart, and I used to hear a story of
one, who on his own responsibility brought down his
man. Having omitted the official formula, he
exclaimed, as the wounded black dropped, " Tsch !
Tsch ! Altogether mine lose-him Queen's name " (I
quite forgot to say, " In the Queen's name "). Then
a happy idea striking his brain-it being quite im-
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material to him whether the incantation, as he con-
sidered it, was addressed to the dead or the living-
he cried--
" Come down in Queen's name one time. Come
down in Queen's name two time. Come down in
Queen's name three time. That budgery now"
(that's all right now).
It is sad but true that the Australians were apt
pupils in the art of treachery. The native tracker
was always the most bloodthirsty in a fray and the
keenest in hunting down his own tribe.
A stratagem conducted on the principal of " Set a
thief to catch a thief" brought this early campaign
to a close. It had lasted for some time ; the tribe had
been hunted hither and thither, and the remaining
ringleaders had hidden themselves in that broken
country at the head of the Fitzroy River, which was
extremely difficult of access.
The native police, under white officers, had been
out for several days upon a fruitless search, and were
about to leave that part of the district. Towards
sundown, they came upon a track which led them to
the borders of a scrub. It was now time to camp,
and the blackboys went forth in search of bandicoot
for supper. One of them heard in the distance the
sound of a tomahawk, and following its guidance,
came unseen upon a wild Black chopping an opossum
out of a hollow tree. The trooper watched him to
the camp, then after consulting with his own mates
went to their chief. " Maamie," said he, " you pidney ;
plenty boy been woolla. Metancoly Myall Black
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nangry camp. Suppose, Maamie, you go, directly
blackfellow mel. No good boots-too much noise."
The interpretation of which is, "' Master, you
understand, these boys have been talking over the
matter. There are a great many wild Blacks at the
camp. If you go, they will see you at once. Your
boots make too much noise."
Metancoly is the Black's expression for a great
number. The Australian natives only count to five :
one, kimmeroi ; two, bulla ; three, bulla-kimmeroi ;
four, bulla-bulla ; five, bulla-bulla-kimmeroi. After
that, the term is metancoly.
The boy then suggested that he and his companion
should take off their clothes, steal down to the Myalls'
camp, and with their rifles lie there concealed till
dawn. " Then," continued he excitedly, " murrai
early, when Myall first wake, Euroka ba'al get up ;
close up ogle eye that fellow ; blackfellow make fire ;
then boy mel-mel ; shoot along-a daloopil and I
believe, plenty catch him." (Very early when the
Myall first wakes, the sun is not up, and it is nearly
dark. The Blacks make a fire, then we boys see
them, and shoot them with our guns.)
The plan was adopted. At early morn it was dark
and cold and the fires had burned out during the
night. Though the stars were still shining, there was
already a chorus of magpies : the laughing jackasses
were saluting day, and there were the strange twitter-
ings and multitudinous murmur of insect life that may
be heard before  sunrise in  the Australian bush and
that now covered the stealthy movements of the
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watchers  as they got their guns ready for  action.
One by one, the sleepy blacks  came out  of their
gunyahs. They scratched themselves, and jabbered
unsuspiciously to each other as they blew upon the
half-burnt firesticks. Soon a blaze illuminated the
camp and the shiny forms stood revealed in the glow-
easy targets for the marksmen. Each trooper
covered  a Myall  and fired. A volley echoed through
the scrub. Panic seized  the Blacks : they knew not
where to turn, and hardly one escaped.
In Moreton  Bay, the depredations of the Blacks
were more or less  regulated by the yield of the bunya
forests.  In the good bunya years, there were always
a great many more murders ; and in bunya-feast times
the squatters went in fear, and the women stayed
about the house and all the men looked well to their
weapons.  The great ranges between our two rivers,
the Auburn and the Logan, were covered with bunya
forest. It is beautiful to ride through a bunya scrub,
where a track has been cut, to see the huge yellowing
cones  hanging, each one larger than  a man 's head,
and to  watch the light falling in curious, pointed shafts
from the dark pyramid tops of the tall trees, and
glinting in diamond sparks upon the glossy green
leaves of the lower branches, beneath which all is
gloom, and only creeping things move. When the
great  cone is quite yellow, the nuts are ripe, and they
are very sweet and palatable, cooked, as the Blacks
know how, in the ashes of the camp fire. For miles
and miles , the tribes assemble, and there  is peace
among  the braves, for till the bunya- feast is ended,
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open strife and warfare are not.  The tribes may
gather  and eat their fill of the bunya, but the
opossums and dingoes and wild animals of their
neighbours '  pasture they may not trap, for that would
be breaking  the law of savage hospitality.
Then the  kangaroos ,  iguanas and other beasts and
reptiles of  the bush  are sacred ,  but the cattle are the
white man's and may be speared and eaten ;  and the
white man-if he be alone and has not his gun ready-
may be speared also, and roasted and eaten ,  to still the
craving for flesh food ,  which seizes men after long
abstinence .  Sometimes the white man was too
vigilant,  and the cattle were well guarded ,  and the
craving became greater than could be endured ; and
then an unsuspecting stranger from some outside
tribe would be led to a quiet spot and bidden to look
at a snake in a water-hole, or at the red sky, or at
something moving in the grass  ;  and while he looked,
a warrior behind would strike him a blow on the back
of his neck with a waddy, and that night there would
be horrible feasting .  Or else some plump young
lubras, '  doomed beforehand and guessing their doom,
would be sacrificed to the need.
On the  Great Range close to our station ,  a party of
riders came one day upon a nauseous place. It was
a small gorge with bunya scrub on one side of the
slope, and a  very big  rock on the other. The rock
was of a curious shape ,  quite bare and difficult to
climb ,  and apparently flat on the  top. The party did
climb the rock, and then they found that the flat top
was in reality a shallow hole, and that in the hole
I  Young, unmarried black women.
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were quantities of human bones ,  relics probably of the
bunya-feasts.
But there are those who say that the cannibalism
of those times is not due to the  longing  of the car-
nivorous animal,  but to some religious observance.
How this may be I don't know, and it does not seem
to matter.  Old Jimba of the Donga used to relate
how after a "corbon  big fellow fight and Corroboree,"
a conquered foe who had  fought very vigorously
would be eaten by his conquerors ,  because there was
a notion that thus the victor would assimilate some of
the fighting qualities of that man  of valour. Only
Old Jimba put the matter in a way that even to us
then required  a good deal  of elucidation in more
intimate conversations  with the blackboys and
Billabong Jenny ,  our half -caste nurse.
It  is the  Korradgees  or medicine  men who guard
the religious mysteries  of the Blacks .  One finds it
very hard to get them to tell anything  about their
religion. But  that there  are mysteries  which have
been handed  down for ages, and that they do perform
secret rites, is certain . They acknowledge the power
of a great  Spirit  of a superior  grade to the popular
Debil -debil ; and they  believe  in a heaven or happy
hunting ground, and in a hell  which a Logan Black
described as one  big fellow flat altogether prickles,"
a plain covered  with Bathurst burr, being the especial
detestation of unclad natives.
In some tribes  there  is a kind of Nature  worship.
The sun and the moon  are mighty  deities : there is
Munduala  the fire-god , who in the end of all things
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will burn up the earth, and the men sing and dance to
gain the favour of the Pleiades, the senders of rain.
There is Yo-wi, the dark spirit who roams the earth
at night, and Wa-wi the snake spirit, and Buba, the
legendary progenitor of kangaroos ; and it is easy to
trace a shadow of Rosicrucian lore in the belief in
Turong, or water-spirits ; and in Pot-koorook and
Tambora, elves and gnomes.
Sometimes one speculates whether in the far ages
there ever dwelt a white man-god among them who
taught the people knowledge of some things good and
evil, and delivered to them the marriage ordinances
and the Mystery of the Bora. What was Baiame the
Great Ruler, and whence came the tradition of him as
a glorified man ?  " Corbon big fellow like-it gum-
tree," a Namoi Black used to say : and he would
describe Baiame as always lying down, with his head
resting upon his right hand, and his arm buried in the
sand of the sea, so deep that he could not lift himself.
And the sea came up and brought fishes into his
mouth ; and by and by the arm would rot away, and
then BaiLme would be free and would rise up in his
might and destroy Whites and Blacks upon the land.
I thought of the legend of Baiame, in one of the cave
temples in Ceylon, where a colossal Buddha lay in
Blessedness, his head resting upon his great bent arm ;
and I wondered whether in the dawn of the mytholo-
gies there had ever been an association between the
sleeping Baiame and some pre-Buddhic idea of the
Nirvanic Rest. For it is curious how, in some of the
Blacks' traditions, one comes across traces of the
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eastern  doctrines  of reincarnation and metempsy-
chosis, and the threefold  division  of man into body,
soul, and spirit, made by the  mediaeval  mystics.
With the Blacks,  there are  the Bunna, or fleshly
body, the Tohi or Soul, and the Wunda which is
disembodied spirit. The Tohi, they hold, comes
back from  time to time,  to the world, sometimes in
the form  of a beast  if the previous life has been a
degrading  one, or may be, as animating  a being of
higher order , if its  former ways have been brave and
virtuous . " When blackfellow altogether budgery, he
go bong "-that is to say, dies-" and then he jump
up white  man," an  old man in the camp used to tell
us ; and it  was pathetic to find that for him, nothing
loftier  existed in  the scale of creation than the enemy
of his race. Had the white man, when he came
among  the Blacks, but realised the native ideal, who
knows  that there might not have been a new kind
of Divine dynasty after the model of that of the
Children of the Sun ! They were brave, honourable,
and reverent  of the higher human qualities, those
original  barbarians. They did not become mean and
false and cruel  till civilisation set them an example,
and their women were not unchaste until white men
taught them immorality.
We knew a half-caste woman married to a fencer
on the Logan who had been taken from the Blacks
as a little girl , and brought up in a squatter's family,
and she liked talking about her early life and the
tribal laws  and ways. She would tell how she had
seen  an unfaithful gin speared in the camp by her
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husband,  the elders  applauding  ; and another frail gin
taken  out by her  brother and beaten with a nulla-
nulla till she was  almost dead , while the injured
husband, who had  a soft heart, sat by and wept at
her shrieks ,  but dared  not interfere.
She would tell , too, about  the Blacks '  belief in God
and in spirits,  and among  many old  superstitions, how
the old men had  a notion that  their passage  to heaven
would  be in some  way facilitated by the cutting off
of one  of their fingers - it was  the third finger, I
remember,  which was usually  missing among the
aged people of the  camp. I recollect, too ,  one old
blackfellow  on the  Logan, whom Mary Macdougall,
of Wooroot ,  helped through  a bad illness ,  and who,
to her distress ,  insisted, as soon  as he got better, upon
going  away alone to a certain water-hole, that he
might hold  commune  with  spirits . He said they
often came to him there ,  and had told him that he
should "close -up go bong" (nearly die), "but that
Debil -debil would not catch him that time."
According  to the half-caste gin, her camp had its
light, romantic  side as well, and there  were story-
tellers  who used to  sit in front  of the gunyahs and
tell tales, " Oh, very interesting ,"  she said ; " all
about love ."  Yet there  did not seem a great deal
of sentiment about the way in which the braves
conducted their courtship ,  it being the custom for a
young  man in search of a wife to  walk up  to a camp
where, among her kindred, squatted some  lubra who
had taken his fancy, and to throw his boomerang into
the midst of the family circle.  Then,  if it were picked
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up and returned to him ,  he had to fight a rival for the
possession of the fair one, who was delivered over to
the best man  ;  but if the boomerang were allowed to
lie he might step in and claim his bride without
further preliminaries. No doubt ,  however, there had
been ogling and sighing ,  and perhaps tremors, fears,
and heartburnings before this culminating point was
reached .  It is only in the setting ,  after all, that the
eternal drama alters .  The main motive is always
pretty much the same.
There was a spot on the Logan which was regarded
with great veneration because it was a Bora ground.
It was a large circle, marked out and hollowed in the
centre ,  with a raised mound of earth all round, in
which were two openings giving entrance, as it were,
to the circus. We could never have made out what
the Bora really was, and I don't imagine that any
European knows its true meaning, though in his
valuable book Mr. Meston has given a very detailed,
interesting description of the rite. Still, I never before
heard or read of a white man witnessing it, except
one Murrell,  who lived with the Blacks seventeen
years, but his report only touched remotely on the
occult side of the Bora.  Yet sometimes when they
were sitting round the camp fire, after the horses had
been hobbled ,  and the pipes lit, and a pannikin of grog
poured out, the " Boss  "  used to question his black-
boys as  to this great mystery, but though they were
communicative enough about minor affairs of the
tribe,  they would always become grave and shake
their heads when asked about the Bora, and would
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answer : " Suppose mine pialla you, altogether black-
fellow mumkull mine" (If I were to tell you, the
Blacks would kill me).
It was the Divine Ruler, they say, who commanded
the Bora, and the mystery is curiously connected with
other mysteries of other nations and ages, by the use
of a magic wand, the original wand having been
delivered, according to tradition, by the Great Ruler
himself, and possessing no doubt, some occult signifi-
cance. In these days, the wand is a stick carved with
some device, and sent from one tribe to another as the
summons to the ceremony.
The trees round the Bora ground are marked with
nature-symbols, and devices of animals, and there
appears to be something peculiarly emblematic in the
effigy of an emu. The main object of the rite is the
initiation of the youths of a tribe into its secrets, and
their admittance as warriors to the privileges of man-
hood.
As neophytes they enter the sacred circle by one
of the openings in the outer mound, the old men put
armlets of kangaroo skin upon their arms, a fillet
round their heads, and a band round the waist crossed
back and front, and they pass out at the other opening,
kippers, or accepted braves. But before and after the
rite there are ordeals to be undergone, and they must
live apart for a time in the bush, abstaining from food,
and are not allowed to see a gin.
Our half-caste had nothing to tell about the Bora,
for no woman may participate  in it . Talking about
these rules for food, there are among the Blacks laws
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regulating  the diet  of men and women ,  something, after
the manner of those laid down in Leviticus .  Marroon
Station on the  Logan ,  where we  lived, got its name
from the breaking  of one of these  regulations. The
legend is that a young lubra  went  out hunting with
her father and brother ,  and ate of iguana at a for-
bidden season .  Whereupon the Great  Spirit was
angry,  and a storm arose and so  frightened the girl
that she confessed her crime . The Great  Spirit was
not appeased  by her confession , for while she was
making it, the earth  toppled  over  and buried  her, and
the mountain  that covered  her was Mount Murrun,
and the name of that  place  is to  this day Marroon or
Murrun, which in the Blacks '  tongue is Iguana.
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OUT OF MY GRANDMOTHER'S BOX
A
NOT H E R bundle of torn, faded, and often
weather-stained papers came out of my grand-
mother's box. They are the love-letters of a young
pioneer squatter on a station called Bungroopim in
the scarcely settled Moreton Bay district, and a girl
living on the Parramatta River near Sydney. The
year 1841 is the date on the letters. It was when
Sir George Gipps was governor, and the Constitution
Act granting New South Wales a measure of self-
l.egislation had just been passed by the Imperial
Parliament.
They give their own picture of life as it was over
there sixty years ago-these old love-letters. They
had to travel a distance which I covered by road and
rail, not very long ago, in about the same time that it
takes to get from London to the French Riviera, and
sometimes they were five months on the way. For
in one of them the wooer says that "her welcome
letter of February the 17th reached him on July the
3oth : and then only through a chance meeting with
its bearer at the Bay," where he was delivering a
mob of bullocks to the butcher.
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In all the correspondence there is the same story
of loss and delay, and long periods seem to have
passed without any communication between the lovers.
I am indeed thankful to know by the sight of your
handwriting at last," she writes with mirthful serious-
ness, "that you have not been murdered by bush-
rangers or eaten by Blacks." There's something very
pathetic in the look of these old letters, their big,
square sheets, yellow - stained so as to be almost
illegible, muddy marks sometimes at the foldings, and
the address in the centre oblong of the outer leaf, as
the way was then, almost effaced. Evidently no post
went anywhere near the Logan, for not one of them
shows sign of stamp or postmark.
The very touch of the time-worn paper has a
personal and tender interest. It is so curious to
think of the many days they may have travelled in
some dead and gone bushman's pocket ; and if they
could speak, what comic and thrilling incidents of the
wilds they might tell ; how they must have been
handed from one to another, coming into the keeping,
maybe, of some desperate character, or stirring the
sympathies of some rough cattle-drover, so that
perhaps an extra day's ride was taken, or a butcher
kept waiting, or a fray with the police braved, because
a girl wanted her lover to know that she thought of
him, and was true.
They were very different from the love-letters a
girl would write to-day-these closely-crossed sheets
traced in a delicate, pointed handwriting, and ex-
pressed with a quaint sobriety, a certain sweet stiff-
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ness which gives them an odd charm savouring of
the last century, of Jane Austen, and the days of
short waists and beaver hats-all curiously out of
keeping with the savage passions let loose in the
bush. The pretty, sloping penmanship never com-
mits itself to anything more effusive than  11 My dear
Mr. Prior " at the beginning and " Your sincerely
attached " at the close of each epistle. He appears
to have complained a little of her maiden reserve, for
she answers in mild reproach, " You call my letters
cold, my dear Mr. Prior, but I must beg you to
believe that there is no abatement in the warmth of
my feeling, and have I not given you the best proof
of my affection and confidence in consenting to share
your fortunes ?"  And she goes on to tell him that
" Mama " is teaching her housekeeping, and so she
thinks their marriage had better not be hurried, for
what will it matter after we have been together many
years, whether our wedding was a month or two
sooner or later." And she adds that she does not
regret, as he does, that he has so little of the world's
wealth, for if they ever become  " even  rich (the italics
are hers) what happiness it will be, knowing that they
have shared the bitters as well as the sweets." This
is the most emotional declaration in the letters, and
one can fancy that it might have been just the least
bit unsatisfying to the ardent lover in his backwoods
hut, chafing impatiently against separation, and the
limitations of their correspondence.
Yet through all the gracious propriety of diction,
there exhales from these sixty-year-old documents a
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fragrance of sentiment that imparts poetry to such
homely cares as appear to have occupied even the
courtship of these two. On his part,  the difficulty of
keeping his working horses shod and in good condi-
tion ,  the number of travellers going by "who eat,"
the expense and labour of sending rations to the
distant camps ,  and, above all, the doubt of being able
to get together  that £200  which was to start the
young couple with ,  as he puts it,  "a  clean  score))-
to say nothing of his troubles with myall  (wild)  Blacks.
On hers, deep anxiety lest her future husband should
cripple himself through his efforts to provide for her
comfort, and such quaint remonstrances as this--
" And now ,  my dear Mr.  Prior, I must express my
regret that you should have parted with your bullocks
to such disadvantage on my account, for I know it is
solely on my account that you have engaged the
builders .  Let me beg of you to make no such
sacrifice again ,  but to  discharge  those builders, and
when I come, let me be your assistant in improving
your hut, for indeed I should like to have it in my
power to prove that I could be happy with  you any-
where."
And she is in distress over the calamities of her
own household . There  is drought on their station ;
their  "bush"  has been burned down ; their water-
holes are almost dry, and  every day dying  horses and
cattle have to be carried out of bogs from which they
have no strength to extricate themselves . The dis-
tress, too, is of a more intimate kind. " Papa," while
his bush is burning and his beasts are perishing, sits
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"in the little parlour writing poetry ."  "He is now
writing a piece on Life," she says, "which is very
pretty, but mama does not like his confining himself
so much to the little parlour,  for besides injuring
his health ,  poetry also makes him neglect the
station ." " But papa," she mournfully adds, "was
never cut out to be a bushman ; he is much
fonder of writing poetry than of riding after
cattle."
Then there is the eldest brother, Thomas-another
cause of woe . Thomas,  who was " our favourite
brother, and papa's favourite child  ; "  Thomas, who
11 had great talents, and most endearing qualities,"
but who was always making papa angry and disturb-
ing the serenity of poetic composition in the little
parlour ,  thereby plunging his sisters into grief. In
vain does the lover at Bungroopim assure his fiancee
that " Thomas, in spite of his wildness, has really
excellent principles and a good heart," and that it
will not be his - the lover 's-fault if Thomas does
not become a steady fellow .  But Thomas appears
to be incorrigible ; Moreton Bay does not content
him ; he insists upon roving - first to Ceylon, then
in the South Seas ,  where, before he is twenty-one,
he gets himself wrecked and murdered.
The burdens of Thomas, and of papa's poetry,
which lie heavily in these love-letters ,  are lightened
occasionally by accounts of Sydney gaieties-theHomebush Races ,  a review, the sight ,  from a window
in George Street ,  of people going to the Governor's
levee -"  the barristers in their wigs and gowns, the
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clergymen in their gowns also, and the Catholic
bishop finer than any of them."
There is a ball to which she goes "because Eliza-
beth wishes her company," but which she scarcely
enjoys since the "one person for whose society she
cares is absent." As an engaged girl, she refrains
from either waltzing or galloping, which perhaps
may account partly for the lack of enjoyment. There
she sees for the first time the new dance called the
polka and hears "the new railroad galop," "an ex-
cellent imitation-at least every one says so, and I
am sure it must be, for it is like the setting off of a
steamer." Steamers were not too common then in
Botany Bay. Yet they seem to have had cheerful
times in Sydney sixty years ago, though in the farms
outside convict servants occasionally gave trouble.
I don't know which governor it was who, as here
related, made such an affecting farewell speech at
this particular ball that nearly all the ladies present
were moved to tears.
Even then, too, Sydney had its opera-house, for in
the letters comes gossip about a fancy ball that took
place in it, and which, seen from the upper boxes, was
" a most gorgeous scene, too dazzling to be described."
I am not quite sure whether this was the very
house in which I, a twelve-year-old bush girl, heard
my first opera. It was " Lurline " ; Lucy Escott
sang in it, and to those unsophisticated eyes a fairy
world was opened.
But the chronicle of Sydney gaieties is a short
one. Before very long the pair are married
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and settle down in what was then " Out Back."
By and by the girl-wife writes from Bungroopim to
the mother-in-law in England, giving an italicised
description of her "wild man of the woods," who has
" an immense pair of whiskers, a moustache, and a
beard that is not fully grown, but will be  very fine
when he comes back from his next camping-out trip,"
and " whom his mother would surely not recognise in
his bushman's dress-his blue shirt and blue-and-
white guernsey, a pair of trousers  of my making,
and enormous leggings-and who is indeed, I can
assure you,  a very handsome man."
She goes into innocent raptures over their rough
home-the slab hut with its bark roof and earth-
floored verandah, which has gum-sapling posts, round
which roses, passion-flower, and sweet verbena grow.
She tells minutely of the garden sloping down to the
water-hole-the grass plat with three beds, a trumpet-
tree, bearing its strong-scented, bell-shaped flower in
the centre one ; vines along the fence, and oranges
and lemons, pomegranates and fig-trees, and many
lilies. It sounds idyllic, this bush garden. Below it
lay a fearsome lagoon-fearsome because of the
Bunyip tradition that clung to it-and gloomy with
melancholy she-oaks and flooded gums. This Bunyip
tradition was fairly well authenticated. A girl
wandering in maiden reverie by the lagoon's banks,
saw the monster, flew and told a graphic tale. She
described it as an immense, slimy creature with a calf
like head and the body of a great serpent. I can
myself testify that the Blacks held Bungroopim water-
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hole in direst awe. They said " Debbil-debbil sat
down like-it that place," and not one of them could
ever be persuaded to swim from bank to bank.
There must have been some foundation for the
many Bunyip legends. No doubt, a creature
unclassified by naturalists did once exist in the creeks
and lagoons till, scared by civilised intruders, it hid
itself and pined, dying out at length like the dodo and
great auk. Just as in the golden age, fauns and
nymphs, and the great god Pan, and Apollo himself,
walked the pagan forests, so fabulous monsters dwelt
in the primeval bush. The Bunyip, perhaps, was the
last survival of Lemurian mythology-for is it not said
that Australia is a remnant of that prehistoric continent,
and that the monoliths on Easter Island are the work
of Lemurian builders ?  How that may be I know not,
but I can well imagine that only monsters could have
inhabited those gruesome pools locked in the grotesque
arms of hoary gums and shadowed by she-oaks-the
most dismal of trees, with their straight, black stems
and thin, dropping foliage, which whispers mysteriously
in a light breeze and gives piteous moans when the
wind swells into a blast. I know just such a place-
they called it the Moongar Water-hole, and long ago
I used to camp by it. Picture the scene as in my
mind I see it. A dray, loaded high-the tarpaulin
slung tentwise over it-drawn up by a bleak stretch of
water-a tiny lake, narrowed at one end, where it is
slushy and rank with weeds and rushes, in which wild
ducks have their home. The surface is inky black,
except where the moon strikes it: the shallow bend is
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full of dead logs and floating twigs, but at the sides,
the banks shelve steeply into deep water, darkly clear.
Close round are she-oaks, ti-trees, the swamp oak
with its leprous-looking trunk, and the flooded gums,
round which drift and wrack have gathered, showing
where, in rainy seasons, the lagoon has overflowed.
Grass of the kind called " blady " grows in coarse
tussocks, and near the pool lies the bleached corpse of
a huge gum-tree, one side of it blackened and hollowed
where camp fires have been lighted.
The fire of my picture blazes brightly, the billy hung
over it for quart-pot tea, the ashes raked ready for the
baking of a batch of Johnny-cakes ; Paddy Mack, the
bullock driver, is kneading. Do you know how to
make a Johnny-cake? Let me tell you, in case you
ever go to the bush, far enough west for Johnny-cakes
to be possible. First, you must cut a small sheet of
bark from a gum-tree near, and heap on it a mound of
flour, in which you must hollow a hole and fill it with
water, then work up the mass into a dry dough,
which you must cut into thin cakes. All this time,
the blackboy, or somebody else, has been piling small
sticks on the fire, so as to make a bed of ashes, which
is spread out, the cakes are laid upon it, and
dexterously turned till they are cooked. It may seem
a simple process, but yet it is difficult to make a real
Johnny-cake. A large part of the art lies in mixing
the dough, a still larger part in preparing the fire.
For if the ashes be not properly prepared, the Johnny-
cake will be heavy and no longer a Johnny-cake ; it is
then a " Leather jacket," or it is a " Beggar on coals,"
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when little bits of the sticks are turned into charcoal
and make black marks on the dough.
Have you ever tasted bush pot-au-feu ? Here it is
-an iron pot or a large billy slung on a forked stick
over the camp fire, into which each stockman dips for
his dinner. A lucky pot-a sort of fishpool from which
you may land half a wild duck, a whole parrot or pigeon,
a lump of kangaroo tail, a slice of salt junk as they
call it-or a bit of pork-through all, a miscellaneous
flavouring of store salt, a pinch of pepper, a suspicion
of the aromatic gum-bark or bitter leaf-for the pot
should be stirred with a twig from some handy tree-
maybe a bunch of wild parsley, and edible fungus-
who knows what ? The mess is very excellent, I
aasure you-when it has simmered long enough-
better than the best French ragout you could get in
some wayside cabaret in France, and that is saying a
good deal.
But you can't enjoy the bush pot-au-feu without a
draught of quart-pot tea. I will give you the receipt,
though it is not practicable in England. For you
must boil quart-pot tea and drink it in the bush. You
must boil it over a fire lighted in the hollow of a dead
log, and you must drink it out of a battered and
blackened pannikin. When the water in your billy is
at boiling point, you must empty into it, out of a dirty
ration-bag, a good handful of store tea. After that,
from another ration-bag, dirtier and very sticky, you
must put in some cakes of soft "hut " sugar, stirring
the mixture with a bit of stick-also from a gum-tree.
Now you must cover the quart-pot with another one,
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and let the tea draw, and afterwards, you must cool it
by pouring it from one quart pot into the other.
Next, divide it among the pannikins put in readiness,
and drink it in the company of your mates. You will
find it better than any tea you ever tasted.
But to produce a satisfactory result, the conditions
must be complied with. You must have the quart
pots, the pannikins, the ration-sugar, the gum-tree
stick, and above all, the mates. These things can only
be got together in the bush.
In the camping-out scene I am picturing, one black-
boy is preparing the fire for baking ; the other had
gone after wild duck into the bend. I can hear the
ping-ping of his gun, the swish of wings ; almost the
sizzle of soft mud as he plunges through the reeds and
bog. The fancy sets me thinking of times when I
have followed a sportsman by moonlight a little way
across the Home Swamp. Then our feet would make
a " kr--rsh-kr--rsh " as we trod-soft at first, and
louder with the wetness of the ground. The water
would rise over our ankles and leak into our boots,
and one would feel goose-flesh down one's backbone
-so eerie a sensation that the natural impulse is to
switch a stick behind to scare off anything uncanny
that might be following. There would be all kinds of
strange noises-curlews giving their mournful wail,
the gurgling " gr-rr " of a " possum up a gum-tree " ;
the rustling of rushes, making a silky  "  tr-rrse," and
the cracking of dead reeds. And now alarmed cries
from waterfowl, the whistling of their wings filling the
air.... A shot, and the frogs would stop croaking and
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every living thing hold itself on the alert. Even the
cluster of flying foxes hanging from a branch and
looking in the moonlight like some monstrous black
fruit, would break up, a horrible smell tainting the
night breeze. Then would I turn and fly, never halt-
ing till I had reached the paddock sliprails. But only
cheerful bush noises sound round the camp I remember.
Our horses clank their hobbles and tinkle the bells
hanging from their necks-they couldn't get far if they
tried to break home. Some of.the men are spreading
grass-tree tops, which they have cut for out-bedding,
beneath the tarpaulin, and two or three others-drovers
who have been waiting for rations-are yarning over
an adjacent camp fire of their own. They have been
telling Bunyip stories. " I don't know much about
the Bunyip," drawls one, " but I can tell you there's a
water-hole where I wouldn't camp by myself at night
-no, not if " A native dog drowns the rest in his
howl. I have taken a billy to dip for water. There's
a ripple on the blackness of the lagoon. . . . A snake
has wriggled down from the bank. Sirius's reflection
spreads and wobbles, and the pointers of the Southern
Cross begin to dance. Presently the pool is still again.
I sit down on a log, and wait till the snake has gone
further.
Echoes come back to me of the men's talk. Harry,
commonly called the Liar, has made a surprising
statement.
" That's a sneezer, Harry."




" I sa-ay, is Bill going to get the mail contract again
next year ? "
" I do-on't think so " (how to reproduce the bush
sing-song ?)
"Jack Cameron has tendered ; he's Z i o less than
Bill...."
"Isa-ay. . . . Why didn't you ride that mare the
Boss gave you?  . .  . No! oh no,  she's  not wild, I
used to ride her on camp."
We-ell ! I shouldn't think she'd be much of a
camp horse. Too long in the back. And as soon as
you take a pull at her bridle, up goes her head. Give
me a horse that you can snatch about in a mallee
scrub, no matter how thick it is. Those star-gazing
brutes run up agen a tree in no time. There was old
Mooney on Seaforth, came a buster yesterday when a
myall  brute of a heifer cleared while he was cutting
him out of a mob of scrubbers. Seaforth started buck-
ing, and run 'im agen a colibah-tree and knocked 'im
off and left 'im hangin' on to his stirrup leather. . . ."
That's how they always talked by the camp fire,
whenever I listened to them. I never heard stockmen,
whether in their huts or out in the bush, discuss any
subject but cattle and horses.
I'm not specially interested in the men's yarning ;
the moon makes such ghostly shadows. She's near
her full, and pales the stars. But the Pleiades are
always visible. Venus has risen over the tops of the
trees, and now Mars is shining ; the Milky  Way  is
making a track right across the heavens. . . . The
dear old constellations fix themselves even now-I
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can never get accustomed to the Great Bear and the
signs of the north.  I am in  the south once more,
living again the wild, familiar life. Out beyond that
great block of flats opposite, against the trees of the
park, I can see the camp fire by the water-hole, and
through the roar of London traffic I hear the night
cries of the bush.
It is a big jump back to Bungroopim, but of such
mind-flights is life made. The young couple start
matrimony on a herd of cattle, and horses, and two
hundred pigs, and the bridegroom fetches in wood
from the scrub to build a slaughter-house. They have
visions of a boiling-down establishment, and of boiling
all the fat cattle which there are no butchers to buy or
settlers to eat. Of society they have practically none.
Some day," the young pioneer writes, "this will be
a flourishing country ; its capabilities are greater than
any of us know, and our descendants may be building
towns on this wild land which we have reclaimed from
the wilderness." A true prophecy. Now, all that
riverside is dotted with selector's homesteads ; there
are townships everywhere, and a railway brings, in a
few hours, the supplies which bullock drays were often
twelve weeks carrying from Brisbane-town to Bun-
groopim. Sometimes the station was entirely cut off
from the world. "For two months," writes its mistress,
"the river has been bank high, and four drays are
encamped the other side waiting to cross."
Occasionally they take a trip to Tamrookum, the
nearest station , in a cart  with  one horse, and two
bullocks as leaders  ; and they break down at the last
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creek, being obliged to cross by a log and make for
the head-station on foot. The girl who saw the
Bunyip has married and gone to live at Tamrookum.
The place is bound up in later memories of my girl-
hood. Many a time have I wandered through the
scrub near that crossing which the old log still
bridged. There were unromantic ticks in the scrub,
but we didn't much mind them when we were young ;
it was rather an excitement pulling them out when we
got home. To be sure, if one tick were left in, it
festered and made a most uncomfortable sore ; but
that didn't often happen, and was not to be weighed
in the balance with scrub joys. One of these was a
huge Moreton Bay fig-tree, which gave us more
delicious fruit than any we could get in the garden.
Then there were mulgams - native raspberries,
peculiar to the Logan ; and there was the chucky-
chucky, a most pleasant-tasting wild plum, which had
a way of hanging tantalisingly over the water, so that if
the pool were deep, there was a little difficulty in
gathering it. The geebong was not quite so nice-
its fruit was slimy and rather sickly, yet not
unpalatable.
I recollect the chestnut-trees with their brilliant
orange blossoms and their long pods, which we made
boats of, and raced where the stream ran swiftly. I
had forgotten the quandong-trees, the berries of
which contained decorative stones that gins and
children used to string for necklaces. There is no
end to the delights of a scrub. Later on, I should
like to write a whole chapter about scrubs. A Ceylon
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or Malayan  jungle  is very beautiful ,  and I have driven
through one for a day  at a stretch  ;  but, on the whole,
I prefer an Australian  scrub. If  more tame, it is more
practicable as a solitary haunt ,  for at  least there are
no tigers or panthers straying round to pounce upon
the unwary.
It was  by the banks of Tamrookum Creek that
"our poet, "  Brunton Stephens ,  composed his "Con-
vict Once ."  We read  it in manuscript , and begged
that it might appear in the  Marroon Magazine,  and
we thought it a slight upon that periodical-the outlet
for local  literary  ambition-when it was sent to
England instead .  To the astonishment of everybody
it was published  by a great London house , and praised
in the  Saturday Review,  and after that we  thought
more of our poet , though most  of us preferred his
Tamrookum Alphabet" in rhyme, to any of the
higher flights  of his genius . Indeed ,  the Tamrookum
boys thought very  small beer of  the poet ,  because he
preferred to sit  and read Xenophon by the  lagoon to
running in wild horses  out of the scrub.
Tommy came into  the world before I did, and his
birth is duly announced  to the old lady of the boxes.
"Having neither doctor nor nurse ,"  the young mother
writes , "  and knowing  that I  might die before there
was any hope  of medical  assistance , I endeavoured to
prepare  my mind for leaving this world." Poor little
bride of nineteen  ! The trembling characters of this
short letter - the rest  of which  is a sort  of Magnificat
-all  maternal rapture- show how weak she  still was ;
and there breathes  an intensely living note from the
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young husband 's postscript ,  telling of the danger she
was in- about which she herself says  nothing-of his
frantic despair at the thought of losing her, how there
was no doctor within sixty miles ,  and how in any case
none could have been got to the station as the rivers
were up. Indeed ,  it had been in preparing the  hut for
flood-bound travellers that her trouble was brought on
sooner than it was expected.
Things did not go altogether well with the young
couple. There were few people to eat the fat cattle,
and the boiling-down establishment does not seem to
have paid. Three of us ,  I think ,  had come into the
world when Bungroopim had to be given up, and
there was nothing for it but,  as the old hands would
have said , "  to up swag and shift further out."
So father went north- almost as far north as any
one could then go. He bought Naraigin - the pretty
native name was afterwards changed to Hawkwood-
and from there he writes to my mother that he is
getting ready for her coming, that he had been very
anxious, having been told that the Blacks were bad,
but that he had found them quieter than he expected ;
that he has got in the posts for the new humpey, and
will try and send to Sydney for glass windows for
the sitting -room.  I don't fancy, however, that the
windows ever came, for I can remember nothing but
rough  slab shutters .  He tells her, too, that he has
begun to purify the place, and that the stench from
the boiling-down pots will not be so bad after a little
while .  I have a vision of those big, black, boiling-
down pots, of the heaps of dry bones ,  which make
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one think of a chapter in Ezekiel, and of the tall, fat-
hen plants growing up all round the spot. He bids
her have grass cut for packing, and the harness of the
American waggon oiled, and she is to do her best to




ALMOST the first thing which I can remember inany consecutive fashion is that journ y through
the bush. It seems to stand out like a sort of hegira
in these insignificant annals. Scenes rise from it,
vividly illuminated for an instant, and the next a blur
-vistas of giant gum-trees and of a buggy toiling
among them along a bush-track with a small retinue
of blackboys and packhorses before and behind, and
two figures always prominent in the picture-one a
dark-whiskered, bronzed, and resolute person of
picturesque, not to say buccaneering, aspect, who is
mixed up in my child's mind with a bright Crimean
shirt and poncho, a carbine, and with long cantos from
" Childe Harold" and Mazeppa," which he taught
us to recite of evenings by the camp fire ; the other a
frail, delicate-complexioned being, helpful and gay,
dimly photographed on the memory page against a
background of forest, wearing a large hat, bending
over pack-bags, and holding horses, with us two
babies clinging to her skirts-the queen, as the dark-




Associated with the recollection of that long
journey is a vague terror-the terror of wild Blacks,
blending in imagination with the eldritch shapes of
the old gum-trees, the grey moss draping their twisted
limbs, and the red gum dropping like stalactites
of blood from gashes made by the Blacks' toma-
hawks in their branches. Distinctly do I recall the
delight of gathering those ruby-like droppings, and
the disappointment of tasting, and finding exceeding
bitterness.
There are shifting glimpses of great plains, of stony
hills and gullies, and of lonely bark huts. Then
there's a vision of rain and of roaring waters-we
were stuck up for weeks by floods-and by and by,
out of the mist of waters, comes the picture of a white
horse with its forefeet caught in a crevasse between
stretches of lichen-covered rock-the scales of the
lichen clear as in a pre-Raphaelite painting ; more
vague, the silhouettes of men and blackboys holding
supports of saplings under the horse's body to prevent
it from falling further-there were caves beneath,
which, in fancy, lent a touch of mystery to the
business ; and then all the rest becomes blank again.
I have only a hazy notion of our camping in the caves,
and, mixed up with the horse incident, comes the
tragic impression of an accident of which the details
are all lost.
A break came in the journey, while the horses were
spelled at a station called Taabinga, which, as com-
pared with Naraigin, was as the flesh-pots of Egypt
deserted for the wilderness. Here  David Cop
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with the original illustrations, was, to a child of six, an
epoch-making experience. Odd are the things that
stick in a small mind. A bit of  Byron,  with sonorous
rhythm,  " The Assyrian came down like a wolf in the
fold,"  is fixed by the explanation that a wolf-hitherto a
legendary monster-was no more than a kind of dingo,
which I knew came out of the scrub and pounced upon
lambs, and for which squatters laid strychnine baits.
It was the first touch of disillusionment, but had its
consoling points, for when camping among the gum-
trees the sound of dingoes howling always brought up
a romantic picture of cohorts gleaming with purple and
gold, and the ever-present dread of attack by Blacks
translated itself into splendid anticipation of assault by
an armed band of magnificent Assyrians.
After a bit, the sense of moving ends.... We
had reached Naraigin-and the next scene on my
magic-lantern sheet is half comic, half sentimental-a
kangaroo flying in ungainly leaps over the hurdle fence
of a cleared patch by the stockyard, where lucerne
and pumpkins and fat-hen plants grew, and where
seated on a stump the delicate-faced being in a large
hat read the story of  The Ugly Duckling  from
Hans Andersen's fairy tales to three little children,
agape with interest. So it has happened that when-
ever I used to read by an English fire, Hans Andersen
to another set of children, I have seen fat-hen plants
instead of the duckling's burdock leaves, and the
picture of the kangaroo taking his constitutional




Narcotics sometimes play queer tricks with the
brain in rolling out grey matter folds, or whatever it is
that means memory. Once, when a doctor had given
me a dose of opium, I had an odd experience in the
matter of piecing together these broken child-recollec-
tions, which I had not been able-try as I would-to
fit into a whole. No effort would bring back a picture
of Naraigin ; all was blank except for such whimsical
snatch as the kangaroo and the fat-hen patch, or a
glimpse of paddock sliprails dropping into a bog
which the horses made passing through when they
were run up to be saddled. Everything inside and
outside the sliprails was blank.
But that night, as I lay in a drugged half-doze, there
came the lifting of a curtain, and with it the most
curious sense of a dual personality. I seemed to see
myself, a small child dressed in a holland overall with
rows of wavy red braid upon it and a sunbonnet
dangling from my bare neck, perched with Tommy
upon those very sliprails that dipped into the bog, and
with the whole scene behind and before, spread out as
distinct as a painted landscape. And the strange
thing was, that I seemed to know it was all perfectly
real and true, and that there could be no question at
all about the place having looked exactly as I saw it.
There was the lagoon with blue lilies upon its surface,
and that deep, dark, clear look lagoons have ; and the
blacks' gunyahs and camp fires by the edge of it, and
the cart track leading up to the woolshed and losing
itself over the stony pinch among the iron-bark gums.
There was Naraigin humpey and the sugar-loaf
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shaped hill behind , with long,  brown, blady grass, and
bare white trunks of dead gums. I could see the
blackened log on the very top of the hill, and the heap
of smaller logs and twigs with which mother used to
make the signal fire that told our father all was well
when he was out with the squatters taking vengeance
on the Blacks after the Frazer murder.
" Yes, it is all just like that ,"  the inert ,  mature self,
watching the child, seemed to be saying, while the
child-self swung herself from the sliprails and played
with Tommy ,  and jabbered to the picaninny who
came up from the lagoon. " Oh ! yes ,  I remember
Waggoo .  And I know that squatter riding up the
track-"  Monseer  jacks,"  as  they  called him, from
Boompa ; and he'll have store -sugar toffee in his
swag that Gritty Macalister will have made for us.
I remember his poncho  ;  it was longer than father's,
and flapped  j ust that way on to the horse's crupper."
So go the commentaries of that other self. And I
notice "Monseer Jacks's  "  carbine, and a pair of little
revolvers which we were always told would bite, when
he laid them down beside him on the verandah. All
the men we used to know in those days carried
revolvers that bit little children. But the men were
all very kind to the little children ,  and if they hadn't
store goodies to give us-which depended upon
whether the drays had lately come up-they would
bring us emu-eggs  or tufts of yellow cockatoo feathers
and such -like, or perhaps a tame wallaby for a play-
thing.
" Monseer Jacks " stops and asks us questions before
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going on to the humpey, and Tommy and I have a
good deal to tell him. . . . " Yes, I remember every
word. It's all just as it happened." " Monseer
Jacks "-presently I will tell you how he got the nick-
name-takes me on the saddle in front of him, and we
ride through the sliprails and up to the humpey
together.
Everything is quite clear now. I  can see  the slab
hut with its sloping bark roof fringing raggedly over
the verandah eaves. The slabs stand apart as though
they had not been introduced to each other, but you
don't notice that inside, for the walls have been lined
with canvas. The verandah has an earthen floor and
log steps, and is supported by gum saplings on which
the bark has been left. All along it are rough
squatters' chairs and slab settles, and there are saddles
and bridles and stockwhips hanging from nails in the
wall, and a canvas water-bag slung from one of the
rafters. These rafters, and those in the parlour, I
recall as the home of tarantulas, centipedes, and
sundry uncanny reptiles, as well as of frogs which had
an uncomfortable way of flopping down upon one in
rainy weather. Centipedes used to live, too, between
the canvas and the slab wall, where they would in their
perambulations make eerie scratchings ; and many a
long hour have I lain awake in cold terror, listening to
the sound of the hundred feet on their travels, and
getting as near to the outer side of the bed as was
possible. For in the bush there we slept mostly on




We were always told never to go to sleep with our
hands touching the canvas, and one of the boys I
recollect had a finger bitten in that way by a
centipede, which finger turned black and gave him
great pain.
There were no windows to the humpey, only
rough slab shutters imperfectly meeting. One of
my earliest Naraigin memories  is of  a black's face,
with its very white eyeballs and shining eyes, peering
in out  of the darkness between the half-closed shutters.
It was strange  that  a spear  did not come whizzing in
through the aperture, for mother has told me the tale
of how she  was alone  in the hut, father being out
after the Black murderer of an out-shepherd whom the
native  police  were  hunting, and how she  was in the
kitchen with Tommy, and Baby Lizzie, and me. . . .
I can see  the earthen-floored room with its big slab
fireplace and mother setting bread in a camp oven
when the blackfellow looked in-and how this was
the murderer, reconnoitring no doubt, and how father,
coming home while the bread  was still  setting,
captured him as he skulked outside, handcuffed and
tied him to a tree ; and how before the native police
arrived next morning, the man had wriggled himself
out of the ropes and had broken  loose  into the bush
again. That was before the Frazer murder and the
Squatters' Raid, which  was an  epoch in those Naraigin
days.
Somehow, in odd  connection  with the glistening
white eyeballs of the blackfellow, there comes into my
mind the melancholy eyes of a stately 11 Time," look-
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ing out of the foreground of a queer seventeenth-
century painting that hung in the parlour, above a
settle covered with a red blanket. The room had an
earthen floor like the rest, and I don't remember any
furniture in it, except rough chairs and a big table and
this wide settle, on which stray Bushmen camped when
the beds were all occupied. Time, robed in red and
blue draperies after the fashion of the St. Peters
and St. Pauls of Italian pictures, seemed strangely
incongruous with the settle and with the bushmen.
He was in a big canvas unframed, that hung between
the two doors, back and front, which in summer were
always open. There were other paintings too-mostly
unframed. One, a Dutch School representation of the
disciples, showed them in flat caps and blue blouses
hauling up a truly miraculous draught of what seemed
red mullet and very lively eels. There were, too,
some Dutch interiors and some other Scriptural pieces,
a Christ in Gethsemane and meek-faced Madonnas
surrounded by wonderful wreaths of flowers that might
have grown in the Garden of Paradise, so unfamiliar
were they on the Burnett River, where, except for the
yellow pumpkin blooms and such-like commonplace
things, we had only the lagoon lilies, the wattle, the
sandalwood and wild blossoms of scrub and bush. I
did not care for the Madonnas and the Dutch
disciples ; but the  " Time "  picture seized my child's
imagination, and I remember how I used to sit and
gaze at it, pondering upon its mysteries. For I had
been told that it was an allegory and symbolical of the
different stages of man's destiny on earth ; and I found
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it hard to reconcile the ruined castle in the background,
the big tree of knowledge overshadowing Time and his
death's head and hour-glass-a tree on which grew
such rosy apples as I had never dreamed of. I used
to long in those days to see real apples !-the groups
of fantastically-dressed youths and ladies and knights
in armour on rich-caparisoned horses, the mummers,
festers and all the mediaeval pageantry there exhibited
-with crude bush life as it unfolded itself to a little




HE woolshed is fixed in my imagination as the
most delightful playground that the heart of
child could long for, with its many pens, its empty
wool-bales and presses, its slanting log floor, and all
its queer nooks and corners. I think of it only as a
playground, for we were never allowed to go within
earshot of the place in shearing-time, lest our baby
ears should be polluted by the shearers' oaths.
Outside the woolshed were two great pits dug in
the ground and filled with tallow, those vilely
odorous, three-legged, rusty iron boiling-down pots
being put again to their ancient use.
And thereto hangs a tragedy. The scab broke out
among the sheep. They died by hundreds and
thousands, and were boiled down for the tallow ; and
so it came about that the poor pioneer was almost a
ruined man again, lie re-stocked with cattle ; and
we had to abide on at Naraigin afterwards, through
many troublous years.
One time there was a strike among the shearers, and
the young men on the river tackled the shearing
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themselves, and got back-aches as well as sprained
wrists, where the sinews give out with the heavy work
of the shears. And they didn't do their shearing well,
for the word " Tar " became a by-word and an
opprobrious epithet then at Naraigin. The reason is,
that in those days-now we shear by machinery
there was always a pare hand or two in the woolshed
carrying pots of tar ; and whenever a sheep was cut,
through unskilful use of the shears, there would rise a
cry of " Tar," the spare-hand with the tar-pot dashing
forward thereat and dabbing the wound. I know of
this because I used to hear the " chaff" at such times,
and because there seemed to be many spare-hands,"
and we ran short of tar.
The ground near the boiling-down pots was so
fertilised that here millet flourished, pumpkins grew
to gigantic proportions, and fat-hen was unusually
succulent.
Well for us that this was so, for there happened a
time of famine, when the drays were stuck up for
months by a flooded river, and the store was empty
of flour, tea, and sugar, so that we had to live on
mutton and pumpkin for many months.
The lagoon was another great feature in that child-
life, and also the Blacks' camp beside it, where Billa-
bong jenny, our black nurse, used to take us, when
mother had things to do or went out riding on the
run with the gentlemen and left us in jenny's charge.
The dogs would rush out barking as we approached,
and the blackfellows sprawling on the 'possum rugs
by their fires, with their dirty bits of cooked bandicoot
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or snake or iguana beside them - I can smell the
burnt flesh  now-would  slap at the dogs, calling
" Eoogh  !  Eoogh !  "  which in the camp means that
there's nothing to get into a fuss about .  Then we
would stand by the gunyahs, taking care not to put
ourselves on the 'possum rugs, or to go too close to
the gins and picaninnies .  This was forbidden when
we visited them in the camp-for the gunyahs were
populated not by human inhabitants alone-but we
were allowed to play with the Blacks in the open
after they had had a dip in the lagoon. We used to
love watching old Jimba as he fashioned a spear from
a brigalow sapling, first digging out the shaft and
roughly rounding it with his tomahawk ,  then screwing
round his foot and making a kind of socket for his
spear between his big toe and the ball of his sole,
while he scraped it smooth with a bit of broken glass
or sharp stone.
The gins and the picaninnies were always in the
lagoon ,  which facilitated our intercourse .  They used
to dive under the blue water -lilies and pluck up the
roots, that were like small yams. When roasted in
the ashes ,  these bulbs became yellow and powdery,
and were as dear to our semi -civilised palates as they
were to the stomachs  of our savage  companions the
picaninnies .  Gastronomically speaking, I learned
a good deal from the Blacks, particularly from a
certain half -caste boy called Ringo, who was the first
object of my youthful affections .  Indeed, there was
serious thought of an elopement to the scrub with
Ringo, but upon going into the question of the mar-
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riage laws of the race, we discovered that he, being a
Cuppi, was bound to wed with a Dongai, or undergo
the penalty of excommunication, and perhaps death.
So reflecting that as I was not a Dongai, though
living near the Donga Creek, we should probably
both be knocked on the head with a nulla-nulla and
then eaten after a corroboree, we thought better of
the elopement. Ringo taught me also to find and
appreciate a fat, white grub, the native name of which
I forget, though I should like to recommend it to
European and Australian epicures. I also made
acquaintance, under Ringo's auspices, with the flesh
of the iguana and that especial delicacy, the eggs of
the black snake. I learned, too, at the camp to plait
dilly-bags, to chop sugar-bags (otherwise hives of
native bees) out of trees, to make drinking vessels
from gourds, and to play the jew's-harp; but English
life is not adapted to the display of these accomplish-
ments.
The camp Blacks were not considered domesticated,
and were migratory, coming and going about the
stations, and just staying as long as they found them-
selves comfortable. They were only pressed into
service when shepherds were scarce, or " rung " trees
-that is, gums which had been barked and allowed
to wither-required felling. But we had several
blackboys in regular employment, and these lived in a
hut, wore clothes, and had adopted, as far as possible,
the customs of the white men. These were Bean-
Tree Dick, Freddy, and Tombo. They would not
do anything except stock-keeping work, but used to
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ride among the cattle, looked for lost sheep, and
brought up the horses. Their moleskins were always
white ; they wore Crimean shirts, with coloured hand-
kerchiefs knotted above one shoulder and under the
other, and sang songs in their own language set to
operatic airs-they had learned them from a musical
officer in the Native Police of the district. The effect
was curious. And even now, the sound of Verdi's
popular airs, either at the Covent Garden Opera-house
or on a barrel-organ, will call up a picture of Tombo
with his woolly hair, his beady eyes, and glistening
teeth. Tombo was a splendid mimic. There lived
with us at Naraigin a sentimental German, Dr.
Lanhaus by name, who recited English poetry with
the strongest German accent and the most absurd
gestures. Edgar Allan Poe's " Raven " was one of
Tombo's show pieces, and he would stand in an
attitude, by the camp fire, one hand on his hip, the
other upraised, and spout forth strangely pronounced
lines, one or two of which linger--
"Sitting on my  sha . , amber  dooer .. .
... Quoth the  ra . . aven ' Nevare moor ! "'
Poor Tombo ! In after years he forsook the paths
of virtue, rejoined his tribe, met a missionary, and
became demoralised in a township. He caused one
of his child playfellows considerable embarrassment
once in Brisbane, on occasion of a foundation-stone
being laid by the Governor, or something of the sort.
The child was a grown young lady then, and very
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proud of herself, as in the wake of a political per-
sonage she marched towards the dais for privileged
spectators. But to ! from beneath the sawn wood
erection, a blackfellow rushed forth, scantily clad, the
tattoo-marks visible, extremely tipsy, and with a clay
pipe thrust through his woolly locks. He took her
hand ; his greeting was effusive.
" Hallo ! Budgery you ! Sister belonging to me.
Tsh ! is . ch ! " making the Blacks' click of tongue
and teeth expressive of admiration. " My word !
Ba'al you been wear-im frock like-it that long-a
Naraigin ! You pidney ? (understand). What for
you no glad to see Tombo? Plenty mine been
brother belonging to you. Plenty mine been show
you crack-im stockwhip. Plenty mine been carry
you over creek," and so on, through a list of
humiliating reminiscences.
Our camp Blacks at Naraigin never stayed with us
long, but would move on up or down the river, as
soon as they were tired of us or we of them.
They had gradually got into intercourse with the
Whites through bringing fish from the creek and
things from the bush to the stockmen's huts, and had
learned to love the stray presents they got, such as a
pinch of flour, or sugar, or tobacco, the remains of any
carcases of beasts that were killed at the yards, or
a " White Mary's " cast-off petticoat. Very often
they would be at variance with the tribe-perhaps for
having transgressed the strict marriage laws, which
prohibit union within certain degrees of relationship
-and then they would come and put themselves
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under white protection. Billabong jenny and her
husband Mundo were outcasts of this kind, he being
a Hippi, and she a Cuppi or Combo-I forget how it
exactly works out-and forbidden to wed. Anyhow,
they took the law into their own hands and escaped
from the tribe. But Mundo was superstitious, and
the terror of this evil that he had done worked upon
him, and he fell ill and was like to die. When a
blackfellow falls ill he believes that an enemy has cut
off a piece of his hair while he slept and has buried it
under a gum-tree, and that as the hair rots away so
will his strength decline, till Debil-debil at last takes
him to his own place. Mundo was convinced that
this spell had been wrought upon hinl, and sent for
"that fellow White Massa "  to tell him that he,
Mundo, had disobeyed the law, and was about to " go
bong." Billabong jenny bewailed her approaching
widowhood, and there was a mournful scene in
Mundo's gunyah.
Then the "White Massa "  considered how he
might save Mundo, for it is not to be gainsaid that
superstitious fear kills as surely, if a little more slowly,
than the dreadful  daloopil,  as the Blacks call the
white man's firearms.
So the next day he went again to the gunyah, his
face cheerful with smiles, and Mundo eyed him with
trembling hope, for they all had faith in the " White
Massa " medicine man, he having cured them with
simple drugs, of colic and influenza.
"Name, name," cried Mundo, which is the Black
way of saying, " Tell us all about it."
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My word, Mundo, directly budgery you," said the
medicine man (You will be all right soon). " Mine
been mel-mel Debil-debil and pialla that fellow like it
dream last night." (I have seen Debil-debil and
talked with him in a dream last night.) " Debil-debil
been show me grass from cobra belonging to Mundo,
close-up gum-tree. Debil-debil been marra grass, put
him along-a fire and burn altogether. Ba'al that,
fellow rotten now. Ba'al Mundo go bong." (Debil-
debil showed me the hair from Mundo's head under
the gum-tree. Debil-debil took away the hair and
burned it, so that it will not go rotten, and Mundo
will not die.)
And Mundo rose up, and recovered from his
sickness.
Several years after that, White Massa sent mes-
sages and tried to persuade the chiefs to forgive
Mundo and Billabong jenny, and to admit them again
into the tribe. He thought that he had succeeded ;
but the law of the Blacks is not lightly to be set aside,
and in due course there came a command to Mundo
to attend a great corroboree. Then Mundo was
afraid, though he still felt that a white medicine man
who could pialla Debil-debil in a dream might have
power with the native elders. He was begged to
disobey the order, but Mundo only shook his head.
"Ba'al you pidney, Massa," hesaid. (You don't
understand, Master.) " Blackfellow not like-it white
man. Suppose altogether Black chief say come to
corroboree-when lik -it that, blackfellow must go."
So he went sorrowful ; and there came shortly
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afterwards a message for Billabong jenny telling her
that Mundo was dead. Then arose a howling from
the camp such as had never been heard. The next
day when we went down to the Lagoon, Billabong
Jenny was seated under a gum-tree alone uttering
dismal cries, and gashing herself with a knife, so that
blood mingled with her tears. After that, she lay in
her gunyah, her head bound up with dirty rags, her
face hidden as she crouched with it against the earth.
She would not speak when we spoke to her, nor did
she break silence for many days till the time of her
mourning was ended.
Oh yes, in the Blacks' camp, as in the squatters'
humpey, there are the human affections and the
common emotions which men and women, and even
the beasts, share. There, too, the gins mourn their
mates, and the mothers love their babies. On the
Burnett, though in summer the sun scorches, and
parching winds bring sandy blight, and flies torture,
and drought is a terror ; yet in winter the same wind
pierces chill to the marrow of unclad creatures, and
there are autumn rains which stream through into the
Blacks' gunyahs. Bad it is for the gin who has no
'possum rug, and is burdened perhaps with a puling
hybrid picaninny-a reproach to her among the men
of her tribe, so that she is desired of none of them.
There was Nunaina at our camp, who had a sickly
yellow baby. She had come from a tribe on the
Milungera side, and she had lived in a Chinese shep-
herd's hut, and had learned to speak English. She
was a very pretty gin, with smooth hair and large, soft
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eyes and lissome limbs, but she had fretted herself thin
because the child was ailing. It had rained ; after the
rains came a cold wind, and food was scarce, and
Nunaina shivered, and the baby cried, tugging at
empty breasts. That was when the lagoon over-
flowed and joined the creek and the men crossd in
tubs to take rations to the shepherds on the other
side. This happened in later Naraigin days-there is
no need for keeping to chronological sequence. Ah
Tat, the Chinese gardener, sat up half the night watch-
ing the water creeping over his sweet potatoes and
lamenting that they would " all go lotten," and had
his swag rolled up beside him, prepared to flit to the
highest gum-tree in the cultivation paddock. It was
when the waters went down that a little procession
came out of the camp, following Nunaina and the
child, which they laid under a gum-tree to die.
Nunaina's face brightened as the little thing seemed
to revive with the weak spirit and water that was
poured down its throat, but she was bitter and very
sad. "How I make that fellow warm? " she said.
" Ba'al me got plenty blanket." Then there was a
great wail, and an old gin picked up the dead child.
Nunaina threw herself upon the ground and put dust
upon her head, and the other gins went back to the
camp weeping. In the evening they made a hole for
the little picaninny under the gum-trees, and then
they shifted camp, for Blacks will not stay where one
of them has been buried, believing that the spirit of
the dead haunts the spot. A few days afterwards
Nunaina came back, worn almost to a skeleton with
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grief ; and she dug up the child's body and wrapped
it in  her blanket, and carried it away up along the
Donga to bury it in the country of her own tribe.
But who cares now about the joys and sorrows,
rights and wrongs of savages who cumber the earth
no more ! There has been no one to write the
Blacks' epic ; not many have said words in their
defence ; and this is but a poor little plea that I lay
down for my old friends.
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THE CHALLENGE OF DONGA BILLY
THERE was a white man on the river, who onemorning looked out and saw a gr at mob of
Blacks camped before his head station. He did not
know what they had come for, but he was afraid, and
he parleyed with them from his house door. He told
them that it was Christmas time  - a time at which
all men, black and white, feasted, that there were
flour, sugar, plums, good things in plenty, in the
store ; and that his White Mary would make them a
great and pleasant mess-and all should eat and be
filled. And the Blacks did eat, and on the next day
there was much weeping among those who were left
in the camp, for there had been death in the pot.
It was after this thing had been done that the
Burnett district became noted as one in which the
Blacks were dangerous.
Young's station, Mount Larcombe, near Gladstone,
had been bailed up, and several of the hands
murdered. Folson of Balloo Creek was speared in his
verandah, and another squatter was tomahawked while
camping under his bullock dray. Up to this time,
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however, there had been no murders near Naraigin.
But now a feeling of insecurity was creeping up
among the squatters. Four men were killed at
Dykehead, not many miles from Boompa, and a flock
of sheep had been stolen from the Frazers at Hornet
Bank. People began to suspect that the Blacks
meant wholesale mischief : and this was indeed the
case. Had the tribes been capable of sustained
action, they must have swept the country. For-
tunately for us Whites, it was their habit, before
any important enterprise, to have a great Woolla
(council of war), then a corroboree, at which there was
much urging to bloodshed on the part of the gins, and
afterwards a certain number of braves had to be
selected for the war-path. That gave time for hints
of their intentions to reach their enemies.
It was a great bunya year ; and there were rumours
down in the camp of tribal wars and corroborees
which meant the seething of foul blood and the
unchaining of wild passions. And the Government in
its wisdom had seen fit to disband a number of the
Native Police, so many of the dismissed troopers
joined in with the Blacks of the district and became
dangerous ringleaders-far more dangerous than the
wild Blacks, for they understood firearms and the
ways of Whites, and had got over the superstitious
fears of their brethren. The squatters began to feel
uneasy, and the women practised at targets with fire-
arms, and the men would ride home from their work
with a sinking at their hearts, fearing for their wives
and children. Often have I heard father describe
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how each evening coming in from the run he used in
cold fear to mount the hill overlooking the humpey,
and draw free breath again when he saw it lying quiet
and unharmed.
Boompa was the nearest station to us, and there
lived Monseer jacks, the same who had interviewed
Tommy and me at the sliprails. A certain glory of
the French Imperial Court rested upon Monseer
jacks. A few years before this time, he had gone on
a trip to Europe, had visited Paris, and there had
been presented to Napoleon the Third, and invited
with his wife-who was talked of on the river as
having been a most stately and brilliant person-to
one of those often described Imperial houseparties at
Compiegne.
Mr. Jackson was fond of narrating the incidents of
this memorable visit, and had a way of making casual
reference to the opinions of the French Emperor and
Empress, implying his intimacy with these august
personages, for which foible he was unmercifully
chaffed by his fellow-squatters, so that because of it,
and a certain Continental polish of manner that he
affected, as well as his Napoleonic cut of moustache
and beard, he was known along the river as
Monseer Jacks. We children loved him, because
he brought us goodies from his store, and old
Illustrated News  pictures to paint over, and during
the flour famine, he saved his last half-sack, and
ordered Gritty Macalister, his housekeeper, to bake
a weekly loaf for the " Naraigin picaninnies."
I have seen many ugly women, but I never saw
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any one quite so ugly as Gritty Macalister, and she
gloried in her ugliness and used to remark devoutly
in her broad Scotch, " Praise be to the Lord, A'm
no weel favoured, and whiles there's a gin in the
camp neither the stockmen nor the Blacks will be
casting eyes at an auld hag like me."
But alack for Gritty ! One day Donga Billy broke
into her kitchen and "bounced" her for rations.
Gritty coolly threw a damper and a bit of salt junk
into his dilly-bag, and proceeded with her ironing,
showing no sign of alarm, though Donga Billy was
a murderer of Whites and the greatest warrior of his
tribe. Then Donga Billy, struck with admiration,
cried out as he departed-
" Corbon budgery you. Directly ba'al white man
sit down long-a Donga Creek. Altogether, Black
mumkull that fellow. Altogether cramma White
Mary like it gin. Mine marra you. Budgery you
gin belonging to me."
(I like you. Soon there will be no white men
upon the Donga Creek, the Blacks will kill them all.
I will take you, you will be a very good gin to
me.)
And no longer could Gritty make the boast that
she had never been looked upon with eyes of longing
by any man, and she went to and from her washing
tubs and the kitchen, dogged by a great fear.
Monseer jacks came one evening to Naraigin, and
told us that Gaythorne, his stockman, had heard from
one of the boys about the place that the Blacks were
talking of bailing up Milungera, the Scotts' station,
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and Hornet Bank, the Frazers' place, and were wait-
ing till full moon to carry their plan into execution.
The story of the Frazer murder is told in all
Australian records, but I must tell it again, or these
Naraigin memories would be very incomplete.
Naraigin, Hornet Bank-where the Frazers lived
-and Milungera, the Scotts' station, lay west,
making an unequal triangle. Hornet Bank was two
days' journey from us : and beyond, the country was
practically unexplored. Only a little while before
Monseer jacks brought us this news, the Widow
Frazer, two daughters, and two sons had ridden down
the river, spending a few days at Naraigin and also
at Boompa. They came to buy bulls, and having
accomplished their object went back to their home.
I never visited Hornet Bank, but know that it was
the usual bush hut, with a verandah and bark roof,
and was divided into three main rooms-the parlour,
the store, and a chamber in which Mrs. Frazer and
her three daughters slept. Sylvester Frazer and a
younger brother had their bunks in the store, while
an elder brother, with the tutor, slept in the skillion
room off the verandah. Two shepherds occupied the
` men's hut," a little way from the family house. All
these, with the exception of Sylvester and the elder
brother, who was absent getting stores, were massacred
by a mob of about a hundred Blacks.
I don't remember Mrs. Frazer, but I have a clear
picture of the eldest daughter-a girl of nineteen,
red-haired, blue-eyed, with a very pretty Scotch face
and a trim figure, which showed to particular
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advantage  in her well-fitting  habit  as she sat upon
a fine  chestnut  horse .  I see her now, as the party
drew up in  front  of our sliprails. I see her, too, in
the evening ,  when we all lounged in the moonlit
verandah ,  and she and her sister sang  Scotch  songs to
a Jew's harp and concertina accompaniment. She
was engaged to be married to a squatter  in the Wide
Bay district ,  and Monseer  jacks  told us that the
clergyman had been written to, the  date fixed, and
that her trousseau was in the  drays her brother was
bringing up.
Milungera was a greater distance from us than
Hornet Bank ,  and had fewer hands.  It is not so long
ago that  I sat in a pretty drawing-room talking to a
very handsome and sweet -faced old lady with white
hair ,  who had been  playing delightfully  on her piano
the Sonata in A minor which we all know. I never
heard a more exquisite  touch  on the  keys  than that
of Mrs. Scott, and I asked her how she had
contrived  to keep up her music  during  those wild
years which she spent on the  Burnett.
" Mine  was the very  first  piano of the  Burnett," she
said , "  but that wasn't till long after  you had  all left
it, and in the meantime  I suppose  the music was
bottled up inside me just  as I had carried it away
from my English home. Ah  !  can you remember
back to those dreadful times , and do  you recollect
how you came over with  your father  and your dear
mother ,  when they  were  frightened  about us, and rode
all the way from Naraigin  to try  and persuade us to
go back with them till the Blacks had got quieter."
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,,And you wouldn't go ?"
" It was impossible. Mr. Scott was laid up with
fever and ague, and every second day ` the shakes,'
as they used to say, came upon him, and he was per-
fectly unfit for the journey. Your father saw that it
was useless, and so then he said very little about the
danger from the Blacks, but tried to make light of
the trouble. I was making a garden, and after we
had had dinner, he came out while your mother took
care of Mr. Scott, and planted some rows of cabbages
for me. He noticed a white thing stuck up on the
hurdles, and asked me what it was, and I told him it
was a target, and that I practised for an hour every
day shooting at it with bullets. Of course I took care
that the Blacks about the place should see me. Ah !
my dear, in those times I should never have dreamed
of going along the covered way from the house to the
kitchen, without my loaded revolver ready in my belt.
Well, your father cried scorn upon my shooting, and
so to test it, I made him put his hat on the post of
one of the hurdles, and each time I fired, a bullet
went through the crown. I really believe it was my
being such a good shot that saved us at Milungera.
The Blacks were afraid of me and used to tell each
other, `That fellow White Mary at Milungera ba'al
muskeeto.' (That white woman at Milungera never
misses.)
" Oh ! what heartrending things happened then ! I
recall as if it were yesterday how we got the news of
the Frazer massacre, and I remember Mr. Jackson
riding up one evening when my husband and I were
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at tea, and his terrible agitation as he rushed in and
blurted out the news. I was pouring out the tea, and
stopped, with the tea-pot in my hand, unable to take
in the horror of it all. That fine old lady, and the
children and those nice girls ! . . . It's too dreadful
even now to talk about. . . . I suppose I must have
looked like fainting, for I saw my husband making
signs to Mr. Jackson not to say any more. . . . No
wonder the squatters were roused to take vengeance
at last ! I remember what Yeppoi used to say-he was
quite a civilised blackboy and very fond of me, and
used to tell me things about his tribe. . . .
"'Suppose' he said, ` white man mumkull black-
fellow, plenty blackfellow cry, but suppose blackfellow
mumkull brother belonging to you, ba'al you cry.'
And he couldn't understand our easy way of taking
things when white men were speared. . . .
"Somehow I've always felt that if we had only
appealed to the Blacks from their own point of view,
and roused their generous feelings, we shouldn't have
had all those horrible massacres. But it's just the
British want of sympathy in dealing with savages.  . . ."
And then Mrs. Scott branched off to less remote and
more burning questions of colonisation. But presently
she got back again to the Donga Creek troubles.
. . . Danger never seems to come home to
Englishmen till it's a question of their women being
killed-and worse . They  didn't trouble as long as it
was only shepherds and stockmen and outside
squatters who were murdered. And the wonder was
that the stations were so unprepared .  I don't believe81  G
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there was a charge of gunpowder at Boompa till
Mr. Jackson borrowed a pound from our store. . . .
And yet," she went on after a moment or two, heaving
a deep sigh, " I do think those wild days were the
happiest I have ever known. Life was so full and so
utterly real ;  you lived  every hour and every minute of
it. There was no opportunity for sentimentality or
self-analysis or worrying over one's neighbours'
concerns. One had to do all the time with fact-and
that was pretty grim sometimes. But it was so
varied. I f there was tragedy, there was plenty of
comedy as well." She paused and presently began to
laugh. "Such odd incongruities ! A funny thing
came into my mind at the moment. One evening a
trooper arrived with two prisoners, and he wanted
Mr. Scott, who was a magistrate, to judge them there
and then, and give him authority for taking them
down to gaol. And there were my husband and I
very busy indeed, washing up dishes after our dinner
-of course, as you know, we had no servant-and I
was wiping the plates, and he had a greasy cloth tied
to a stick and was cleaning the frying pan. I can see
him now-you remember what a particularly dignified
looking man my husband was-dropping the frying
pan and putting on his coat, and then going to judge
the prisoners. After that, he came back to the frying
pan, and I set to work and cooked a second supper
for the troopers. . . ."
No need for Mrs. Scott to ask if I remembered.
Those journeys through the bush, and those nights of
camping out between earth and open heaven are just
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the things of which in all my life I am gladdest, and
that are most real and the closest cherished. I can
see the narrow flat, grown with gum and wattle, where
we made our camp. And dear Aldebaran and the
shifting Southern Cross and the curved Scorpion-
how familiarly they come back once more ! The
camp fire throws leaping lights upon the trunks of the
gums, so that the naked branches gleam gaunt and
appear to move against the shadow, in shape of
beckoning arms. Here, the leaves look all of a light
quiver, and there, a dead black blur. The white shreds
of bark hanging down are like phantom garments,
while the thickening bush seems one vast array of
unearthly forms melting into the gloom of night.
And the noises breaking that mysterious stillness!-
So furtive, such strange shrieks atuneven i tervals,
such wails, such stealthy creepings and burrings !
Nobody is speaking-not even the blackboys at their
camp. Father, sitting silently in the fire-smoke, is
plaiting a thong for his stockwhip.
Presently Tombo creeps up.
" Massa, mine been see fire-stick, I believe Myall
Black look out."
From among the ghost army, steps a living Black,
naked, a girdle of kangaroo skin round his waist ; his
breast and arms and thighs tattooed and painted in
white and red and blue, a big bone amulet shining on
his chest. He is erect ; there is something frank and
fearless in his aspect, and though he is armed with
spear, boomerang and nulla-nulla,  it is  clear that his
immediate purpose is not warlike.
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Father sees the Black, but makes no movement
towards his gun, and the Black speaks.
" White Massa!"
"Yohi " (yes), father says, nodding his head.
" Mine Donga Billy. You nidney. Blackfellow
been woolla, you coolla belonging to me." (I am
Donga Billy ; you understand. The blackfellows
have told me that you are angry with me.)
"Yohi; mine corbon coolla belonging to you"
(Yes, I am very angry with you), said Father.
You been pialla (tell) Black, suppose Donga Billy
come humpey belonging to you, you shoot that fellow.
What for? " said the blackfellow.
Then Donga Billy's misdeeds were enumerated,
and they were many and great.
" Budgery," he replied. " Ba'al mine jerron. 1
come Naraigin. Suppose you coolla, you marra
daloopil. I man-him spear, waddy, nulla-nulla. Which
fellow budgery ? Which fellow mumkull ? Ba'al
mine jerron." (Good. I am not afraid. If you are
angry you shall take a pistol. I will , have a spear, a
waddy, and a nulla-nulla. We shall see which is the
best man, which will kill the other ; I am not afraid!)
And so Donga Billy delivered his challenge.
Yohi," father said, " Mine pidney, now yan "
(go away).
Budgery," said Donga Billy; " mine yan."
And he went away.
There were cries from Tombo in the early morning.
" Massa, Massa. Come along-a camp. Woolla
(talk to) Captain Payne ba'al mine Boompa-Boney.
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Mine Tombo. Naraigin boy. Plenty mine been
take care of white man," and then there was the sound
of voices raised in regret and laughter. Captain
Payne, commandant of the Native Police, explained
the cause of the disturbance. He was there with his
band, a tall, grim-looking man, short in speech, and
ready in action.
" I'm after Boompa-Boney. 'Twas he speared
Folson. He's about these parts. I sneaked your
blackboy's camp, making sure I'd got him. What on
earth are you doing here ? "
Father said he was on his way to Milungera to try
and get the Scotts to go back to Naraigin.
"They won't go," said the commandant. " Scott's
bad with the shakes ; but Mrs. Scott's plucky as
blazes and the best shot in the district. I tell you
what it is ; you squatters will have to arm a corps of
your own if this murdering business gets hotter.
There aren't enough of us to do the work. Good-
night. Budgery you, Tombo. Hi! " throwing him a
fig of tobacco, " suppose mine been mumkull Tombo
plenty mine cry. You take it apology belonging to
me, Tombo."
And Captain Payne made the blackboy a magnifi-
cent bow.
" My word Massa close up ba'al more you been see
Tombo," said the boy. " Police been think-it
Boompa-Boney sit down along-a mine camp. My
word! Budgery Captain Payne. That fellow Maamie
(chief) close up like it Gubbernor ; 'pologise to
Tombo same as gentleman."
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It was the proudest  memory of Tombo 's life that
he had  once received  an apology  from the com-
mandant  of the  Native Police.
I think it was upon the return journey from our
expedition  to the Scotts-but am not quite certain-
that the  half-caste  Polly became  a member of our
family .  Polly-she was duly  christened - gave us so
much trouble  in after years ,  down south ,  that the
subject of her adoption  was not often mentioned, and
so I am a little  hazy  as to times and seasons. For in
spite of much fruitless endeavour on the part of the
home authorities to instil into her the first principles
of truth ,  honesty,  and righteous  dealing-to say
nothing of  the Catechism ,  the alphabet ,  and the art of
washing herself - Polly took up  first with a married
bullock-driver, which  ended in  a fight, and brought
disgrace on the head  station ,  and afterwards made off
for the bush with a blackfellow of one of the Logan
tribes, and never  again emerged into civilisation. I
connect her with the Scotts  because her mother came
from Milungera and used  to wear a striped gown of.
Mrs. Scotts ,  slung over one shoulder  and beneath the
other arm. She was a good -looking gin ,  and had
been the  victim of a misplaced attachment to a
Chinaman ,  by whom she had been told to " yan "-
otherwise depart .  Polly was a  little Black -Mongolian
picaninny  trotting  by her  side .  Beantree Dick, our
blackboy,  in whom Black Eliza-she had taken Mrs.
Scott 's christian name as well as the striped skirt-
found her  ultimate fate , shook  his head over the
picaninny.
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He was a blackboy of European prejudices imbibed
in the Native Police force, though I don't fancy he
would have minded if the creature's father had not
been a Chinaman. He was quite an attractive person,
with a good voice, which the commandant had trained,
teaching him to sing white-black doggrel and native
ugals to operatic airs ; and when we were camping out,
he would stand up by the fire, a picturesque figure
with his white teeth and gleaming eyes, very spick
and span in moleskins and a Crimean shirt with the
red silk  handkerchief, which was always his Christmas
present, twisted round his waist, while he trolled
forth-
"Wheelbarrow  break 'im,
Walla tumble down,
Ba'al Massa give-'im flour,
Blackfellow got-'im none."
Translated The drays are broken. The rain is
falling. Master gives me flour, and the blackfellows
have none."
Or,
" Yuru dhari nie ! Yuru dhari nie !
Dula ranja burula ! Yaru dhari nie ! "
Which is a ugal sung to the accompaniment of
waving fire-sticks, in order to scare away the spirits of
the dead.
Black Eliza, with her picaninny, stuck us up in the
bed of a creek, and told a piteous story, to the effect
that the tribe was going to have a corroboree the




It was quite common for the Blacks to dispose of a
half-caste in this way, and naturally the White Missus'
heart was moved to pity. Moreover, she had for
some time cherished the notion of catching a black
lubra young, and training her to be a house servant.
Accordingly a bargain was struck. Black Eliza
received a clasp-knife and a fig of tobacco, on condi-
tion that she waived all claim henceforth to the
picaninny, and Polly was temporarily delivered into
the keeping of Tombo. A large handkerchief was
tied round her head and she was put naked, but for a
swathe of calico, into one of the saddle bags.
A fray had taken place at a deserted out-station
where we camped that night. The station hands had
been getting in scrubbers, and the carcases of wild
bullocks lay in the stockyard, not far from the
unburied bodies of dead Blacks. Here Polly was
washed in a tub of warm water, her head shaved,
and she was laid to sleep in a blanket in a far corner
of the earthen-floored chamber. In the middle of
the night father, who had lain down at the edge of
the bunk, dressed, with his pistol beside him, was
roused by the sound of stealthy footsteps, and step-
ping on to the floor with his pistol levelled called,
"Who's there ?"  prepared to fire in the direction
whence he momentarily expected a boomerang to be
hurled.
But a whining voice cried, Massa, ba'al mine find-
'im blanket."
It was poor little Polly, who, accustomed to sleep
with her mother and the dogs by the camp fire,
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heaven 's blue above her, had risen forlornly and was
groping round the four walls by which she was
cabined.
After a  few days, Black Eliza put in appearance
at Naraigin ,  and was welcomed by Beantree Dick.
The White  Massa performed the marriage ceremony
after this fashion. Seeing Black Eliza at Dick's
camp, he went down.
" Dick ,"  he said, I believe you like Eliza for gin
belonging to you ? "
" I believe corbon budgery that fellow ,"  replied
Dick ,  thus intimating that she was superior to all
other gins in his estimation.
" Eliza, you take Dick for Benjamin belonging to
you?" he asked solemnly.
I can't get at the derivation of " Benjamin " as the
black equivalent for husband ,  but this boots not.
"  Yes, massa ,"  the fair one answered with alacrity.
" Budgery  !  Eliza, I give Dick for Benjamin
belonging to you .  Dick ,  Eliza gin belonging to you.
Now I been marry you all right like -it white woman."
Then there was delivered a homily to the pair on the
whole duty of matrimony ,  and Eliza was bidden go





HE moon was near the full. One day, Waggoo
told me, under strict bond of secrecy, that there
was going to be a corroboree that evening across the
river, and promised that if I were willing, he and
Tombo would take me to a spot from which I might
look on unseen.
There was a horrible fascination in the prospect. I
had listened with bated breath to Waggoo's tales of
wonderful corroborees, and for months-years-had
yearned after the sight. I trembled and longed,
but dared not ask for permission, which I knew would
certainly be refused. Towards dusk, I sneaked sur-
reptitiously out of the humpey, and Tombo and
Ringo conveyed me across the river to a little stony
pinnacle on which was a patch of scrub, whence we
had a good view of the lightly timbered flat where
the Blacks were assembled in a wide circle illuminated
by many fires.
The fires burned at regular distances, and in rows
of three or four deep, there were gathered, in line, first
the naked forms of many warriors pipe-clayed and
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painted, their heads bristling with parrot and cockatoo
feathers, their necks wreathed with rush beads, their
spears brandished above their heads ; then the old
men, and behind them the gins, who kept up a
monotonous, discordant chorus to the accompaniment
of a kind of tom-tom and a few jew's harps and the
beating of boomerangs and waddies.
Now the chant dies in a long wail; now it swells into
a fierce shout of triumph. The chiefs in the front seem
to direct the performance. Some of them are painted
to represent skeletons, others in spiral stripes as
though huge snakes were coiled round their bodies.
They wave their spears and utter harsh cries. Pre-
sently a little party of braves steps into the arena.
They hold their shields in front of them, make sinuous
movements, glance from one side to the other, vigilant
and cunning, stoop as beneath imaginary' doorways,
and whisper together.
Clearly it is the rehearsal of a night attack upon
some white man's station. Then there is a dash
sideways upon a cluster of mock sleepers, who rise
with drowsy gestures, give signs of horror and alarm,
and after offering a feeble show of resistance, beg for
mercy. A pantomimic struggle follows. Spears are
pointed, nulla-nullas aimlessly hurled. The gins
break their chant with infuriated yells. The circle
closes in ; the old men clash their boomerangs
together in time to quick music, and the gins sway
to and fro in a sort of drunken ecstasy.
Then the dance begins. More logs are thrown
upon the bonfires, which blaze up high, and the whole
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scene is a lurid terror .  The black forms thread the
flames, bending this way and that in rhythmic
motion ,  and the maddened faces with distended eye-
balls and glistening teeth are as the faces of demons.
Now the chant becomes slow and mysterious, as if
it were an invocation .  There are three wild shouts,
and four or five rude effigies of women, made of
saplings and draped with red blankets ,  are dragged in
to the circus and stood upright. They are saluted
with screams of horrible laughter ,  and the warriors,
painted like skeletons, mock them with gestures of
derision .  Then the black forms thicken round them.
They are thrown down, stamped upon, and beaten
with nulla -nullas, and at last hurled upon the central
bonfire .  The boomerangs clash louder ,  the saturnalia
is fiercer .  But I feel faint and sick ,  for I am con-
vinced that a human sacrifice is about to be offered,
and I turn and flee. Tombo and Waggoo follow and
lead me back to the humpey ,  where I creep into my
bed and lie shuddering .  I do not dare go to my
parents, who, believing us all long ago in bed and
asleep ,  are in the verandah watching the red glow. I
have often thought that had I described to them the
ghastly performance I had witnessed ,  the Hornet
Bank tragedy might have been averted.
One evening when Captain Payne, with a very small
band ,  was camping on the Donga, Sylvester Frazer,
a lad of seventeen ,  came to the camp on foot. He
had a great weal on his forehead where a nulla-nulla
had struck him ; he was dazed and seemed drunk ;
but 4 was only drunk with horror,
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He said that he had been asleep in his bunk the
night before, and that he had been awakened by a
noise, and while reaching up for a loaded gun that
hung over his bed, had got a blow on the head which
stunned him ; then he had fallen between the bunk and
the slab wall and had lain there insensible. He did
not say how long he had been unconscious, and no
one ever asked him what he had heard and seen.
He said that the Blacks had murdered every one,
that he had waited till they were gone away, and had
then taken a revolver which he found, and walked
ten miles to where he knew the Police were camping.
Now Captain Payne rode to Hornet Bank, and he
saw, all in a row, the dead women, the men and boys
and two little children, lying as the murderers had
placed them. And of the horror that he found, he
too afterwards spoke little. He buried the bodies,
and then with his band, rode on in hot haste and
overtook one division of the tribe camped with the
plunder in a narrow valley edged in on either side by
rocks. There they were feasting, and shouting, and
making merry, acting in abominable travesty the
deeds of the night. One of them, who was a dis-
banded trooper, had a gun, and as lie paused to take
aim at a crow in a gum-tree near, Captain Payne
covered him and gave the word, and the pursuers
fired. But the sun was going down, and in these
parts, twilight closes quickly, therefore many Blacks
escaped into the scrub. After that, they took refuge
in the bunya country, where it is difficult for man and
horse to follow after prey.
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A blackboy piloted father one moonlight night
over Zen-Zen Plain ,  and told him that he had been
one of those who had attacked Hornet Bank Station.
Then when father pledged himself for the boy's
safety that night ,  he gave in his own fashion the
horrible story.
He explained what had puzzled the Whites on the
Burnett, and said that the station dogs had not
barked and given the alarm, because a black employed
to fetch wood and water on the place, and whom they
knew, had quieted them .  Then he told how the
Blacks had made their way to the store where young
Frazer and the tutor slept, and how young Frazer,
disturbed by the noise, had come out,  to find Boompa
Boney leading in his men, and had asked him what
they wanted.
Boney tell him `Altogether  mumkull!  Altogether
marra White Maries"'  (To kill every  one  and to take
all the white women ),  the Black related. " My word
corbon that fellow ask Boney ,  ba'al mumkull ; ba'al
marra  White  Mary. Altogether ration, blanket,
tobacco, everything belong to blackfellow ,  but ba'al
marra White Mary.' Then blackfellow plenty pialla
(talk), and by and by other blackfellow come behind
and hit that whitefellow along-a waddy and mumkull
(kill). Directly ,  that fellow tumble down, and
altogether, blackfellow come up and mumkull school-
master. Then," went on the boy , "  blackfellow been
yan along-a White Mary 's room, and plenty ole
Missus talk. ` Boney ,  what for you mumkull ?
Plenty you been brother belonging to me. Plenty
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I been give you flour, sugar, blanket, Boney ba'al
mumkull! Ba'al marra (seize) White Mary, picanniny
belonging to me.' . . . I believe Boney ba'al (not)
want to mumkull old Missus," the narrator added,
" but blackfellow corbon woolla (made great talk) and
then altogether mumkull. . . ."
All night the Blacks held high and dreadful revelry.
There were two shepherds in the huts who had come
in the day before to be settled up with, and who knew
nothing of the doings of the night. "When Piggi
jump up, two fellow white man come outside along-a
cooliman," the blackboy continued. (When the sun
rose, two white men came up with their pitchers.)
" My word, plenty white men sleep. Ba'al they
pidney (know) blackfellow along-a humpey. Directly
blackfellow mel-mel (see), Boney sing out, `White
fellow ! White fellow ! Make haste mumkull (kill).'"
And so the two were chased and killed. ItWhen
Piggi good way," the blackboy ended, " altogether
blackfellow yan." (When the sun was well up, all the
Blacks went away.)
After this, word went down the river, and some
bushmen met in Boompa verandah and held a council
of war. There were Jackson of Boompa, and
Murray of Naraigin, and Scott of Milungera and
Gaythorne, Overseer of Gurrum Downs, and Car-
michael of Zen-Zen. And it was decided that
Gaythorne should take a message along the river
and to the districts beyond Zen-Zen Plain and Donga
Creek, that arms and ammunition should be collected
and a corps formed, and that the little army should
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collect at Naraigin after dark that day week, and start
forth on its raid.
And so one evening, the Naraigin sliprails were
kept down and there was a passing in of many men
and horses, and all the men were armed, and each
squatter had his following of stockmen and trusty
boys. That night, they all camped in Naraigin
verandah, but there was little sleep and much counsel.
Gaythorne believed that the Blacks had a deep-laid
plot to exterminate the Whites, and urged that
vengeance for the late massacre should be taken, not
upon individuals, but upon the race, and that all males
should be slaughtered. Some of the party were for
destroying women and children also, and Tombo and
Freddy and Beantree Dick, the blackboys who had
been brought into the council, urged this course with
a logic that was incontrovertible. " Suppose you no
kill picaninnies," they said, " that fellow by and by
jump up kipper (young man) and mumkull (kill)
you. Suppose you shoot Black Maries ba'al more
picaninnies.
But the party held firm to the traditions of British
warfare. Sylvester Frazer was with Captain Payne's
band ; and these were scouring the heads of the
Burnett, Sylvester conjecturing that the rest of the
Blacks, ignorant of the " Maamie's " (commandant's)
whereabouts, would make for that broken country,
which was their favourite place of refuge.
" It's my belief," said Gaythorne, " that he's wrong.
They'll double back through Boompa Scrub, and
if we look sharp we shall catch them in the Wild
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Man's  Gorge, biding  their time to attack the station.
They'll be  in no hurry for a bit, for they 're bound to
have a corroboree before taking any decisive step.
They've  threatened Boompa, and setting aside the
loot, there 's Gritty Macalister, and Donga Billy has
been boasting that he is going to take her into the
bush for his gin."
So the next morning the irregular corps set forth.
The first battle took place at the Dead Finish Flat
close by Boompa ,  for Gaythorne 's supposition had
proved correct .  The Boompa head-station was badly
situated from the strategical point of view .  Not far
from the men's huts, the river ran through a narrow
valley bordered by precipitous banks, along which
one might ride for miles without being able to reach
the river -bed. Here there was a large Blacks' camp.
At sight of the camp, the army divided. One half
cut off the Blacks from retreat  by the  river and
opened fire, the other half rode round to the hut, which
was barred and barricaded, and within which sat
Gritty Macalister , grim  and desperate, awaiting her
fate. When the relieving force appeared she
threw open a door behind and admitted her master,
Gaythorne,  and some of  the others.  But even as she
did so, a mob of Blacks which had fled from the camp
battered down her barricade and rushed in for shelter.
They were met by the guns of the white men.
Shrieks and groans echoed through the hut, and
blood flowed freely upon the earthen floor of Gritty's
kitchen.
"Take your wull on them ,  gentlemen ,"  she cried
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out. " Never heed an auld woman. And for the
Lord' s sake put an end to Donga  Billy! "
The combat to which Donga Billy had challenged
the white man, took place here ,  and Gritty was
delivered from the terror of abduction by her fierce
admirer. Donga Billy was one of the few Blacks
who would turn and face their opponents in open
fight .  He stood forth bravely and fought as a brave
should. But the daloopil (carbine )  was greater than
nulla-nulla and spear, and  Donga  Billy was gathered
to his fathers.
One skirmish was very like another. They have
all been fought over again ,  not once only ,  on winter
evenings in front of the great slab fireplace when the
hot grog  was mixed and the bushmen gathered round
the blaze ; also amid clouds of tobacco -smoke on the
verandah ,  when the insects buzzed and the flying ants
made for the  lamp within ,  and there was a great and
clammy heat ,  when ,  maybe, sheet lightning played on
the horizon ,  and the heavy clouds were brassy, and
there was no breath of air, for the season of drought
did not wane. . .
And we children ,  sprawling on the verandah ,  listened
to the squatters '  talk, and saw in imagination vivid
pictures of fierce and bloody fights.
It went on for a time, the irregular warfare. Day
after day the trackers rode ahead ,  and every now and
then would pass back the word " Mandowie " (foot-
marks ),  but no Blacks were sighted .  Hour after hour,
they rode-in scrub and through scrub-I can feel
the gloom and tangle of  it! Then ,  out of scrub once
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more, all along the grey-green gum-tree wolds, and
by desert and sandy creek. At last, when the horses
have plunged into another dense scrub and carbines
have to be carried carefully, Bloodhound Joe, the
finest tracker on Donga Creek, turns round on his
horse, his eyes agleam, " Scht ! Scht ! " he mutters.
Myall (wild Black) sit down. Mine close-up camp."
And the bushmen press forward and hold their
breath and strain their eyes, peering through the
darkness of bunya boughs and the shadow and blot
of vine and undergrowth. We used to hear them tell
the story. . . . " Yes . . . There they are . . . By
Jove! At last !. . . The camp dogs bark and the
carbines are levelled. A great naked Black gets up
from his 'possum rug and rubs himself, looking this
way and that. He sees the glint of a gun and the
head of Gaythorne's flea-bitten grey. He stoops for
his spear and calls to his fellow braves. The gins
and picaninnies screch in alarm and run in and out
of the gunyahs . . . You see it all in little bits .. .
here a head : there a body  : .  . . arms . . . legs . . .
heads  . .  . again . . . all misty . . . all confusion.
Now we make a rush. Hooray ! At them, Tombo.
. . . Down with them, Dick. . . . Bang! Bang! . . .
Whiz ... Whiz ! . . . On goes the storming of the
camp. .. . Then quiet-no black shapes remaining.
. .. Time it's taken-perhaps three minutes. . . .
We're off horses examining the conquered camp.
. Blankets, 'possum rugs, dilly-bags, tomahawks,
bits of raw and cooked bandicoot and snake. There's
a very old gin with a rifle-ball through her chest,
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lying in her last gasp, and you feel bad as she looks
up at you with glazing eyes. A picaninny that has
its leg broken is squalling, and a baby lies on the
ground smothered, with its head under a fallen
gunyah. The only man left is a wounded warrior
whom Beantree Dick has taken prisoner.
"Casualties, Tombo missing; but by and by he
comes back with a broad grin on his black face.it
' Well, Tombo? Blackfellow all gone?'
" ' Yowi (yes),' says Tombo. `Mine been knock
down three fellow big blackfellow. My word, lookhere!' and he triumphantly produces three gory
trophies, which are the right hands of three of his own
tribe."
There are other incidents of that raid spoken of in
whispers, and at such times the men in the verandah
become silent and look very grave. They shake
the ashes from their pipes and cut up more
tobacco.
The war did not last a great many months. The
fighting Blacks were almost all killed, and those
which remained pushed northward.
Thus the Frazer murder was avenged, and for a
while afterwards the land was at peace.
Will the bush ever give up the secrets of its dead,
and of the many lonely tragedies that have been
played out under the gum-trees ?
There was a green valley between two ranges
thickly covered with scrub that lay a good way from
us up the river. " Cobra belonging to white man's
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skull sit down here "  (There's a white man's skull
here ),  said Tombo the blackboy ,  as we rode through
the valley. And there the bleached skull lay with
two or three other human bones which had been torn
by dingoes ,  probably from a hastily made grave. It
was that unburied skull with its eyeless sockets and
grinning jawbones which made Time's death 's-head
in the altarpiece of childish memories ,  an actuality of
life to me .  Afterwards at Naraigin ,  a very old
shepherd ,  who was " short of a sheet of bark," as they
say in the bush of one not quite bright in his wits,
told the tale of the skull, in which he himself had been
an actor.
Long, long ago, one of the very first settlers, with
his mate, went out with a gun and compass and
provisions ,  seized by the longing to explore new
country . They  found the green valley and were
satisfied ,  and stayed there to camp, but one day riding
through the scrub, the settler 's gun caught in a
creeper ,  and went off, wounding him badly in the
back. His mate got him to the camping place, and
he lay half paralysed for two or three days, his one
anxiety being that the mate, who was a stupid
creature ,  should learn the compass before he died, as
otherwise how would he get back to  civilisation? So
the sick man tried to teach his companion, till from
very feebleness, the stick he was using to point with,
dropped from his hand . When he  was a little
stronger ,  he had the fire rekindled and took his knife
up to point with, as he went on with the lesson. But
the knife got magnetised somehow and twisted the
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compass. " Look," said the man with a puzzled stare,
and died, and the mate never could make use of the
compass after all. He fell in with a tribe of the
Donga Blacks, and they did not kill him and eat him
-perhaps because he was half starved and showed no
fight, his gun and ammunition being lost. He stayed
with them for eight months, and at last made his way
down Donga Creek and got among white men again.
Once, a drover for whom I was weighing out meat
gave me a pocket-book he had found with some
human bones away out in unexplored country. There
were only three or four leaves in it, and one had a list
of rations and some small sums jotted down, and on
another was part of a letter out of which a jagged bit
had been torn. The words that were left seemed a
clue to the heap of bones.
alone in the bush . . . separated from . . .
dearest. . . . Camp about sixteen hundred miles. . . .
Many birds, emus, ducks, . . . others very beautiful.
. . . Camps of Blacks, but seem harmless and suffering
from . . . Off day of fever . . . Shakes awful . .
I suppose not used . . "
The rest was gone. Who was the letter meant for,
I wonder; and did the friend or sweetheart ever learn
its writer's fate, and get the comfort of knowing that
probably God's hand had dealt death, and not a Black's
spear?
There were some marks below the list of rations
which made me fancy he might have been a surveyor.
That was a hard life then and now-when a man
might wander alone " out West " for miles and miles
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over barren plains with never a tree, except for a
burnt patch of scrub or the withered gums along an
empty watercourse - perhaps with his water-bag
giving out, and his horses maybe lying down quietly
to die, after a dry stage.
I remember, during one drought, two men travelling
north and coming back a few days later after they had
nearly died of thirst, so that the experience was still
fresh upon them. They knew there was a water-hole
sixty miles from their starting place ; and they got it
right enough, but there was no water in it. They
reached it in the evening, and all the water in their
water-bags had been drunk hours before, and the
horses were knocked up. Either way, backwards or
forwards, death stared at them. They knew that by
going on, they might strike the river; and the river
up in that part will branch out into many threads
running beside each other perhaps for a hundred
miles, and though the channels will be dry, one of
them may run to a " dead head," which means finding
a water-hole. But it means, too, that you may be
going along one dry bed, and water may be in
another a few hundred yards from you and you won't
know it.
The men went forward, and their sufferings became
terrible. The horses tried to graze but could not, and
the men smoked in dismal silence, till by and by one
of them began to rave-quite quietly, fancying that he
was riding in Sydney Domain, and talking a great
deal about his wife. But after a bit he got wilder,
and tore off his clothes, which is what a man always
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does when the thirst madness seizes him ; and when
he is beyond that, he lies down and the blue ants get
at him. How often have I heard bushmen, in their
verandah talks, tell the harrowing details ! About sun-
down, the horses suddenly cocked their ears and
staggered along with a little fresh heart. There was
a water-hole ahead, and men and horses drank and
wallowed in it. I remember well their describing the
taste and smell of that water as something Paradisaical,
and how it seemed to find its way down to finger-tips
and toes, as through the pores of a sponge.
In truth, all the flimsinesses of life are torn into
shreds by the wild forces of nature which reign in the
bush. One of the most horrible things I remember,
happened-not in those childish days, but later when
I was grown up and married, and living on an island
in the same Wide Bay district. There is no pretence,
however, in these disconnected memories, to keep to
times and places in proper order, beyond a general
outline of events, and I may as well tell the story
here.
It is a grievous little tale, and I was not mixed up
in it beyond the fact that Cousin Will, who told it to
me, was one of the search party, and knew all about
it. A woman, her husband, a mate, and a child
started from a tiny bush township, to which they had
come in coaster and bullock dray, to look for work.
They had " humped bluey " and were " on the wallabi
track " in Australian vernacular, which means that
they walked and carried with them their earthly goods
on the men's backs, rolled up in a blue blanket. Of
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course  they  were new chums - and very new ones, or
they  would have taken water-bags. But they did not,
and very soon they got thirsty  :  and they were in
sandy gum bush - nothing round them  but stringy-bark
and grass -trees-which is a sign of bad country-
and no water anywhere .  The child cried and became
heavy  in the woman 's arms - it was a  toddling thing
of two or three ,  and had to be carried except for small
spells when it walked ,  supported  by its  mother 's hand.
They went on through the flat forest  of gums-I
know the country - the ground whitey -brown and
hard  :  the grass hard too and brown also, the gum-
trees lean and  lanky,  with hard ,  greyish  leaves, that
whizz in the scorching wind like plates  of tin. On to
the limbs and stems of the trees there clung strange
ghosts of grasshoppers ,  pallid and motionless-the
cast-off husks of locusts, which, vigorous now in their
new casing ,  make a maddening, metallic whirr in the
upper foliage. And the grass- trees  ! What weird
things  they are,  with  their  uncouth black trunks and
dreary bunches of a gigantic kind of  grass, out of
which uprise brown cones, long and slender and about
the size and thickness of a Black's spear . One might
fancy them a scattered  cohort  of monstrous  beings,
standing with weapons poised .  There are dead twigs
strewing the earth ,  and fallen logs ,  and in patches, a
wiry undergrowth ,  peopled with curious insects-if
one stopped to look. For instance ,  the brown  praying
mantis, its arms upraised and hands  folded, beseech-
ing grace .  Here and there is a big ant-bed, with
little trails extending on every side, as the streets of
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tombs went out of ancient Rome-for in an ant-bed in
the bush one may find a likeness to the great old
cities and the dead empires of the world ! The ants
made their raids in search of food and thirst of
conquest. The Romans did the same.
The men " humping bluey " had no ideas of that
kind : they only thought of finding water. But there
was not a sign of even  a dry  gully or hidden spring.
All was parched and arid : a brassy sun overhead.
The men were sure there must be a water-hole
somewhere near, and proposed that they should
explore for it, while the woman and child remained on
the track. The two disappeared among the gum-
trees, and the woman and her baby waited. Some
time passed : the men did not come back, and the
woman grew frightened. She fancied that she heard
her husband calling, and supposed that he was not
able to see her in the labyrinth of gums. She moved
a little way, but was afraid to leave the child lest it
should wander out of sight. By and by, it cried itself
to sleep. No angel descended, as to Hagar in the
wilderness, and the poor woman, desperate with terror,
thirst, and anxiety for the child, determined to go her-
self and look for water.
So she tied the sleeping child to a gum-sapling
with a piece of cord she had with her, and set on her
quest. She walked on through the forest ; it seemed
to her certain that she would easily find her way back.
Had she been a bushman, she would have marked the
trees and so "blazed a track ! " But that did not
come into her mind. The thickening trees closed her
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in all alike ; not a landmark to guide her. And after
a while, she knew that she was lost in the bush.
The men on their fruitless search for water, were
lost too-they had taken no precautions either, and
were without a compass to give them any clue to their
position. For a day and a night they roamed in the
bush, and at last found themselves again at the little
township. Search parties were sent out for the
woman and child : and very soon, by the side of the
track, the child was found ; but the horror of the
thing was that soldier ants had attacked the
defenceless baby, and before it died the poor mite
had gone through the torture to which Red Indians
used sometimes to condemn their enemies. Its skin
was literally eaten, and they buried what remained
under the gum-sapling to which it had been tied. In
the meantime the mother, perishing with thirst, had
been found by a shepherd near the township. He
brought her there, and she told her story. The
search party returned, and a blackboy, riding ahead,
met her and blurted out the news of what they had
discovered. On hearing it, the woman lost her
reason, and died soon afterwards, in the asylum of the
district.
These are some of the things which happen in the
bush.
Mr. Henry Lawson, the Australian Kipling as they
call him, has written a pathetic little story of bush life
called,  " No place for a woman." Truly it was no
place for a woman-that Naraigin country. Had
there been no Blacks and no tragedies, still heat and
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insects were always with us-except, perhaps, for a
month or two in the brief winter. Often in the hot
days of summer we used to amuse ourselves  by  frying
birds' eggs on a sheet of zinc, by the sun's rays at
midday. Then the water in the casks was as though
it had been boiled, the lagoon gave us an undesired
warm bath, and whatever one touched, whether made
of wood or metal, seemed to be burning. As for the
insects, there were myriads of them. The legs of the
dining table had to be put in pint pots filled with
water, to prevent the white ants from climbing up and
devouring our food. This, to be sure, did not hinder
the winged ants from flying down upon it, and they
had an uncanny trick of leaving their wings behind
them at seasons, like a certain white lizard which,
when one catches it, escapes by simply detaching its
tail. Of these simpler pests, flies were abominable
and maddening, and to endure them at all, one had
need to be stifled in a shuttered room, or encumbered
with an iron framework about the head, from which
hung a tent of mosquitoe netting. It was a particular
kind of fly which caused sandy blight, and drove
shepherds in their huts and women in the head-
stations blind and wild with pain while it lasted.
Those dark-lashed blue eyes of the girl-wife at
Bungroopim-Irish eyes which were so large and
soft-became contracted and watery, and spoiled by
reddened lids, and thinned lashes from the frequent
use of lotions. For two years she had to live in a
room from which every particle of light hid been
excluded, by hanging up blue blankets over the
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windows-the only curtains procurable in the bush.
Then besides the blight, and not counting in snakes,
there were centipedes and scorpions, which were some-
times brought in with the wood for the kitchen fire,
and sometimes made holes and crawled out from
behind the canvas lining of our slab walls. I remem-
ber how I was bitten one night in one of the fingers,
as I lay in my bunk, how the finger swelled and
turned black, causing excruciating pain, and how our
father cut it with his razor and sucked the poison,
relieving the pain with arnica and bread poultices. I
don't think any of us were sorry when we were
obliged to leave Naraigin, though impending ruin was
the cause of our selling the station. Bad times came
with the scab among the sheep and the treading down
of those green, thick-leaved fat-hen plants (of which
very good spinach could be made) in an access of
activity round the disused boiling-down pots. We
had the foul smell intensified when the wind set
towards the humpey, and a cloud of depression rested
upon the head-station. Naraigin had been an
extravagant venture, bought with the disadvantage of
a heavy mortgage-heavy, that is, when borne by an
almost penniless young couple, burdened as well with
several babies.
The disappointed pioneer writes : " I will boil down
fifteen hundred wethers and as many cattle as I can
find fat enough, for a sop to the Bank. A debt of
£Io,ooo at io per cent. interest is no light matter.
Alas ! I have reaped the covetous man's reward."
Reflecting on the rate of interest on money in these
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days, the covetous man's mouth may well water. A
loan at io per cent. meant on the whole favourable
terms : it was the ordinary Bank rate, and the safest
investment might be expected to return  12  per cent.
on the capital put out.
So Naraigin was sold. We bade goodbye to
Monseer Jacks, and Tombo, and Black Eliza-who
showed no grief at parting with Polly-and Ringo
and the rest of our dusky friends, who had sheltered
themselves at the camp by the lagoon during the
squatters' raid, and had remained on Donga Creek
ever since. It was all over-that bit of wild life.
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CHAPTER VIII
THE MAKING OF A STATE
THE buggy, which had brought us up was putnow to its former use, and the long journey was
done all over again. Once more the shadow-sheet is
filled with camping-out scenes and pictures of a bush
road-this time a little more clearly defined, and as
we got further south, showing a greater variety of
figures - bullock-drivers urging on their teams-
surveyors seated over their midday meal-drovers
with cattle and stockmen out on the run, glad to
exchange the news of their river for that of the more
exciting district left behind. It is a far cry from
Blacks to bananas-from barbarism to fruit culture.
There was a beautiful banana plantation on the banks
of the Brisbane River, with a small cottage in the
middle and a paddock of lantarna and hibiscus shrubs
sloping to the water. A few steamers went by-not
many in those days-and on the opposite shore,
above the fringe of mangroves, rose some great and
ancient clumps of bamboos like enormous Prince of
Wales' feathers. . . . And now for a time, in the
banana plantation and lantarna patch, a small horde
of barbarians made frolic.
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One could write a whole essay about the delights
of a banana field-the succulent sterns, running with
innocent sap, which nevertheless stains hands and
pinafores vicious and ineffaceable brown, rousing
wrath in the breasts of the governing hierarchy-
elders, nurses and laundresses. Then the lovely
sheaths of royal purple, unfolding and revealing the
creamy blossoms and baby fruit : and lastly, the long-
drawn joy of watching the green fingers swell and
take a tinge of yellow-and maybe a surreptitious
filching, wrongfully charged to flying foxes, before
the bunch is gathered and hung under the verandah
eaves, when the lawful authorities take jurisdiction
thereof.
Ripening plums on a south wall, early pears in an
orchard, and the gooseberry border in the kitchen
garden, are not in it with the secret excitements of a
banana plantation.
Following the banana period comes one of farming
on "the Bay," as Brisbane Harbour was commonly
called. And now another revelation and a most sur-
passing joy-the Sea. We did not know anything
about Xenophon or the ancient Greeks, yet we too
ran and shouted, beholding it-" The Sea-the Sea !
That was a beautiful bay, with many islands and a
long point, which had a lighthouse at the end.
Creallagh-as we christened the new family settle-
ment-was not one house, but four wooden huts built
round a garden, and-as funds increased joined by
covered ways. I suppose it was an easier method of
building, certainly it gave more verandahs-an important
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advantage. A hut is simplicity itself, consisting as it
always does of two large rooms and as many smaller
ones as can be crammed into the verandah ; and it can
be put up by,a bush fencer. But a dwelling-house,
self-contained, as they say of London flats, requires an
architect and costs money, so the huts were, on the
whole, more convenient. To us small fry, the whole
glory of the estate was a plantation, which spread down
in front of the house to the sea, of millet, Indian corn,
and sugar-cane. The elders had dreams of making a
fortune in sugar and cotton. Alas ! both were failures.
But from the young fry's point of view, sugar was a
success. For pure joy, nothing comes up to a cane-
field. Perhaps a grown-up person might find it a
little difficult to walk in, but for a child it is paradise.
The reeds meet overhead and rustle in the wind,
making a chattering that would mean fairy stories if
one only knew the language. The tassels hang from
the cob-sheaths-pale pink, mauve, and tender green
glistening as though they were spun glass : the millet,
when it is young, looks like a strange flower : the
shoots of sugar-cane are most toothsome, and sweeter
than store goodies. Better than to walk, is to lie at
full length between two rows of canes, which meet
again over one's body, and one can look up and see
the tassels flirting with one another, and the sunbeams
shooting arrows through the leaves which make
flickering shadows till the whole baby wood seems
alive. I think that lying in the canefield was the
thing I liked best-only, unfortunately, we were not
allowed to enter the plantation till the millet and corn
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were nearly ripe. Next to it for delight, came the
wanderings about a tiny inlet where were curious
marine plants, stranded jelly-fish, and the shells of
dead cuttlefish-which we were told to bring home
for tooth-powder-oysters on the rocks, infant crabs
and sharks. These last served as hobgoblins, instead
of Myall Blacks, and were abundant and dangerous.
We were forbidden to paddle in the water because of
them ; but after a time, a bathing enclosure was made
with logs and stakes, where we might disport our-
selves without fear.
The wild man of Bungroopim-the buccaneer of
the poncho-turned now into a sailor, and with an old
salt from the lighthouse, manned a cutter in which
we sailed about the bay, were caught in storms,
sometimes becalmed, occasionally benighted, and had
various adventures too trivial to mention. There
were islands in the bay to which we made trips.
On Peel Island there were mysterious caves, and
about another - Bribie Island, I think-clung a
tradition of a white man who had turned black-fellow-an escaped convict probably. Then, a
large island which we never visited, and which
was regarded with religious horror, because it had
a Catholic monastery upon it - and because our
governess taught us that Roman Catholics were
wicked people.
We had a governess, and she must have fired our
imaginations over early English history, atI any rate,
for out of our grandmother's box, piously preserved
by the old lady, comes a battlesong in halting
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numbers, purporting to be sung by ancient Britons
on the war-path - an effort of combined genius,
composed in the saw-pit.
There never was such a perfect place to dream in
as the saw -pit. For that purpose, it beat the millet
patch ,  being more retired .  It was in the middle of a
big gum -tree paddock-those were " iron -bark " gums,
and I made a collection of magnificent stalactites from
the gum -droppings ,  which looked like petrified blood.
Sunk in the saw-pit were two logs with flat tops,
between which the wood was sawn, and here was a
perfect stage for the representation of original dramas,
in which the actors were wild flowers ,  bits of forked
sticks and leaf-buds from the ti-trees, turned upside
down .  These child 's dramas were mostly tragic.
The leading characters invariably died, and when the
play ended ,  were buried ceremoniously in a graveyard
by the saw -pit, which was fenced in, adorned with
quandong berries, and other bush treasures, and
had epitaphs written in bits of paper stuck into split
sticks for headstones.
Imaginations inspired  by old  Time of the picture
with his skeleton and hour -glass ,  who still presided
over our revels in the dining -room, naturally tended
towards the gruesome ,  and so the graveyard was very
soon filled.
Beyond the saw-pit was a little scrub - a moist
place where  grew  wild raspberries ,  quantities of the
plumbago plant with its lavender blossoms ,  and many
pale violets. Beyond the scrub was a great garden,
the owner of which was away in Sydney or England.
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I t was a most beautiful garden with a vineyard and all
manner of fruits, and on Sundays we children were
allowed to walk in it. A cottage stood at the head of
the garden-the same which was occupied one
summer by the new Governor's wife-a young and
beautiful Greek fairy princess-another Fair Inez,
who seemed to have stepped straight out of a poetry
book, to dazzle the eyes of a pack of rough bush children.
Never had we seen any one faintly resembling this
gracious being with her kindly smile and soft, foreign
accent, about whom everything, from the bow of ribbon
in her hair-they were the fashion then-to the filmy
pocket-handkerchief with its coronetted monogram,
seemed to exhale an odour of romance. Strange
indeed must have been the crudities of Australian life
to this gifted Greek lady, whose brilliant acquirements
and delicate charm might have seemed somewhat out
of place in the primitive colony, just given a name
and an existence of its own.
We were immensely proud of ourselves, as an
ambitious, deserving, and much-honoured community,
when "Separation" was accomplished and we were
granted a constitutional government with a whole new
governor of our own. The Blacks looked upon him
as a king specially deputed by "Big White Mary
along-a bigfellow Water," to preserve their ancient
rights-for with a certain sense of fitness, a band
of aboriginals was made a prominent feature of the
first "Viceregal Progress," as it was magnificently
termed, in the weekly paper, and the native intelli-
gence understood and appreciated the compliment.
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"The great  event of our history stands  recorded,"
says the editor  of the  Moreton Bay Courier  of
December 13, 1859 .  "A new epoch in the annals
of Australia has come to pass.  'Our era' has com-
menced : and the delays and  disappointments of the
past  are amply compensated  for, by  the triumphant
successes of the  present. We have, as a free and
independent people, welcomed amongst  us the first
representative  of royalty to whom the task of
governing our young  State  has been  allotted : and
never was welcome given with heartier zest."
What would the editor  of the  Moreton Bay Courier
of those days have said  could he have  foreseen that in
little less  than fifty years the first detachment of
volunteers to serve  the " Big White Mary " in her
need would  have  come  from the baby colony ,  and that
in recognition  of the service a future King of
England  and Emperor of India would be deputed to
inaugurate  the Commonwealth ,  which - who knows!
may,  in  another fifty years, be fighting  its own battles
for a place in universal  history  !  There would have
been no  holding that fifty-years -back editor ! Words
would have failed him ,  and he must  have called upon
the native gods for inspiration  to help  him indite his
paean.
For this momentous occasion puts  a sufficiently
severe  tax upon the editor 's vocabulary. After
informing his readers  that December  is an eventful
month in our annals,  for-" it was on December io,
1823, that Mr .  Oxley entered our noble  river  and gave
it the appellation  it now bears  :  it was  in December,
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42, that the first sale of Moreton Bay lands gave
token of the birth of this locality as a free settlement :
and it is December io, '59, that will be henceforth
observed as the anniversary or ` Separation day,' of
this colony. We have been taunted and twitted with
our juvenescence-our limited revenue-our scanty
population, and our consequent inability to govern
ourselves, but all such taunts may now be passed
heedlessly by. We have attained the object of our
wishes-the goal of our long-cherished hopes, and it
will be for us to show that although young we are
vigorous-although wealthy, we are careful, and that
although few in comparison with other colonies, we
may yet become many by attracting the peasantry of
Great Britain to our shores."
The editor goes on to relate how, preceding the
Governor's arrival, it steamers went down to the bay,
visitors poured in from the country, and flags waving
by day and fireworks by night, gave a glimmering
idea of the enthusiasm held in check until the actual
landing." He told how a flag was to be hoisted
proclaiming the sighting of the  Cordelia  (the man-of-
war which conveyed the Governor and his wife to
their kingdom)-how the hoisting was delayed,
causing wild alarm and speculation, and how at last
the troopers on the lookout at Sandgate, rode with
hot haste to Brisbane, and announced the signal gun
of the  Cordelia.
Under big headings, such as " Down to the Bay,"
First sight of Sir George Bowen," " The Disembar-
cation," The Procession," " Reading the Proclama-
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tion," and so forth, the narrative proceeds. There is
a description of the "tall and portly form of the
governor, and of the slender, graceful figure of his
lady." It all reads like something in a girl's first
novel. The Greek flag was hoisted-a pretty
compliment. A grand salute was fired. Twelve girls
in white presented a bouquet of Australian flowers.
For the first time the ensign of the baby State was
reared over a pavilion in the Botanic Gardens. A
banner floats bearing the inscription, " We hail with
triumphant joy this Glorious Event-Our National
Birth. Aid the infant State with wise legislation.
Let Industry, the mother of its existence, feed the
flame of its vitality : and young Queensland will then
become the Queen of Lands "
Sir George has told his own story " of creation and
discovery," in his " Thirty years of Colonial Govern-
ment." His first letter from his new post to Sir
Edward Bulwer Lytton, describes two trips-one
of three hundred miles on horseback, the other of a
thousand miles by sea. In the first, he rides about
thirty miles a day, and is lodged at night in the houses
of squatters, whose stations average that distance
from each other. " These gentlemen," he says, " live
in patriarchal style among their immense flocks and
herds, amusing themselves with hunting, shooting and
fishing, and the exercise of a plentiful hospitality."
He tells of the orderly community of Brisbane-7,000
souls possessing fourteen churches, thirteen public
houses, and twelve policemen, and of his starting the
administrative machinery among them. Sir George's
iig
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letters and despatches are amusing and scholarly.
He revels in classical allusions, quotes Horace, and
compares the Darling Down to Thessaly, the Main
Range to Pindus and Olympus, and the River
Condamine to Peneus. It will be seen that occasion
arose for old university graduates to rub up their
Greek and Latin, and that a fresh culture was im-
ported among the stockmen and shearers, who read
the reports of their new ruler's speeches.
But for a poor little bundle of bush children, life in
these highly civilised conditions was naturally extremely
tedious. The old adventurous delights had vanished.
There were no more Blacks (except tame, township,
demoralised ones) : no iron-bark gums, oozing glorious
stickiness (except those on the road to the new race-
course-and they were well brought up trees, which
the Blacks dared not gash with their tomahawks, and
which were much too tidy to exude lovely red stalac-
tites) : no saw-pit theatre : no shipwrecks in the
cutter : no splashings on the shingle-though there
was a bathing-house in the river, modern, and without
the excitement of sharks. Nor were there any wild
rides, such as had been along the sandy isthmus,
which at low tide connected an island in the bay with
the mainland and made a galloping ground beyond
compare, with sea wind blowing unchecked, and sea-
waves rippling under the horses' feet. No, there was
nothing of that kind any more. Nothing now, but
schoolroom routine carried on in a sawn-wood hut
extemporaneously erected in the back-yard of a new
two-storied Brisbane row, built on London suburban
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lines ,  with no  shady verandahs , nor lean -tos, nor any-
thing else  deliciously  Australian .  The row exists
still. I saw it when I went  back  to Brisbane " after
twenty years ,"  and very shabby  it looked - a relic of
the past, in the smart  city which had sprung up
around it .  In  that sawn -wood schoolroom there
happened a terrible exposure  of barbaric ignorance.
A brand -new town governess appeared on the scene,
who set themes from Mangnall 's Questions , insisted
upon dates ,  and gave  her pupils  Miss  Strickland's
Queens of  France  to amuse themselves with in
recreation hours . There  were music lessons too-
scales and exercises - " one, two,  three, and thumb
under:"  and the little savages  learned French (after
the time-honoured and oft -quoted fashion of that
school of " Stratford  atte Bow ") and dancing - all from
the same music mistress .  It was a cribbed and
cabined sort of existence  which those  small barbarians
endured in  a back-yard , between another  back-yard
(where grew  three sickly  bananas )  and a  cida-r etusa
patch - an existence in which Ringo  or Waggoo
would have  been hailed  as friendly  prankish cherubims
straight  from a Black 's heaven. The only diversions
the children  had were  dull walks  in the Botanical
Gardens ,  where  they  occasionally saw the  Governor
taking a stroll after his labours and conducting an
executive council ,  and her Royal Highness, the
gracious  Greek fairy  princess - the queen of romantic
dreams, who sometimes remembered her small wor-
shippers, and sometimes did not .  It seemed to them
in those walks ,  that the  bunya  trees transplanted from
12T
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their native scrub were sad prisoners like themselves,
but there was some little excitement, in object lessons
from the Child's Guide, when an Elder pointed out
real pepper and nutmeg and cinnamon trees, and the
Egyptian papyrus and a date palm (which never bore)
and a genuine Mediterranean olive (which did not
bear either) ; and many another plant that had hither-
to, for us, only grown in books.
But prisoners, even in a back-yard, are let out
sooner or later, and there came a time when
governesses ceased to be a feature of existence.
For no governess would brave the terrors of Dugan-
dine Scrub, and Dugandine Scrub lay between
Brisbane and Marroon, the new station. Now, joy of
joys ! A new Postmaster General reigned for a short
time at the Post Office in Queen Street in our father's
stead ; and there was again an exodus to the bush.
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IT used to take a whole day getting throughDugandine Scrub ,  for though its width was not
great, progress was extremely slow. A blackboy had
to go in front with his tomahawk to chop away vines
and remove  logs : and sometimes a huge tree would
have fallen, which necessitated camping a while, and
the clearing of a fresh track round it. Behind, other
blackboys led spare horses which were buckled on as
leaders when the buggy came to a deep gulley or
slippery pinch. We children-the elders of us-
would walk on each side of the  buggy  ready with
large sticks or stones to prop the wheels when the
horses jibbed : but during the camping times we had
opportunities of exploring the scrub, announcing our
whereabouts by occasional cooees and getting answer-
ing calls so that there should be no danger of our
being lost. The scrub was something like an Indian
jungle, only less dense .  Here, where the sun never
penetrated ,  the rich soil and decaying vegetation gave
out an  earthy and unforgettable smell. The trees
had glossy leaves, and mostly bore berries-some
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poisonous : others, like the chucky-chuckies and the
wild purple plum, wholesome and luscious. The
quandongs were tall and green, and there were trees
with straight stems and bare branches-the leafage all
courting the sun at the top-which were festooned
with vines : and the thick, mottled stalks of some of
these, hung in loose coils like those of a boa-
constrictor. One-a curious parasite which evolves
finally into the Moreton Bay fig-would shoot up
snaky stems round some well-grown homely tree, and
the parasite suckers, spreading, meeting and growing
together as they fed on the juices of the supporting
stem, would hug the friendly tree in a deadly embrace,
till gradually it withered. Then the fig, throwing out
its own branches and spreading its own leaves, would
grow tall and bear fruit, and nothing would be_ left of
the original tree but a scarcely visible rotting core.
It is the cuckoo of the vegetable world-this lusty,
greedy Moreton Bay fig. Flowers dotted the green
-big blossoms of creepers, pale yellow and cream
and mauve and sometimes blood red, and occasionally
one might see through the interlacing tangle, a flame-
tree shining as though it were a burning bush. In
the damp places, maiden-hair became almost a
thicket: and there were many kinds of fern, among
them, the haresfoot, the bird's nest, and the staghorn,
which last fastens its round green head to the boles of
trees and pushes out branching fronds shaped like the
antlers of deer.
There is a soft hush in the scrub. Outside, the
grasshoppers and locusts make a loud whirring ; that
I?4
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big kingfisher, the laughing jackass, cachinnates Un-
melodiously ; cockatoos caw, and parrots chatter. All
sounds are harsh and grating. But in the scrub,
there is no deafening rattle. Sometimes you may
hear the bell-bird, which is like a call from fairy-land,
and there are the whip bird of which the " St . . .
wt . . . st . . . wt " sounds like the crack of a distant
stockwhip, and the coach-bird, which has a note
resembling the guttural click a driver makes with his
tongue to encourage his horses. There is too the
tender " Hoo-hoo " of the Wonga-Wonga pigeon :
and then at four o'clock, the wallabis stir, and towards
dusk, the curlews begin their melancholy wail, and, if
there's a water-hole near, the swamp pheasant gives its
throaty gurgle.
Now and then at the midday halt, the Blacks would
find a scrub-turkey's nest, and then there would be
great jubilation, and if the eggs happened to be fresh
they were roasted in the ashes and eaten with our
quart-pot tea. They are huge eggs of a mottled
brown, and full of strength and succulence. The
scrub-turkey hen is a mound builder, and an advanced
mother who, having mastered the science of incubation,
gets together a great heap of scrub rubbish and
deposits her eggs therein. The heat of the decom-
posing matter hatches the eggs, and she is at liberty
to go about her business or pleasure.  It is  not to her
mind to play the part of a domestic fowl and confine
herself to her nest. The cares of maternity weigh
lightly upon her : and she takes no particular heed of
her offspring, which even when babies, are lusty
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enough to fend for themselves. The scrub-turkey is
the New Woman among her kind.
Dugandine Scrub was beautiful in the old days
before Free Selectors spoiled it. All that end of
the journey was beautiful. After the scrub, came a
river with a crossing that used to look impossible
when you had done it and gazed across from the
other side ; it is bridged now. A little way on lay
Dugandine head-station, the night stopping-place ;
and next day, on through Coochin Plain, where tall
grass, with a purple flower that in the distance gave
suggestion of a stretch of heather, overtopped the
buggy-wheels. Then to skirt a lagoon with great blue
and pink lilies floating on it. The Minto Crags
fringe  the plain, and beyond them are the Marroon
mountains.
The plain and the crags and the  mountains are all
as they then were, but of Dugandine Scrub only a few
patches  remain . A railway  runs  through  it, and all
the wildest bits have been free-selected. One melan-
choly bottle -tree still stands .  It seems the ghost of
the old  bottle-trees; but ,  indeed, the ancients which
are gone, had always with their strange-shaped,
smooth white trunks, the look of ghosts.
Now, just beyond the scrub,  lies the railway ter-
minus ,  and a bush township called Boonah. Wait-
ing there ,  in the "twenty years  after" time, for a
reply to a telegram sent to England, I had oppor-
tunities for briefly musing on the march of civili-
sation.
It was an odd little experience in its way, that day
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or two of waiting at the Boonah Hotel. A band of
Salvationists held services outside the bar. Imagine
a corps of the Salvation Army in Dugandine Scrub !
"The Lord bless you. Come with us, and I'm sure
we shall have a very nice time. Amen ! Hallelujah !
We are going up to the meeting-place on the hill, and
if we can't spread out a lot of theology, we can tell
you in simple language what the Lord has done for
your souls. You've got Jesus for your friend and
brother, and your names are written in the Book of
Life. Amen. Hallelujah ! "
So went the call. The drums would clang in di-
minuendo, and the chorus fade into indistinctness, as
the army marched along to the camp of the hill. A
shrill aboriginal voice led the hallelujahs, and a pair
of black hands beat the drum. Their owner looked
up at me as I stood in the inn verandah, and then I
recognised the one-time irreclaimable Jacko-Jacko,
who was a splendid blackfellow, so long as he kept
among the cattle in the bush ; Jacko, who always got
drunk when he went near a grog shanty. But one
day, hanging round the public-house, Jacko, attracted
by the drums and red banners of the Salvation Army,
received his call. He is, perhaps, the one instance of
a redeemed blackfellow. He abjured grog, got him-
sell enrolled in the army, and clothed in a jersey, with
a badge and a " Salvation " cap, became a shining light
among the Gentiles. He converted his half-caste
wife and her sister, and it was beautiful to see Salva-
tion Jacko when he was off duty from the drum,
sitting cross-legged at the door of his gunyah, as he
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discoursed to his family and the inquiring passer-by
upon the advantages of leading a godly life.
On market-day  Jacko and the Salvation band,
banged, marched, and preached down the main street
of Boonah .  The little township was doing lively
business .  Coming  and going  from  -the bush, were
drays laden with farm produce and cedar logs, drawn
by strings  of fourteen bullocks, the drivers wearing
shirts open at the breast and weather -stained cabbage-
tree hats, while they walked beside their teams with
that slouching yet rakish gait peculiar to their
kind.
Droves  of pigs  would be seen ,  scurried with diffi-
culty along ,  and German farmers in buggies, and
stockmen on horseback ,  would hitch up their horses
in front of the hotel and call for drinks. So, too,
would the pig drovers and the bullock drovers, and
sundry others of the population of Boonah, and with
the course of the hours, the click of billiard balls
became as the sound of cannonading ,  and the bar
entry an uproarious terror. Boonah Hotel is a two-
tiered pine-box with ill joined partitions and a zinc
cover. I t faces west, and the afternoon sun glares
into the sitting -room ,  which is painted blue, and has
coloured lithographs in gilt frames on the walls, and
clean boards ,  on which are spread strips of Kidder-
minster carpet that bulge up with every gust of hot
wind. Opposite, stand a few zinc-roofed huts set
among the gums, a " School of Arts " of toy-box archi-
tecture, also with a tin roof  ;  a store, and the State
school .  The hotel dominates all. There are no
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outside blinds ,  and one fancies something almost of
indecency in the bareness, the publicity of it beneath
the unshrinking stare of the sun. It is only yester-
day, as it were, and I can easily fancy myself back in
Boonah Hotel ,  when market -day is done.
The night is dark and  still; mosquitoes buzz, millions
of insects whirr, and round the lamp there is a patch
of table-cover strewn with horny corpses and the
wings of flying ants .  The petroleum of the lamp
gives out a penetrating smell ,  and a great heaviness
and steamy heat tell of rain in the air.
The landlady  comes  up to apologise for the  noise in
the bar
it It's `pig-day,'" she says. "There's a lot of
money made here through pigs, which the Germans
bring in and sell to the butcher for the pig-preserving
place in Brisbane. And they talk so loud, these
Germans, that you'd think they were drunk and dis-
orderly, when they're really as mild as lambs. It's
Thursdays that are pig-days, and on account of the
business I wish they came oftener .  One's obliged to
keep up the common trade for the sake of one's
living," she goes on in explanatory fashion. " But
I've done my best to raise the tone. I daresay I
manage thembetter than one in their own position,
for they recognise that I'm superior. My people were
wealthy in Victoria, and drove their own carriage,
though  I have  come down to keeping a bush public-
house ! I've never had to call in the police yet,
though, being a widow, I've no man to help me. But
if any one gets rowdy, it's enough for me to say a
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word, the others will back me up and call out , "  Don't
you hear the lady talking to you ? " and the rowdy one
will beg my pardon for having hurt my feelings.
Still, of course," the landlady observes in conclusion,
"it's not the life I should have chosen ."  She heaves
a sigh, indicating that fate has been hard upon her.
Well, at any  rate there is comfort in the reflection
that chivalry is not yet dead in the bush.
One may find  a bit  of the old  scrub in a little
sawn-wood cottage in Boonah.
There  are persons whom plants love, spreading out
leaf and blossom in grateful response to tendance,
with a sympathy that is almost human .  Mary May-
wood is one of these.
" Here 's our house ,"  she said. We lost every-
thing  in the bad times ,  so there was no money to build
it with, and no furniture to put into it. We've filled
it with staghorn ferns and scrub things instead."
It  was just a selector 's homestead, with a fence
round it, set eastward among the gum-trees. From a
distance ,  its most conspicuous features were a zinc
chimney and a tank, but seen nearer ,  it presented the
greatest contrast imaginable in Australia to the
unloveliness of Boonah Hotel and the grovelling
associations  of pig- days .  Ferns trimmed the ver-
andah posts ,  spreading out magnificent green antlers,
and hung in baskets from the rafters. Where
cabinets and bookcases and sofas might have been,
there were stands of plants, and out of stump pede-
stals, set here and there, grew fine specimens of
greenery and blossom. As for the furniture, there
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were three or four chairs and a table and some chintz-
covered boxes. The walls were of pine, with nothing
on them except an arrangement of Blacks' spears, and
the floor was of speckless pine too, without any
covering. It was a delightful parlour, and if the bad
times  have brought their sordid miseries, they seem
hallowed, too, by a touch of poetry.
Though , alas ! it  is difficult to find anything poetic
in the  mean hardships which fall upon gracious women,
who in their springtime had reasonably expected
something  better out of life. For them it is a bad
business  when the country happens on evil days.
"No servant and seven children ! And the boys
obliged to go to a State school. That's what seems
so dreadful. But I suppose they're better there than
doing nothing ;  I've  got no time to teach them. Oh,
I call it  just slavery, working all day and never
feeling tidy-washing pots and pans and cleaning
knives, which is what I hate most-the brickdust
gets so under one's  nails . I just loathe my hands ! "
This is the kind of woman-like plaint which tells
the squalid tragedy of bad times.
That fine old Scotch lady, the mistress of Dugan-
dine, was  still sitting in her verandah, just as she
had done thirty years before, when our buggy used
to draw up at the garden fence.
She was straighter then, perhaps, and brighter
and more active , but she was not so handsome as
she looked now with her snow-white hair simply




She came down the steps of her verandah to meet
us-the same verandah in which for fifty years she
had sat of afternoons, and whence she had seen the
slow coming of the free-selectors, the clearing of the
scrub, and the many changes on the face of the land.
The scrub is gone-the lonely, beautiful scrub
which can never be made again. One cannot now
hear the dingoes howling and the melancholy note
of the morepork, nor the faint crying of the native
bear. Instead of the long gum-stretches, there are
patches of maize and millet, and where the gum-
trees have been cut down on the ridge one has
a more distinct view of the mountains. They at
least are not defaced. No one can free-select in
those fastnesses. There seems some sympathetic
connection between them and the grand old lady
of Dugandine, whom all settlers on the Logan, new
and old, loved and respected, and who died a little
while ago in the fulness of her years.
The Dugandine garden didn't seem altered-only
aged. The orange and lemon-trees were bigger,
and their limbs darker and more crinkled. The
variegated bamboo was not much higher-but it is
a slow-growing thing, and the mountain cold does
not suit it,-and the vine-trellis with the Isabella
grapes was just a little more unkempt and strag-
gling-that was all.
The creeper on the log gangway in the back-yard
which led to the kitchen was thicker at the top
and more gaunt below. We always dismounted
there, and unstrapped our packs, when we rode
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over from Marroon. Mary and I walked along it
now to the parlour,  and that was exactly as it used
to be thirty years ago. It was the original slab
and log house built by the first settler, with thick
verandah posts, massive sleepers for foundations,
and heavy slabs, axe-hewn and almost black with
time. Here there have been no new-fangled  changes:
it has an air of age and dignity, while in its aspect
there is a suggestion of rough strength and reserve
and of underlying pathos that ,  to my fancy, is the
Scotch impress it has taken from those who made it.
Perhaps, in contrast with the blue  and gilt  newness
and glare of Boonah Hotel ,  it looked  more mellowed,
cosier ,  and homelier than ever. I t was  long, low,
and dark ,  with a smoke-stained canvas  ceiling and
cedar beams . The dining -table was at one end-
it had never been  moved,-and there  was the old
round table with a red cover  at the other. There,
too, was the red -upholstered, roomy sofa , and the
book -cases-how I remembered having  taken the
bound volumes of magazines ,  of which there were
many, to my bedroom to read in  light, wakeful
mornings ! And that reminds me of how one dawn
I was awakened by a curious , hissing  noise, which
had blended uncomfortably with my dreams, and
how-looking up at the aperture there was between
the walls and raftered ceiling of the verandah bed-
rooms-I saw on the beam just above my bed
a whip snake coiled ,  its head reared and its forked
tongue protruded ,  as though it were about to spring.
My screams called some one in, and the snake was
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killed, but that flat head and little forked tongue
gave me a nightmare whenever, on after occasions,
I slept in one of those verandah rooms.
But in spite of that disagreeable experience, which
was not an unusual one in those days, we always
enjoyed our halts at Dugandine. It all came back
to me as we sat down to one of the old teas-fresh
scones and shortbread, and home-made loaf and jam
and butter.
Of course they were home-made. Everything in
the bush then was home-made.
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CHAPTER X
IN A HAMMOCK
HE upper Logan district, lying under a great
range of mountains, which here divides New
South Wales from Queensland, is one of the most
beautiful in Australia .  One or two rivers have their
source in the mountains, and descending ,  flow in ever-
widening streams to the Pacific. The country at their
heads is wild and broken into steep ridges , gorges,
and barren plateaux, where are enormous grey
boulders scattered haphazard, as though, in the
world 's childhood ,  a company of Titan youngsters
had been playing at  pitch-and-toss; while on every
side curious upheavals and indentations tell of some
prehistoric cataclysm.
The mountains are not so very high, but they are
very rugged and fantastic of shape. There was
Mount Marroon, five miles distant ,  rising opposite
the front verandah of the head -station. Here
the summit fell away on one side in an irregular
precipice ,  and it had a slight depression ,  of which a
legend told that it was a lake, perhaps the crater
of an extinct volcano .  Somehow, though the ascent
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must have been fairly easy, nobody ever went up
to look. And, coupled with the tradition of the lake,
rises in memory the story of a python, which the
Blacks used to describe as inhabiting Knapp's Peak.
No doubt there was a big carpet snake, which
attacked calves, but though the boys made an
expedition in search of it, they never found the
python.
Then there was another beautiful mountain also
close, with two needle peaks, called Mount Barney ;
and there was Mount Lindsay, which resembled
a gigantic fortress, for it was girt by a precipice,
hundreds of feet high, that was thought to be
inaccessible till a young man from Marroon climbed
it. The story went that in long-past days, a white
man had got to the top, having found the one rift
where there was a possibility of foothold, and being
spurred to his attempt by the Government promise
of reward to the first white man who should plant
a flag above the precipice. But the flag never
floated over that stronghold of Nature, for a black-
fellow met the intruder and, in defence of the ancient
citadel, hurled him from the rocks. After that, the
ghosts of the two haunted the place : the Blacks
made a bush fire which burned the creepers by which
they had been helped to ascend, and the tribe aban-
doned its old hunting-ground. There is another
curious tradition told by an aboriginal kooradgee
or wizard-that ages back the sea overflowed and
covered all land but the rocky crown of Mount
Lindsay, and that there, two Blacks were preserved-
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the Australian Adam and Eve - from whom sprang
all subsequent generations.
Riding about Marroon and looking from a height,
the country seemed to spread to the horizon like
a blue ,  undulating sea broken by precipitous islets,
where here and there a crag rose abruptly above
the land billows .  About the upper Logan one saw
a greater variety of colour than on the lower northern
lands, where ,  except for the wattle, yellow in spring,
the eye grows weary with the monotonous  grey-blue
of gum-trees ,  eternal and ever present. But on the
Logan there are no melancholy gidia scrubs as in
the north ,  and along the creeks beautiful chestnuts,
spreading their orange bloom, and the lilac tufts and
crimson berries of the white cedar ,  make splashes
of colour on dull green, so that the vegetation seemed
quite different from that surrounding Naraigin.
There is a very old  "apple "  gum on a bit of the
ridge overlooking the Marroon racecourse .  I t used
to be called the " Girls' Tree," for upon its trunk the
Marroon girls, and others, carved their initials one race-
week ,  when all the dwellers by the river collected
at the station for the running of the Logan Cup.
Those same letters, less clearly defined ,  but still
legible , were yet to be seen a year or two ago,
when ,  after nearly the half of a lifetime ,  one who
had cut them went back to the old place.
A second generation of girls and boys had slung
a hammock from the lowest branch of the tree which
forked out in ungainly fashion over that part of the
ridge. A delightful spot it is, for the dreaming of
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retrospective dreams and for moralising on the passing
of time and the changes  between Australia of the
early sixties  and Australia  of the  new century. How
tenderly and  daintily would  "  Elia " have discoursed
upon such matters : but, alas ! the Australian  "  Elia,"
like the Australian Zola, has yet to be born.
The grass beneath the hammock  is chiefly of the
kind called " blady," with edges  that cut like knives ;
but close by the trunk grows a thicker ,  shorter sort,
which is spread  in a brownish green carpet, for
children and  grown -up people  to lounge upon in
summer afternoons. Here and there, upon dried
stalk and dead twig ,  hangs  the shining husk cast
by a locust  ;  and all among the rank, dry shoots of
the blady  grass dwell myriads and myriads of winged
and creeping  things,  so that it is not safe to walk
unwarily, lest a black snake or death -adder should
be lying  on one of the trails that the red ants make
all about from their nests.
The sound  of this multitudinous life gives one
a strange ,  dreamy feeling ,  as it blends with the song
of the  wind in its  varying  cadences - hissing of she-
oak and sigh of  white cedar, coming from the creek,
the near dancing of stiff gum-leaves ,  the sharp cries
of crows and hawks as  they circle  from the killing-
yard,  and the frivolous chattering of parrots and
cockatoos. The hammock dips to and fro over the
grassy sea, as a boat might rock upon waves. Now,
one can see nothing but the pale luminous blue of
heaven ,  through  and round  grey -green blobs of foliage
and a blurred network of twig and bough and rough
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bole. And now, only the little graveyard shows on
the next knoll, where two children and Charlotte, the
Black-gin, are buried-the graveyard, with its wooden
paling almost overtopped by the blady grass, and with
the white corpses of dead gums lying round. And
now there is the great green arena of the racecourse,
which is the racecourse no longer, and not thick with
gum-trees as it used to be, but all cleared and sown
and turned into a cultivation paddock and a pasture,
where stud cattle and imported Arabs browse
luxuriously. And now the racecourse has gone,
and there are only the forms of the eternal moun-
tains, which never change and do not grow old
with the years-the beetling crag of Mount Marroon,
and the twin peaks of Mount Barney and all the
rolling range of lower hills which stretch between
the districts of the Logan and the Richmond.
And as the hammock rocks, the world goes back
thirty years : and it is the children of the first, and
not of the second generation, whose laugh rings out
from the tennis-court beneath the ridge, which is just
where our old croquet-ground used to be. Only
croquet is not sufficiently exciting for the young people
at Marroon to play in these days.
And the middle-aged gentleman riding round the
lucerne patch and reining up complacently every now
and then to admire the points of a thorough-bred bull,
has no business in the picture, but should be effaced in
favour of the young bushman of the old days, on his
flea-bitten grey, wheeling in and out of the gums on
the mulgam flat and cracking his stockwhip over
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the milkers' heads, as he rounds them up to the
yard.
It is to become a Pagan in the childhood of nations
and to believe in fauns, nymphs, and dryads, and all
the dear old Nature-myths-this yielding to the
hammock's spell and this listening to the tree's voice.
For it is easy indeed to fancy a language and even the
interpretation thereof, in these whisperings and groan-
ings and creakings and jocund rustlings, and the
plaintive swellings of the breeze that are as deep-
drawn human sighs. In truth, there is strong kinship
with humanity in such a tree. No other of the forest
has the same indescribable individuality. We know
the moods in which she meets the wind's wooing-
sometimes playful, sometimes scornful, and sometimes
with passion answering to passion's call. We know
her spring, and summer, and autumn dress, and how
it grows brown and shabby in winter. We know
which birds she likes best to visit her, and to which
she opens most gladly her honeyed cups. And we
know the parasites to which she gives her charity
most graciously, and the neighbour tree towards
whom she bends her boughs in caressing contact.
We know her scars and rings and black blemishes
-how this seared wound must have been made
wantonly, perhaps to blaze a track when first the
white man came, or the head station was built-the
old slab house, pulled down long ago. For we have
always loved the tree, and have treated her tenderly.
And we know that those faint, wavy stains are the
mark of an historic flood which turned all the flat into
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a sea, and that this great sooty stain was left by a
bush fire, and that the blasted and splintered bough-
still hanging-was struck by lightning in a great storm
when we raced for our lives along the river-bank back
to the head-station.
And then as one rocks and muses, the great over-
soul of the tree seems to absorb into itself the human
past and present, and there remains only the sense of
an all-embracing life, neither of flesh, nor of spirit that
had ever to do with mortality, speaking, in curious
inarticulate sounds, a language that only the forest
gods have understood. And with this magical enfold-
ment comes the faint after-thrill of a long-past phase
of consciousness, when, as she will do to the clear soul
of childhood, Nature would set ajar for a few
immortal moments the gates of her enchanted king-
dom. Then, musing as the child had mused among
the red-green millet stalks, or beneath the she-oaks by
a running creek, the maturer soul knows again that
mystic hush which sometimes falls upon the bush,
broken only by strange whisperings and hoverings of
things unseen, giving token of a wider and more
exquisite world. It is those who live closest to Nature
that draw nearest to God. Saints and sages of old
knew best where He might be found, when they
sought Him in wind-swept solitudes and on the tops
of high mountains. " Humility like darkness reveals
the heavenly lights," wrote Thoreau, who dwelt for
two years alone in the woods and there learned of
Nature to discern truth. Happy they to whom the
forest has been a nursery, the wild things playmates,
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the trees,  and streams, and mountains most intimate
friends .  Happy they  whom in the silent hours, the
great blue has canopied ,  and who have  lain down to
rest,  gazing  up into  the world's infinite space. Those
heavenly rays, shed then  upon their souls, can never
be wholly extinguished  ;  and though torch -lights
may, by and by, be  mistaken for stars, the true
stars shine  always in God's sky, and will lead the
children back  once more to the old nurse Nature's
arms.
Lying  in the  hammock on a drowsy spring after-
noon ,  with its strange  September  dreaminess ,  one can
easily fancy oneself back  into  youthful  springtime,
rocking  in a hammock-now on the  verandah,  with the
cool evening breeze  blowing on  one's  face and bring-
ing the scent of orange flowers  from the  big mandarin
tree in the garden . That  garden  ! What  a contrast
to the fat-hen  and pumpkin  patch at Naraigin ! The
orange  blossoms cannot overpower the roses. Read-
ing of the  "  Paradou  "  garden fatal  to the Abbe
Mouret ,  I am reminded  of the  Marroon  roses. We
used to make rose pies ,  which means, taking a big
earthenware  milk dish ,  and setting in it one smaller and
higher ,  and inside  that,  another - then spreading on
the lowest a fringe of  maidenhair fern ,  and packing all
the dishes  with more maidenhair , and with  roses of
every kind and colour  and fragrance. Indeed, there
are not many things on this earth more entirely satis-
factory  than a rose -pie, unless it be one made with
very young  grapes and eaten with clotted cream,
which  was a Marroon delicacy.
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There is a beautiful view from that verandah-the
garden spreading in front, with its roses, its arches of
allamanda, its wilderness of bloom, its almond and fig-
trees and pomegranates ; its slanting rows of grape-
vines down to the racecourse, where the grass is green
and the Blacks have been clearing dead gum-trees-
then, across the racecourse, to the green winding line
of the river, the darker bank of scrub ; and beyond, to
the mountains.
The Blacks have not done their work yet, for there
are a few skeletons on the racecourse still; but they
have made a new camp and have gone away to
gamble their earnings. If one crossed the creek one
might see them squatted on their 'possum rugs,
surrounded by dogs and picaninnies playing by the
fire with a dirty pack of cards. They have left their
traces at the old camp, however, in the shape of
deserted gunyahs and piled-up heaps of dry timber.
An hour ago, the scene from the verandah was
glaring and busy. The sun beat fiercely down upon
a party of fencers, who were patching up the garden
palisade, and everywhere was stir and' station traffic :
but now the sun has dipped behind a distant peak :
and it perchance being Saturday, the men have gone
earlier to their huts. Nature seems very gentle and
the station wonderfully peaceful. The hills look so
close ; the great world so far away. Mount Marroon
stands out great and majestic against the clear sky.
Now it is suffused with a faint pink glow ; in a few
moments it will have changed from rose to purple,
and all the far-off crags will be glorious. I hear the
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cracking of a blackboy's stockwhip, and the milkers
lowing as they are driven to the yard, and the sheep's
bells are tinkling. And here is Peter the Kanaka,
with his soft, kind eyes, his ebony face, and tow-
coloured hair, which has been artificially lightened with
lime-wash.
" Missee, me want rations." . . . " I'm going to put
you into a book, Peter." "All right," says Peter,
grinning, "but me want rations first."
So Peter leads the way from the hammock to the
store, which is in a back building. I t is a weird sort
of place, with a great dark space above the rafters; and
rough, unplaned wall-plates, where cockroaches and
white ants nest, and strange iron implements-drums
of tobacco, bottles of Steven's Red Blister and Farmer's
Friend, spare stirrups, and new pint pots and quarts,
and, maybe, a murderous-looking pair of shears, a
scythe, or what not, repose on a cobwebby shelf, in
company with a bloated tarantula which has spun its
web in the angle of shelf and slab wall. One side of
the store is piled up to the rafters (if the drays have
lately come in) with bags of flour and mats of sugar,
which exude syrup and attract ants. There is a
shelf of groceries ; another of blue blankets, men's
clothing, and stuff for making saddle cloths. Below, a
big flour bin, in which, usually, weevils live, and
another, divided into compartments, for black ration
sugar : a lighter sort, and white sugar for the head-
station. Of course there's an immense tea-chest also,
but from it all persons are served alike.
Peter weighs out his own rations, and gives practical
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advice concerning dingo skins, which are nailed out-
side the store for drying, and, too, the composition of a
serviceable bait. Peter would be head man on the
station if it were not for his colour. Unfortunately in
all classes of white society there is a prejudice against
a black skin. But Peter's prejudices turn in the
opposite direction. It amuses us to tax him with
some error in the management of things, so that we
may call forth his indignant assurance that it is not he
who is to blame but " that fool white man." Some-
times Peter comes up to the verandah boiling over with
indignation against an intrusive drover whom he
has found feeding his sheep in Marroon paddock.
" Missee, I tell him, `You suppose my master grow
grass for sheep belonging to you? Round up dog
now. Go-long ! Quick-Cut stick.' "
Peter might certainly have convinced a philanthropic
denunciator of the so-called slave-trade in those days
that the kidnapped and oppressed Polynesian was
quite capable of defending not only himself, but his
master also. That was before all the cry-out in the
Legislative Assembly, and before the abuse of the
system. There used to be several islanders at
Marroon ; and it did not occur to them or to their
employers that they had been abducted from their
homes. They were happy and comfortable ; and one
or two begged that they might remain after the three
years-which was the allotted term of slavery-had
expired. When Peter went back to the island of
Tanna, and was given his choice of a parting
memento, he asked shyly for a wedding-ring, in
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order that he might marry his wife properly. The
islanders were employed about the station, never
learning to ride, but fetching wood and water, and
doing such domestic work as the soul of the Australian
aboriginal abhors. Of all, Peter was the nearest to our
hearts. He loved us dearly and gave us his trust
with a simple, childlike faith which made us feel that
it would be better for us were we to cheat the wide-
awake white man of his honest wage, than to betray a
Kanaka's lightest confidence. Sympathy is to the
islander as the breath of his nostrils : but abuse and
blame stupefy and may even kill him, for he dies
when life has ceased to be pleasurable. Once teach a
Kanaka to do a thing, and he will never shirk the
doing of it, whether his master be present or absent.
Be kind to him, and he will interest himself in all that
you care for, and help you to his utmost capability.
Peter was fond of children, and once, upon the arrival
of an infant, he came with a righteous complaint that
he had not been shown the baby. When the small
bundle was brought out for his inspection he looked at
it in silence for several minutes, then observing, " That
very nice baby, Missee," departed with a satisfied
heart.
Every Sunday he used to come for a button-hole
bouquet, bringing in exchange some of the produce of
his own little garden which he had made round the
Islander's hut. This he dug and manured and assid-
uously watered, and great was his delight at being
able to supply the house with water-melons. He was
fond of animals, and once snared a young dingo,
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which it was his ambition to bring up as a sheep-dog.
Alas ! hereditary propensities frustrated his purpose,
for the dingo devoured the lambs. Another time he
caught a snake alive in a water -hole. He put it in
a bottle, and ,  determined that his pet should lack
nothing to make it comfortable ,  filled the bottle with
water ,  and corked it up tightly .  He was greatly
disappointed because the snake died.
September is a glorious month in Australia. The
orange blossoms scent the air ; the wistaria and spirea
begin their short lives ; the banksia and cloth of gold
roses are in splendid  bloom ; pink  ones also  ; but the
dark  crimson roses  are laggards.
At the month 's end, it is  haymaking  time.  Purple-
fringed violets, as they are called-those which close
at midday - and a small, flesh-coloured orchid, as
well as everlasting flowers-which are Australian
daisies-dot the plains. There are rock lilies on the
trees and in the clefts of stones ; a cactus plant with
red flowers climbs a dead gum by the garden fence,
and all the trees beside the creeks and in the scrub
are of a brilliant green.
Next month, the wild jasmine shrubs on the
track to the Springs will be covered with yellow and
cream flowers  ;  then all the garden will be a bright
tangle of seedlings-phlox, verbena, sweet peas-all
kinds of annuals .  There will be carnations of every
shade ; the black fence will be a sheet of lilac
thumbergia  ;  a pomegranate ,  in bud now ,  will be
hanging out balls of vivid red ; the yellow amaryllis
lilies will have poked their heads out of their
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green sheaves, and there will be snowy branches of
deutzia.
I could make a garden calendar, only that I have
begun in the middle .  But in November the cool, soft
shades have gone. All the flowers are fiery red or
yellow-geraniums ,  hibiscus, gladiolas ,  tiger lilies,
begonias ,  allamandas ,  and pomegranates .  Yet there
are alleviations .  The passion fruit is ripe, and so are
the Cape mulberries and flat -stoned peaches. At
early morn there is a smoky haze all round the
horizon ; and here and there the bush is on fire.
The heat intensifies .  The smoke is stifling .  Far off,
show red patches ,  where the flames have climbed
some dead gum-tree .  The fire licks up the withered
herbage ; it advances swiftly  ;  there is a panic at the
head -station ,  for the men are all out on the run ;
the " blady  "  grass grows high near the paddock, and
the fences are in danger . W omen ,  Islanders, Blacks-
we all rush forth ,  across the racecourse ,  along the
creek, and then with green boughs ,  cut hastily from
gum-saplings ,  we beat upon the hungry flames, we
run from one curve to another ,  leaving a black and
smoking trail, till grimed, perspiring ,  gasping for
breath ,  we desist - for we have conquered .  There is
nothing more exciting than a fight with a bush fire.
Oh, for a thunderstorm  !  But it comes not. . . . At
night the  haze is lurid. Another greater bush fire is
stealing to this nearer conflagration from the back of
the  bills;  it comes from Unumgar  ;  we are sorry for
our neighbour ,  Captain Sherborne .  Mount Marroon
is outlined black against a burning sky. All along
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the Border Mountains, great flaming scorpions race
each other towards the inaccessible precipice of Mount
Lindsay. Below, are innumerable points of light, as
though a mighty city had risen up suddenly by en-
chantment.
Then comes December, when the thermometer
ranges z ooo in the verandah ; when the grass is brown
and scorched, the creeks dry, and lean kine lift
pleading eyes from their insufficient pasture. The
fruit becomes juiceless from want of rain, and bold,
brassy flowers, reflecting glare, offend eye and soul
with their coarse, hot colours. Now it is that the
human would fain be an oppossum leading its life by
night, not in the day when no man can work-much
less woman.
Intense sultry heat weighs upon the world, wrapping
it as in a steamy grey blanket. One day maybe, at
about four of the afternoon, the blanket turns to the
colour of coal smoke, and through it, fiery shafts dart
down, rebounding against an ironstone ridge in zig-zag
coruscations. The thunder growls like a beast before
it springs, and there falls a brooding stillness when
insect and animals seek their lairs. Looking out, one
sees the mountains luridly reflected upon a wall of
vaporous cloud, and now comes a sound of mighty
rushing. It is the wind driving a column of raindrops
before it, across the river, along the cultivation pad-
dock,.sweeping the garden, and dashing like a charge
of bayonets against wooden walls and glass windows
Bolted doors will scarcely hold against it. Hailstones
make a clatter on the roof, and lightning plays on the
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wet boards of the verandah. There is a sudden and
delicious chill. The blanket has first frozen and then
burst, scattering great jagged pieces of ice. The old
plum-tree, which never bore, lies prostrate, and the
garden paths are carpeted with vine and mulberry
leaves.
When it is over, the whole earth, with all upon it,
lifts up its voice in rejoicing. Hailstones are gathered
in buckets, and wrapped in blankets to ice butter and
drinks for the morrow. And oh, what a paradise the
verandah is on that evening after the storm ! The air
is filled with the voices of beasts and insects which
have drunk their fill. The curlews are wailing in the
scrub, and the swamp pheasant makes his gurgling
noise by the lagoon. There is a delicious sense of
moistness and refreshment in the atmosphere. The
verbena throws off stronger perfume, and the datura
at the end of the verandah is oppressively odorous.
I am lying in the hammock. Near my feet is a slab
wall, where the stag-horn ferns shoot out their  antlers,
and from the top of which the frogs flop heavily upon
the boards. No one minds frogs in Australia ; they
are cool and they are harmless, and chase away
terrors of snakes and centipedes. Close to my head
a ghostly-looking pillar of  rinkasorum  rears itself, a
mass of white bloom. There is no moon, but the
brilliance of the starlight causes every outline to stand
forth clear against the horizon. One star seems
poised upon Mount Marroon . It is a  pointer of th'
Southern Cross, and the Cross itself lies over the
mountain, while  nearer ,  in central  heaven, there is
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Orion's belt turned upside down. I always used to
wonder what it would look like in England. Some
one is singing  within, a plaintive English ballad, in
which there is an  allusion  to Charles's Wain and a
winter  evening. The words suggest the Unknown-
the far-away. Ice, snow, the Great Bear, holly and
mistletoe, and Christmas  waits.  What have these
to do with this languorous southern night, in which
the soul faints and  cries  for something which it has
never known?-something distant, awesome, glorious,
yet vaguely melancholy-something-the soul knows
not what ;  it is  only conscious that it yearns and
cries.
The round of the season clock begins again. It is
January : and every morning the grapes are gathered
in a big milk-pan and put in the verandah for all
persons to eat. It is good that there are curtains to
the verandah of bougainvillea and roses and Cape
jasmine. The sun striking the leaves makes
dancing shadows upon the boards ; the water-bags
drip moisture ; the poor old St. Bernard lies inert,
his red tongue lolling, and Wallabi Joe, the magpie,
tamed from the bush, hops very languidly ; the water-
melons are ripe, and the snakes enjoy life.
In February we fight the satin birds by legions for
the last bunch of grapes, and make jam from figs and
pie melons. The quinces come in in March-they
grow inside the high fence, which is a mass of prickly
pear, and the  Taverna Montana  opens its beautiful
blossoms, which are as large as a camellia and
dazzlingly white. The bush-house at the end of
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the verandah is at its best this month. It is a bit of
scrub brought indoors, and the ferns and tree orchids
flourishing on mossy stumps hardly realise that they
are not at home. I f there were only a fountain, what
a heaven for snakes it would be!
In April, out-of-door life begins and goes on
through the winter. These are the months of
morning walks and long days in the bush. The sky
is sapphire blue and cloudless ; the magpies practise
roulades, and all the gentler birds find voice. A soft
breeze blows from the mountains, and nature and
humanity are pleased with each other. It is on these
days that new chums go and shoot ducks on the
lagoons, and fish in the creek, and eat oranges under
the mandarin trees. In June, the west wind blusters
-no gentle zephyr is he in Australia, but capricious
of temper, often boisterous and angry, at times
sweetly wooing, always with his own wild fasci-
nation. Sometimes he puffs a gale which tears the
bark off the hide-house, and sends oranges whirling
while as he dances down the wide, wooden chimney
in the parlour, he makes a snowstorm of white
ashes.
It is an eerie experience to be alone in a bush
house on a winter's night, with the west wind howling
round like a multitude of nature-spirits set loose.
One hears the near whistling of leaves, the flapping
of bark, the neighing of frightened horses, and
bellowing of cattle imprisoned in the yard. And, in
an undercurrent of sound, comes the distant roar of
the blast, as it sweeps over the gum forest, bringing
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with it strange noises, unknown except in the
bush. It is as though the elemental, forces of
primeval Australia were holding high revel-ghosts




NEIGHBOURS ON THE RIVER
HE old Marroon house, when we first went there,
had a huge slab chimney, like a little room,
where everybody used to gather on winter's evenings,
and where wine was mulled on the first night of the
month to celebrate the reading of the current number
of the  MMarroon Magazine.  The chimney caught fire,
and was replaced by a stone one, but for some time
afterwards, half-burned slabs and shreds of scorched
canvas disfigured the wall. This original house was
quite venerable for Australia, being about fifteen years
old. Later, it was pulled down, and a cedar house
with kitchen and bedroom wings was built in its stead
round a garden-the three cottages being joined by a
creeper-covered passage, as is the way in the bush.
The old house was of rough slabs and had two large
rooms-sitting-room and best bedroom, with a number
of verandah rooms off them. Some were papered with
pictures from the  Illustrated  News-those of the
marriage of the Princess Royal, in which the ladies
wore large crinolines, are a vivid remembrance. A
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door opened at one end  of the house beneath  a trellis
of Isabella  grapes  into a corner  of the garden, where
was a  large Seville orange- tree . The oranges were
only good for  marmalade ,  but the grapes made up for
that. On the other side of the house, where the
mandarin orange-tree  flourished ,  there were no
grapes ,  so the inhabitants  on both sides came off
even.
Marroon had not many  neighbours ,  and what there
were were chiefly men .  Certainly, Tamrookum was
only about twenty -five miles off  by the riding track,
but that led  through a gorge and  was not always
traversable . The only driving  road was the one
leading  to Brisbane  through Dugandine Scrub. As
for the  tracks  to the stations  round  and across the
border ,  it was not safe to  stray off them, for you
might find  your horse sliding down a precipice
unawares.
An odd , lonely, unconventional life it was -that of
the young people at Marroon - the head of the house
away for weeks ,  in session time, and the rest of the
men-kind riding  all day  after  stock ,  and often
camping nights out . A queer mixture too of the
romantic  and the  practical , the practical part being
what,  in family vernacular , was called " spreeing
amongst the  rubbish." The phrase had a  local origin.
One of our neighbours - a selector on the river-
happened to be the son of a marquis  ( Lord John I
will call  him, though  that wasn 't his name )  and to have
married a  frank, high -spirited  little lady,  who took
free-selecting as a splendid joke, and would as soon
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have helped the Blacks to grub a stump out of a
clearing as sing duets with her husband in the
drawing-room-they had an incongruously fine piano.
She was enjoying herself hugely one day over a
bonfire she had made behind the store, of the
sweepings of the backyard-old sardine-tins, weeds,
and such unnecessary matter-when one of our party
inquiring for her, after he had hitched his horse
to the verandah, was informed by the " working
hand," with much dignity, that " my lady was
having a spree amongst the rubbish," which turn
of speech he carried home, and it shortly became
Marroonese.
Our rubbish - spreeings were of various kinds,
meaning, maybe, a morning of scouring milk pans
and so forth in the dairy-such a pathetic old
dairy ! A squat, lop-sided hut on poles, with a lanky
gum-tree beside it, and Peter's water-cart tilted close
by. Sometimes the " spree  " was in  the store,
cleaning  out a  weevily flour-bin, or starting a boiling-
water  crusade against  cockroaches and spiders ; or up
at the Bachelors' Quarters, papering the walls with
pictures out of the  Illustrated News,  or even re-
canvassing a ceiling,  not counting  in such minor jobs
as the binding of saddle-cloths, and such-like, and the
copying out of branding  tallies  for the station log.
Or it would be a spree among the pie-melons-cutting
up the huge juicy things for jam and smothering the
whitey-green dice  in a certain  soft greyish sugar,
peculiar to the bush ; or scraping prickly pears for
jelly, which was a process that led to much groaning
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for days afterwards-there never was a tick or a burr
that stayed so long and worried so pertinaciously as a
prickly pear prickle. Or it might be a spree among
the corn-cobs, up in the corn-shed where the heads of
maize were stacked and the corn-sheller kept. And
oh ! the sweet-dry fragrance of the yellow-brown
sheaths ! And the crickling and crackling of orange
grain as it rolled down by one red mouth of the
machine, while the skinned cobs, with their tiny
indents like tooth-marks, fell through another gaudy
aperture ! Then, when we were tired of shelling, what
a deliciously odorous resting-place the heap of corn-
husks made ! How we used to enjoy, in those
intervals, ranting forth passages from our favourite
authors.  Ossian  sounded fine in the corn-hut ; so did
Bulwer Lytton,  whom we still considered a model of
English prose. Even now I can bring back the swing
and rhythm of one gorgeous paragraph in " The Last
of the Barons," running, if memory serves me faith-
fully, like this : " Prank thy halls, oh Westminster, for
the triumph of the Lancastrian king ; or open thou,
O grave, for the saintly Henry and his noble son.
The Kingmaker goes before ye to prepare your
thrones among the living, or your mansions amidst the
dead." Whizz ! whizz! Splutter ! splutter ! One of
the boys grinds out the last of the yellow grain, and
Lord Lytton's flowers of rhetoric die under an assault
of shelled cobs.
Then when the youngsters were tired of shelling,
one of them would throw herself upon an uneven bed
of odorous corn-husks, and recite some of the then
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unpublished stanzas of our poet, now beloved of
Australians, such as-
"Gum-trees, gum-trees, slim and high,
Timber green and timber dry,
Blackened stumps and fallen logs-
Lively work as on we jogs ;
Oh ! where the deuce is the track, the track ?
Round and round, an' forward an' back !
Keep the sun on yer right,' they said,
But hang it, he's gone an' got over my head ! "
Certainly the young Logan folk could not then have
been accused of an unappreciative mind, as far as
literature was concerned. It was pathetic, the avidity
with which we all devoured such as fell within reach.
And one can't quite understand how there came to be
so many books at Marroon. Standard authors of
thirty years back-there was a many-volumed set of
the old-time black and gold Bentley edition. And
besides fiction of all sorts, plenty of histories and
travels and poetry and biographies, no lack of pasture
of a curiously mixed kind for young minds to browse
upon. And outside the book-cases in the sitting-room
and all the magazines which came monthly from
England, were quantities of queer old books stowed
away in a rough cupboard in the " office "-as they
used to call the verandah room, where the men were
paid their wages, and the station ledgers kept-which
was the best pasture of all. That was where the
Ossian  lived, and an ancient copy of  Josephus,  and
some extraordinary volumes of " Miscellanies "-
miscellanies indeed, with  The Story of President
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Lincoln, Manon Lescaut  (translated ),  Undine,  and
The Sorrows  of Werther ,  and I know not what,
bound up together.
It was a good thing that intellectual food abounded,
though probably some of it was strong meat for babes,
for of education in the ordinary sense there wasn't
much to be had. Perhaps the  Marroon Magazine
may have helped a little that way. Out of the grand-
mother 's box come some old copies of that periodical,
suggested no doubt by the Bronte production : and
indeed ,  Mrs. Gaskell 's life of Charlotte Bronte is
responsible for arousing here in the bush much
strenuous literary aspiration .  The title-page of the
Marroon Magazine  was illuminated - out of the family
paint -box-in primitive colours, and the articles were
written by each contributor on shiny square sheets, of
which there was always a stock in the store. The
delicate pointed calligraphy on some of these is the
same as that on those yellow-stained love-letters, and
among them are certain verses which have a pathos
of their own. Efforts are evident on the part of the
elders to check the young fry's tendency to poetry and
fiction ,  by setting the example of severer studies, but
it was a case of jalap concealed in jam .  The dearest
ambition of that small community was a private
printing -press, spoken of with bated breath, alas, never
attained  !  A fall in the price of fat bullocks and store
cattle put it out of the region of practical politics.
The  Marroon  Magazine  never got beyond the store-
paper, ink ,  and paint -box stage .  That, however, did
not prevent a wildly enthusiastic worship of everything
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to do with the making of books. Who does not know
the phase-that pathetic, ignorant enthusiasm which
tends to the inditing of letters, posted with solemn
mystery, to far-off famous men and women, whose
writings had called forth this feeble cry from the wilds !
Oh, the futile anxiety with which replies to these
epistles were waited for ! Strange it seemed to
meet in the flesh, years afterwards, some of those
worshipped ones-to touch the angels' wings and find
them but tinsel and gauze. It is tragic-comic, that
disillusionment.
The river paints itself, a prominent feature in the
background of these old memories. Here, the Logan
was not much more than a creek-but what a lovely,
mutinous, brawling, melancholy, merry, musical,
changeable creek ! Its channel was perpetually
altering, and fresh islets formed every year. There
was one tiny island, however, that never was swept
away-the stump, in mid-stream, of a ti-tree, which
had been uptorn during heavy floods, and lay
horizontally, so that the roots made curving arm-rests,
and the soil clinging to these, furnished cushions of soft
grass and moss and ferns. The water swirled round
and round this islet, and to reach it, one had need
take off shoes and stockings and wade through the
current. From the lopped trunk of the old ti-tree, a
new branch had sprung trailing green twigs and
honey-moist brush-blossoms, and bringing swarms of
bees, as one sat there, about one's shoulders.
Just below the islet, the channel narrowed to a
deep, dark pool where grew sombre trees with
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straight, pallid stems. When the faintest breeze
blew, the swamp oaks made a hissing murmur.
One tree had fallen slantwise, and from under and
around it water-snakes might be seen glimmering
and stealthily gliding. Where the log dipped, the
bank curved inward, and a mysterious whirlpool
sucked up dead leaves and wrack. The Blacks
would not bathe in that pool: they believed a
Bunyip lived in it. Further down, the water lay
still as death, surrounded by fleshy, poisonous-looking
arums. It all looked dank and eerie.
But only at this spot. At the crossing, the sun
played upon the water, the torrent made jocund
babblings, the shadows flickered merrily, and leaves
danced to the river's tune. The pebbly bed widened:
the stream forked into two, and rippled and rushed
and foamed over jagged little rocks and water-worn
stones. Prismatic gleams shone from the dry furrow
in the middle, as the sunbeams struck crystals that
floods had brought down from the mountains. How
dreamy it was ! In the gum-trees behind, parrots
chattered and crows cawed. Cockatoos took up the
story and spread it afar, the echo growing fainter
across the paddock, while from the scrub the pigeons
gave in to the chprus their tender " Too-whee,
too-whee." As we sat on the log, feet dangling, we
could shut both our hands, crushing the aromatic
leaves of a lemon-gum, and peer forward into the
mysteries of the pool ; or we might lean back against
a forked branch, and let fancy float upward to
the wonderful blue. And then, as we kept quite
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silent, a gay kingfisher would dart before, and rising,
circle round our heads, or a satin-bird would perch
boldly on the log near us, or a magpie trill forth
from the ti-tree.
Perhaps, but rarely, some traveller from over the
Border, would ride down the bank to the crossing,
start at the sight of the young hoydens perched on
the log, and if not already acquainted with them,
enter into conversation as his horse stopped to drink.
Could he buy rations ? or was there an old paper at
the house that he might take with him to read at
the camp? He was probably a gentleman, though
his moleskins might be very dirty, and his grey
"jumper"  and old felt hat the worse for wear.
Then, maybe, whistling the refrain of a song, which
the breeze bore softly back, he would mount the
bank, and canter towards the sliprails.
There was a good deal of rough-and-ready
hospitality on the Logan, and this was the way
of it.
A traveller rode up and hung his horse's bridle
on the fence. The dogs began to bark, and the
Blacks, if there were any about, set up a hullabulloo.
The master or mistress would step out, and the
stranger, giving his name, was then received at once
into the bosom of the family. He would be asked
to  "spell"  his horse for a day, and, if he proved
agreeable, be pressed to stay longer. Marroon was
the boundary station beneath the range, and thus
many curious people found their way within its
doors. One morning when the men-kind were all
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on the run, there came a pale, aristocratic gentleman,
who asked if he might rest his horse for an hour;
so he was invited to lunch, and the young ones in
possession, sat with him on the verandah while he
discoursed upon his adventures, which seemed to
have been various. Gentle hearts thrilled at the
account of how he had spent fourteen days in an
open boat pursued by sharks and subsisting upon
dried apples. By the light of subsequent events
there appeared to be a certain inconsequence in the
dried apples, but it didn't strike his listeners then.
A deep impression was made, too, by the casual
reference to ancestral halls, and indiscriminately to
" the General," and to the "Squire," presumably a
near relative and the owner of those ancestral
halls. Imaginations fluttered over a photograph
the traveller pulled out of a case in his breast
pocket, the picture of a dark, romantic-looking lady
with fluffy hair whom he called " Gipsy," and gave
his hostesses to understand was his wife, and at
present located at the ancestral halls aforesaid. She
wore a very fanciful costume, which also, later,
seemed inconsequent. Nevertheless, a pleasant two
hours whiled away ; and it came as a shock when
the next day a superintendent of police and two
troopers turned up, and gave a minute description
of that entertaining guest - otherwise Gentleman
Jones-to whom they were anxious to offer the
Queen's hospitality in Brisbane.
Another time it was a lean, odd-looking German
doctor with a suspicious gleam in his black eyes,
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who was on his way to search for a petroleum
spring which he said that he had once discovered
in one of the gorges of Mount Barney, and had
never been able to find again. It sounded like
Bret Harte, or the story of the Gold Bug. The
doctor would dart up in his excitement, as though
he were a puppet on wires, while he talked of his
vain quest. " Mein Gott, Mees ! " with one hand
upon his heart, while the other received his cup of
tea.  " Dal shj5rung,  it is  my fate. I shall be, vat
you call `strike ile.' I shall be rich. Dat is the will
of Gott.  But, oh, mein  Gott ! In this  mountainious
country, I cannot find de trace ;  and  de sun is not
de sun,  and  de stars  dey are glow- worms."
Then  one of us murmured  softly-
, . ."Oh,where  the deuce is the track,  the track?
Round and round and forrard and back.
Keep  the sun to your right,  they said,
But hang it, he's gone and got over  my head ! ..."
There  had  been talk before of petroleum in Mount
Barney. The oil springs, if there are any, still
remain undisturbed.
Then the doctor burst into  tears and  left the table.
He looked so wild that this was a relief ; but presently
he came back and said that he wanted to buy a
bottle of brandy out of the store, and afterwards
departed upon his bony nag, which was even leaner
than himself. But the  shprung,  the mountainious
country, or the brandy, or all together, were too
much for him. He must have bought more brandy
at Unumgar. A veil was drawn over his further
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adventures, and only the men saw him on his return.
He had drowned his horse and lost his blankets,
and was got rid of at the cost of another horse and
an old saddle and bridle.
Again, the sojourner was perhaps a cattle-drover.
There are two kinds of drover-the rough, frank,
ready-handed colonial whose mental horizon is in
ordinary life bounded by the stockyard fence, while
the wildest flight of his imagination never lands
him beyond Melbourne. And there is the English-
man who has come down in the world, and who
shuns head-stations, and ladies, and anything which
reminds him of his former state.
Zack Bedo was the real old bush sort. He was
long and scraggy, and his arms and legs were like
the sails of a windmill. He was always dressed in
moleskins and a Crimean shirt, but when he came
in to dinner he put on a coat, which he ordinarily
carried wisped up and strapped to the dees of his
saddle. His natural home was a horse's back, and
he was a beautiful sight when mounted on a
young colt. First, he would take off his hat and
blind the creature by putting it in the cheek-band
of his bridle ; then he'd catch the near-side rein
with his right hand, draw the off-side rein into the
horse's neck and hold the two reins and the near-
side ear in his left hand-the horse would never
buck as long as his ear was held-and then with
the right hand on the pommel and a foot in the
left stirrup, he would spring up in a second, and
gripping the saddle with his knees, his long, lean
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body balancing with every movement of the horse's
body as though he were growing out of it, he was
ready for anything that might happen. He often
passed our way with "stores" and "fats." Some-
times he would yard his beasts and stop the night,
and then the coat was unstrapped ; but more often
he would just look in unceremoniously for rations,
or to shoe his horses at the forge, and would take
the "nobbler," which was customary, to the edge
of the verandah, and propping himself against a post
would yarn about over-landing.
You see I'm awful short-handed. No, you
don't catch me tackling a mob like that again, and
with only two men besides myself and three black-
boys. They had a stampede the other night, just
under Jerra Crag. My word ! That was a  job!  I
lost every hoof and had to track 'em down Dead
Man Gorge, and then found twelve head missing.
You see it's such a place for 'possums and wallabies.
And 'possums do play old Harry with the beasts."
And he would sigh and stroke his nose after a
way he had.
" My word, it's a caution when a 'possum jumps
down from a gum-tree on the back of one of your
bullocks ; and then all the others when they see
him start will cut off like mad without knowing
what's the matter. . .. The way a mob does get
up clear when they're frightened, beats blazes. . . .
My word, I had a good camp last night-a first-rate
corner-fence on two sides, and a gully with fine
steep banks on the other. Wouldn't I like to come
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across a camp like that every night. . . . Got any
more snakes here? We've been living on 'em for
the last week. Couldn't get any meat, you know.
Every station we stopped at was just out of meat
-going to kill to-morrow or next day. So we had
to find carpet snakes. There were plenty in the
scrubs and along the creeks ; we've eaten ten of them
in the last five days ; and I can tell you they aren't
half bad. I shall be glad, though, to buy a little meat
if you've got any."
So he would follow his hosts to the meat store,
and gallantly plunging his great red hands into the
brine, would bring forth what he wanted and proceed
to weigh it. He would cast a professional eye round
the unsavoury place, with its rusty stillyards ; its
wooden bench and heaps of coarse salt and pools of
brine, would make a technical remark upon the
green hides stretched along the slab wall, and opine
approvingly that Marroon didn't go in for killing
pleuro beasts like some such another station. Then,
fumbling in his leather pouch, he would produce from
a chaos of pipes, tobacco, clasp-knives, and bits of
string, the price of the meat, enter the transaction
in the day-book to save trouble, and finally ride back
to his " beasties."
He was agood creature, Zack Bedo.
When Ryman, the fencer's boy, got lost in the
bush, it was Zack Bedo who tracked him for three
days and two nights, and brought the little shoe the
child had worn, and a lock of his hair home to the
mother, and cried like a child himself when he gave
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them to her. And he dug out the boy's grave with
his own hands and a tomahawk, and buried him
quickly before the father could get to the place, so
that the poor mother might never hear described
what he, Zack Bedo, had seen. And because he
couldn't think of anything better, and couldn't bear
to lay what the hawks had left in the ground without
a prayer, he said the only thing that would come into
his mind at the moment, which was perhaps the
remembrance of something his own mother had
taught him--
" Suffer little children to come unto Me, for theirs
is the Kingdom of Heaven."
That was the excuse he made, when chaffed at the
huts one night for having a prayer-book in his swag.
" It was awful awkward," he said, it not to know any
words for burying." He could recollect the Lord's
Prayer, he added, " but that hadn't seemed quite
right somehow."
The piano-tuner came by at regular intervals, and
was a chief source of information as regards the
doings of more distant neighbours. Or the visitors
might be one or both of the nearest bachelor neigh-
bours-the Telemon partners-Telemon lying across
the river close to Tamrookum ; or, maybe, those
cheerful Bohemians, Lord John and my lady, who
introduced as features of bush life, prize pigs, polo,
water works, art pottery, champagne and French
dishes-they had somehow got hold of a French
cook, who was commonly supposed to be a refugee
from New Caledonia. This delightful young couple
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took life as a glorious joke, and were determined to
make themselves thorough bush people.
Therefore, though a considerable part of their time
was spent in practising operatic music and in culti-
vating the fine arts generally, they passed the rest in
contemplating with proud satisfaction their barren
crags and stony gorges-at which a practical free-
selector would have shuddered-in breakneck rides to
neighbouring stations, in picnicking in the bullock
dray, and doing other most unbush-like things, not
altogether compatible with the successful management
of a free selection.
The stockmen on the river didn't believe in Lord
John's aristocratic claims. They, too, looked upon life,
as far as he was concerned, in the light of a huge
practical joke. " He a Lord ! " said Old Waddy
contemptuously ; " I've read of lords, but I never
heard of one that lived in a bark but : " and the more
refined of the free-selectors' wives thought Lord John
really couldn't be "quite a gentleman," because he
had a way of clipping his " g's." Which all amused
Lord John and my lady mightily.
Or perhaps the " sundowner," well mounted and
wearing a coat, was a certain ex-groom, who, trading
upon the unwritten code of the bush, sent in his
name, was received into the drawing-room and
welcomed to an impromptu verandah dance. And he
would go about afterwards boasting that he had
waltzed with Miss Marsden, the most high and
mighty belle of the river, perhaps in revenge for
having been treated with indignity at the Marsden's
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station and sent to the men's hut . Or the  passer-by
might be mad Pat Connolly - properly the Honourable
-who was only manageable in the periods following
a " burst."
Beside the Telemon and Tamrookum neighbours
and Lord John and my lady, there was another
and always welcome guest  -  Captain Sherborne
of Unumgar over the border  -  ex-fusilier turned
squatter ,  a man of parts - to quote the old novelists
- who brought  to certain bush children in the
Marroon parlour a breath from the greater world-
the world beyond the gum-trees and the Logan
Mountains - beyond the Australian shores and the
Pacific. We marvelled sometimes how Captain
Sherborne ,  who had rubbed shoulders ,  so to speak,
with the brilliant personages of whom he discoursed,
could find the bush interesting ,  as undoubtedly he
did. But Captain Sherborne had the true artistic
temperament .  To him ,  too, life was a great drama,
affording endless variety of comedy ,  pathos, and
stirring adventure. His moods shifted with the
scenery. He lived up to his background ,  dressed for
his part ,  and acted it as to the manner born. But
when he doffed his spurs and moleskins and laid down
his stockwhip ,  another side of him came uppermost.
Then,  he made that great world and those that dwell
therein an actuality to the bush dreamers-a greater
actuality indeed than the eucalyptic cloisterdom of the
bush - to quote our poet. But then ,  the wonder and
the weirdness and the immemorial antiquity of it, had
not come home  to those crude,  restless spirits.
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Sometimes, and this was occasion for blandishment
and jubilation and the killing of sucking pig and
fatted calf-a butcher would come seeking for fat
cattle ; and every one knows that a butcher is the
guest to be honoured above all others by the squatter,
and the squatter's wife, and the squatter's daughter,
and all they who belong to the squatter's house.
Occasionally the bush doctor appeared - the
original bush doctor. He was an unkempt person,
with a black beard that straggled all over the country,
and wore a suit of " store dittoes," seedy and dusty,
without a waistcoat, a white shirt badly done up, a
wisp of a neckcloth and a broad-brimmed felt hat with
a high crown. These things-the white shirt, the
high crown, and the neckcloth-were the outward and
visible sign of his dignified calling. Also a small case
of instruments which stuck out of his coat-pocket.
You could tell, too, that he wasn't a bushman by the
way he rode-his trousers rucked up, showing his
white socks, and by the shortness of his stirrups. He
rode what the boys called a wretched old crock, which
he had taken in payment of a bad debt, and our
eldest further added that he was one of those duffers
who sit on the back of the saddle, and give every
horse they mount a sore back. Therefore, he was not
popular on those stations where he made the excuse
of serious illness awaiting him for borrowing a fresh
nag. He got drunk whenever he got the opportunity,
which was not exactly a testimonial to his medical
capacity ; and as, besides, he lived forty miles from
everybody, nobody sent for him, unless it was a very
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grave emergency indeed.  '  That was perhaps why it
happened that the people he went to see were
generally dead by the time he passed back again,
though it did happen sometimes in the case of an
accident, when the only hope of saving life seemed to
lie in a possible operation, that the patient recovered.
That was not thanks to the doctor ; perhaps he had an
instinctive understanding that the Old Dame was a
healer greater than he, and so sat and looked on and
did not perform the operation. Anyhow, Nurse
Nature now and then justified his faith.
Once, a casual visitor left some pleasant mementoes
of his coming. This was an old man who arrived at
sundown "humping bluey," which means that he was
on foot, and had all his worldly goods strapped in his
blue blanket. His clothes were dirty and torn, his
boots worn out, and he would have been utterly disreput-
able but for something in his face which gave one the
notion that he had seen better days. He couldn't pay
for his rations, but he asked for work. The Chief
Authority looked at him doubtfully and said, " But
what are you good for ?" He meekly replied, " I was
ringbarking last, sir," which seemed such a manifest
incongruity and abasement of grey hairs-for ring-
barking is mostly kept for the Blacks-that stern
hearts melted to the poor old man.
While he was waiting for his rations, he took up a
paint-box of the children's, and showed such a present-
able sketch of the old dairy and the gum-tree and the
water-cart, that it ended in his being fixed up at the
Quarters, as artist to the establishment, and there he
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stayed for six weeks, and made pictures of the head-
station and the mountains, and was very anxious to
touch up the Madonnas and Disciples and Old Time
of Naraigin memory, but this last suggestion was
resented rather, as a desecration of things that are
sacred. When the old man had been dressed out of
the store, and fed up a bit, and Old Waddy had
trimmed his hair and beard, he turned into a dignified,
elderly gentleman of affable manners and a benignant
smile. But he was reticent about his previous
history, and no solution was ever given of the mystery





LITTLE boy at Marroon who was shy, used
sometimes to be rallied by strangers upon his
want of conversation, and would give answer-
" Oh, but you know our family is divided into
stupid ones and clever ones, and the cleverest ones
are Barcoo Bill and Paddy-the-Horse."
Which was an announcement puzzling to strangers,
but perfectly intelligible to the family.
There are stockmen of kinds, and Barcoo Bill
was of one kind and Paddy-the-Horse was of another.
Barcoo Bill was young and flash, and Paddy-the-
Horse was old and was not at all flash. He got
his name because of brumbies, and brumbies are, as
bush people know, scrub horses-and to cut out a
brumby and tame him is an achievement.
Paddy-the-Horse was great with brumbies. He
would follow up the tracks of a mob, and start it
along, day after day, from its camp, and day after day
again, till at last the creatures, weary of this perpetual
policeman " move on " business, would allow them-
selves at last to be yarded ; and the rest is only a
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matter of time. Thus, Paddy did good work for his
master, and when he was on the loose, he and Barcoo
Bill between them did good work for themselves, and
were amassing a small private fortune. When not on
the loose-which was sometimes convenient-Paddy
did good work for his master, and for himself, too-
for there was an arrangement between them-by
selling his own particular brumbies. He could get
in brumbies which defied Barcoo Bill, and Barcoo
Bill was a very crack stockman indeed ; but when
Paddy caught them, Barcoo Bill broke them. That
was the reason why the two were always to be found
together, and wise was he who employed them.
Only, Barcoo Bill would not always eat the food
that Paddy set before him, nor would he camp in
the same hut. Most people drew the line at camping
with Paddy-the-Horse, even Barcoo Bill, who could
not be called particular.
For one thing, he had quaint views as to the use
of water-soap did not come within his experience.
" Sure, Bill," said Paddy, the first time that he
beheld Barcoo Bill preparing for a souse. " That's
the worst thing in the world you could do for
yerself."
What did you say ? " asked Bill.
Why, to wash your face like that in the morning.
I f you don't get sore eyes from it you may call
yourself mighty lucky. Sure, I washed my face
just as you might be doing, in a water-hole-it's




A final quarrel over the cooking of flippers-which
are a combination of damper and pancake-brought
about dissolution of partnership between Paddy-the-
Horse and Barcoo Bill. Barcoo Bill preferred Johnny-
cakes, which he kneaded himself; Paddy wouldn't
give up trying to make him eat flippers ; Barcoo Bill
liked dough baked in the ashes-Paddy liked it fried
in the pan.
Paddy-the-Horse prided himself upon his flippers.
"Sure, you're not going to shift out of my camp
till I've made ye a flipper," Paddy would say with his
hand on the bridle, when any of the young folk, eager
for a breakneck ride, became ration-carriers to where
he was camped on the look-out for wild horses.
Excuses were vain, and escape impossible-at any
rate till the artist became absorbed in his work.
At first he would play about with the frying-pan,
which was black, battered, and filled with dirty fat,
moving it over the fire, as fat and dirt mixed and
simmered, when with grimed and gory hands he
would scoop flour out of his ration-bag into a black
quart-pot of miscellaneous use, adding soda, and
dipping the quart-pot into a bucket of greasy liquid
scarcely to be called water. Now, with his fingers,
he would stir the mixture to a froth, which was poured
into the frying-pan. Such is the beginning of a
flipper, and as the fat boiled it would take shape,
bubble and sizzle. Critically, Paddy would turn it
with the blade of his knife, to which clung shreds
of tobacco-and other things. Browner grew the
flipper, and faster did it frizzle. Then would Paddy
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rear himself, waving it triumphantly on the end of
his knife. But invariably at this point something
startled the horses and set their riders galloping
down the gorge or across the creek as the case
might be, and the flipper was left to be eaten by
Paddy and his dog.
As for Barcoo Bill, draw the typical stockman, and
you have him. Long, loose-jointed, lean, sunbrowned,
wearing tight moleskins turned up at the bottom, no
gaiters, and elastic-sided boots. It's only on the
stage that a stockman wears picturesquely-wrinkled
tops, and a red shirt. Barcoo Bill's shirt is of
sober grey flannel, the sleeves of it rolled up to
the elbow, and it is open at the throat over a
handkerchief folded crosswise, and tied in a sailor's
knot. On one foot is a short-necked spur, and when
he is going to ride a young horse, he slews the rowel
round on to the instep, to avoid unpleasant com-
plications. Quite at the back of his head is set a
finely-plaited, high-crowned, magnificent hat, which
it has taken a week's wages to buy, adorned with
a withe of green-grey moss torn from a gum-tree,
and kept on by means of a string going under the
nose or held between the teeth. On horseback he
slouches loosely on the saddle-no park seat there-
but f o r all that he is a piece of the animal. I f
there's business ahead, he carries his stockwhip coiled
over the left shoulder, shooting it out straight on
occasions, and clicking it back, when the thong
writhes downwards and forwards like a cobra pre-
pared to strike, each cut able to raise hair. But
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when he is just jogging along at the end of a day,
or going a journey, the stockwhip hangs on the right
shoulder with the thong trailing. His other accoutre-
ments are a strap round his waist and a large leather
pouch with pockets, in which he keeps his knife,
tobacco, and pipe, and other odd properties. If he
is flash-and Bill was very flash-he will have a
little watch-pocket, and in his belt there is usually
a bit of an old red silk handkerchief for making
crackers.
The stockman is followed by about six dogs of
various breeds-mostly kangaroo dogs-which are
a cross between greyhound and anything else you
like. He always holds his reins with apparent
carelessness, except when he is on a buck-jumper,
and his saddle has large knee-pads and dees, and
generally, a slack girth-though when it is a case
of buck jumper he has to girth tight. He isn't very
often off his horse, but when he is, he walks like
a sailor with his legs wide apart and rests his
hands on his hips.
He shows a mighty scorn of English " toffs," and
is " blest if they don't keep their trousers turned
over their boots, and if you tell 'em to follow a
gully  up,  are bound to follow it  down."
He agrees very well with everybody, as long as
nobody imagines that he is going to let himself " be
bossed about." On such occasion his temper gets
the better of him, and if he is betrayed into expres-
sions that are unseemly, he apologises, and remarks
that "there is a deal more swearing in the world
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than ladies has any idea on." What he thoroughly
enjoys is "going down to rope a young horse, and
putting the tackling on 'im." He never drops his
h's, except to say "im," and like the British
aristocracy, clips his g's. He reads his  Queenslander
or his  Australasian  every Sunday, and has a general
notion of English politics, and  very  definite ideas con-
cerning his own. While not counting in accomplish-
ments special to his vocation, he can do most things,
from building a house to turning out the best Johnny-
cakes on the river, and soothing, as he puts it, the
" squallingest " baby.
In old days there was justification for the complaint
that parsons didn't trouble us much on the Logan. We
lived in a state of spiritual darkness for four years,
and then one afternoon Jacko, the blackboy, came
up to the verandah with the news that "one fellow
white man, plenty woolla, and wear 'im shirt outside
of trousers close up along-a sliprails." The reference
to " shirt outside of trousers " we understood as
descriptive of the surplice. Jacko was not exactly
a religious Black, but he had found that sometimes
a stockman at the grog shanty on the road would
give him a drink for gabbling the Lord's Prayer.
J acko was always considered an irredeemable black-
fellow till the Salvationists reclaimed him. But that
was a long while later.
Now it happened after this that the Superintendent
on a stockriding beat, met a minister of the Gospel-
one of the Methodist persuasion-crossing the range
and trying to find the track to Unumgar. The
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evangelist had heard that Captain Sherborne was
an ungodly man, who encouraged the Blacks in
corroboreeing, and was given to unsabbatical recrea-
tions : and so had undertaken the solemn task of his
conversion. The Superintendent, under promise of
piloting, led the minister unwarily down a steep gully
and up a thickly timbered hill, with the result that
he was knocked against a gum-tree, and so shaken
that he welcomed the suggestion of turning sideways
to Marroon, remarking cheerfully that the accident
was an indication of there being souls ready for
salvation over there, which, the super said, was rough
on " over there."
So in the evening, Bibles and Prayer-books were
mustered, the stockmen, servants, and Kanakas called
in, and after service the minister delivered himself of
an extemporaneous discourse.
There had been a young lady of his acquaintance
who moved in 'ighest circles and was endowed with
the most elegant traits of mind and body. An
amorously inclined youth pricked up his ears at the
mention of this fair being, but his countenance fell
again ; she was named Mary Hann.
Mary Hann, it appeared, had been repeatedly
warned by her spiritual pastors and masters of the
terrible penalties which follow upon an obstinately
pursued course of worldly vanities. But Mary Hann
declined to give up "dancing, dress, and dissipation'
and the 'ighest circles still held their own. Retri-
bution came, however, in due time. Mary Hann
was seized with typhus fever, and after harrowing
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and convulsing his hearers by a graphic description
of her physical sufferings, the narrator held forth
upon her moral ones and upon the appalling example
of poor Mary Hann's deathbed.
Having become unconscious, Mary Hann gave
vent to the most 'eart-rending groans. " Mary
Hann," said the ghostly adviser, " what mean these
hunearthly, these hagonising 'owls? " Feeling this
to be a telling point, the preacher reiterated his
question in tragic tones, fixing the round-eyed, mild
Kanakas with a stern, indignant gaze.
Mary Hann was being treated to a preliminary
glimpse of the inferno into which she had danced her-
self, and it was a relief when her biographer allowed
her to go down into an eternity of torment where, as
he phrased it, " weeping weeps for haye, and wailing
wails for hever ; " and then the benediction was
pronounced.
After this visitation, Marroon was for a long time
without benefit of clergy, but later on, there happened
an ecclesiastical encounter during an  imf vorj5/u  visit
we made to Unumgar. Captain Sherborne had
long been planning an expedition to Cape Clangour
and to a little cedar-cutting settlement by the mouth
of the River Jerra. So one day Billy Sheehan, the
mailman, brought a message from him, that the time
for our camping-out picnic had arrived, and that we
were to ride over to Unumgar the next day, without
fail, or we should be too late for the start.
Sheehan was a little, thickset man, with bandy legs,
husky voice, and an uncertain gait. It was never
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very easy to say whether he was drunk or sober after
he had passed a certain bush shanty on the way to
Marroon. But he was wound up to go his postman's
round, starting winter and summer before daybreak ;
and only upon one memorable occasion did he fail to
appear when due. That was when he had got off his
horse Bladybone, and the animal had turned round in
the interval, Sheehan contentedly pursuing his way
in a fuddled condition, till he arrived back at the place
he had started from. Each time he passed, he would
allude to this incident, ingenuously disarming further
chaff " on the subject.
No, no mistake this time. I'm up to that dodge
now. I f I gets off to let down sliprails I don't leave
go of Bladybone's bridle, not till I puts 'em up behind
me. He don't take me in again that way. Oh! he
is a knowing one is Bladybone."
"The Dean's on the river," Sheehan went on to
explain, it and the Captain's agoin' to show him the
track. The Captain, he opened the Unumgar mail-
bag on the top of the range, where I jes come across
him, and that wur what he told me to tell you."
We rode up the course of the river next day, away
into the fastnesses of the hills, with the hump of
Marroon and the Barney peaks on either side. Now,
deep into a dusky defile wilder than anything that ever
was, and up a ridge strewn with those enormous grey
boulders which look ancient and weird enough to have
been Lemurian monoliths; and now, as we stop on the
highest point of the boundary range, there towers up
in front Mount Lindsay, girdled by its naked precipice,
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and with a belt of giant white gums standing like
ghostly  sentinels at its base.
The poet and Zack Bedo were with us. The poet
gazed in a rapt manner at the mountains. All of us
were silent, except Zack ,  who was in a discontented
mood, and had been railing most of the way against
the roughness and deadly monotony of the bush and
at the lack of those grand spectacles and inspiring
influences for which his soul had begun to yearn.
That was since a fair Australian Anglomaniac had
brought him under her spell.
" Oh, Lord ," he said , "  if there was only something
to look at besides those everlasting gum-trees! Now
if I could just take a trip to Europe ,  and get a squint
at some of the pictures and statues and the old castles
and the Alps just think of the snowy mountains and
the Rhine-and then look at  that !  Oh ! I bet if I
could only see some of the sights in the Old Country
I'd do something yet."
"Mr. Bedo," said our poet dreamily, "the Rhine
is commonplace compared with  that .  That's  the
grandest thing of its kind I've ever seen.  That's
worth coming all the way from Europe to look at."
Zack Bedo stared ,  and we all contemplated anew
the ravine below, the sombre scrub,  the queer white
trees with their skeleton limbs ,  the dull grey face
of the rock.
" That! " Zack  said , " Why, what' s that ! It's
only a bit of scrub and a few old dead gums ; and
my word,  what a place for nuggetting calves and




WE met a party of policemen at the UnumgarCrossing.
You haven't come across a queer-looking cove on
foot about the Border?" said Macnab, the chief con-
stable. " He's a horse-stealer, and a real dangerous
character. I've been telling the Captain up there
to arrest him if he turns up at Unumgar. It's pretty
clear that he's followed Graeme's Creek, thinking it
the river, and he's bound to come back for he can't
get out of  that  country."
We hadn't seen anything of the dangerous charac-
ter, and the policemen went on their way ; Captain
Sherborne ran down to the sliprails to meet us and
asked the same question, his fine eyes bright with
excitement. Handsome as he was, and with all his
soldier-like bearing, he looked a comical figure enough
-a white apron tied round his waist, a floppy felt
hat fastened under his chin, a large paste-brush in
one hand, his coat bespattered, and the ends of his
moustache plastered to his face. He told us that
he was whitewashing his dairy, and on the lookout
for the horse-stealer.
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" I shall bail him up with my whitewash brush,"
said he. " I've sent the blackboys to track him. Go
up to the yard, gentlemen, turn out your horses, and
carry in the girls' swags. You're in the nick of time.
That old reprobate Sheehan, I see, gave you my
message. The Dean will be here to-night-carrying
the Gospel to the cedar-cutters at Cape Clangour,
so we can bring off our picnic and benefit our souls at
the same time. The Missus is making pies. You'll
see her in the kitchen. Tell her we shall want a
few more."
Mrs. Sherborne was at the kitchen table, her white
arms bare, a Juno wielding a rolling-pin. She was
the most refined, cultivated, and dignified of women.
We were all in awe of her because she was so very
English. She had a grand manner, and a sweet smile
and a most beautiful simplicity.
We went back to the Captain, who was still ener-
getically whitewashing, with one eye on the crossing.
Presently old King Combo, with a knowing look
in his bleary eyes and his skinny fingers crooked
in front of him, came toddling up from the
river.
" Tsch ! " he whispered.
"You been see white man like-it budgery yarra-
man ? " asked Captain Sherborne. " No good that
fellow.'
" Yohi," replied King Combo, that fellow come
along-a humpey," and at the words a man appeared
riding a horse that was dead lame, and had its knees
cut. Captain Sherborne went straight up to him and
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seized the bridle, brandishing his whitewashing brush
in the man's face as he dismounted.
Undoubtedly this was the dangerous character.
He had come from Graeme's Creek, and he could
give no satisfactory account of himself previously, nor
of the horse, which answered to the description of the
police. The unfortunate creature looked so starved,
so shaken, and woe-begone-he had evidently had
a bad fall-and so utterly helpless, that a plea for
mercy was whispered in Captain's Sherborne's ear.
"I  must do my duty as a magistrate," said the
Captain sternly. " My good man, I'm extremely
sorry, but I have reason to know that you have stolen
that horse, which I shall impound. I must also arrest
you. You had better give in quietly."
Here the brush was raised with so menacing a
gesture that several drops of whitewash sprinkled
the prisoner's shirt.
"You look hungry," said Captain Sherborne.
" Oh ! you've had no grub for two days ! Had a
buster into the bargain ! No bones broke, though.
Come along, I'm going to give you a good tuck in,
but I shall guard you carefully all the time, mind."
He marched off with the prisoner, and both
remained for some while shut up in the dining-room ;
but by and by, after the police had come back and
had triumphantly borne away their prisoner hand-
cuffed, Captain Sherborne joined us in the garden,
where we were eating fruit in company with the Dean,
to whom he related the occurrence.
I took him into the dining-room, and by Jove I
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couldn't help knocking the top off a bottle of Bass for
him, though there isn't too much of it in the store ! "
(Captain Sherborne, for all his efforts, had never
become bushman enough to relish tea at every meal,
and he spent a small fortune in bottled ale, which
at great further cost and difficulty he carted over
the range.) " Mr. Dean, you should have seen that
man's face when I asked him if he preferred rum!
Talk about jasmine and cottage roses, and his
mother's knitting needles ! The sight of that beer
stirred my hardened criminal to the cockles of his
heart ! I warmed to him. ` He's been a British
workman,' said I to myself. I know the lap. Poor
devil, how he did tuck in! I thought at first it might
be unwise to trust him with a dinner-knife, but he
didn't look quite the audacious ruffian Macnab had
made out, and I took care he should see I had put
copper caps on my revolver. So I went on with my
English letters, and presently he asked was there a
mail going out, and would I let him have a bit of
paper and an envelope, as he wanted to write to his
wife. So I got him the things, and he sat looking at
the paper for ever so long, and at last laid his head
on his arms and blubbered like a child. I was just
thinking that I hadn't got any secure place to lock
the beggar in except the store-and how could I
trust him with my Bass!-and that I'd just call the
girls here to keep guard over him, and leave the
back door open and a fast horse ready saddled in
the yard, when in came Macnab and saved my
magisterial reputation. But, by Jove! it went against
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the grain .  The moral sensibilities of a man who
prefers bottled ale to rum can 't be completely
blunted."
The Dean was square-built and rather burly, with a
stubbly-bearded, humorous face and twinkling eyes
that looked in opposite directions .  He was a jocular
being, except when professionally engaged ,  and then
a gentle gravity would settle upon his blunt features,
and his squint became fixed and alarmingly stern.
He  was a good rider ,  very practical ,  and was ex-
tremely popular with the settlers .  Captain Sherborne
called him a good Kingsleyan Christian.
When he  handed his hostess in to dinner he was the
courtliest of fine gentlemen, and the two had a good
deal to tell each other about certain people in England
whom they both knew .  Afterwards ,  the Dean put on
his surplice,  and there was a pleasantly impressive
little service in the dining-room ,  and a short sermon
in which he gave us all some excellent advice. Later
on, we all sat out on the verandah ,  or strolled about the
garden ,  where the moonlight cast strange shadows
and the Lindsay Crag ,  only a little way off, looked as
though it might topple down upon us. The young
folk and the Captain struck up some Christy Minstrel
melodies, and the Dean beat time to the  " Ten little
niggers " chorus with great gusto.
Discordant yells came up from the Blacks' camp,
and as the Captain and the Dean were starting off to
see what was the matter those old veterans, King
Combo and Ubi Boney ,  who had no business at their
time of life to quarrel over a gin, rushed up to the
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verandah  ;  King Combo behind flourishing a boome-
rang with which he had been belabouring Boney, who
had escaped in advance of his foe, and was shrieking
piteously for protection.
Captain Sherborne separated the combatants, and
Ubi Boney threw himself upon the verandah and
began to kick up his legs behind ,  which is a sign that
the Black considers death imminent .  The Dean
and Manning, the English nurse, bound up his wounds,
and Captain Sherborne administered a dose of rum,
which had a magical effect in quieting him. As soon
as the rum was produced ,  King Combo, who had been
sitting sulkily apart muttering threats of vengeance,
flung himself down to, and howled and kicked up his
legs as well. No one took any notice of him, and he
called out presently in aggrieved tones : " I say,
Sherborne ,  what for ba 'al you give me rum like it
Combo. Mine close-up bong too, I believe."
The Dean settled the dispute .  King Combo
magnanimously resigned his pretensions to the gin's
hand ,  in consideration of receiving a nobbler and a
fig of tobacco .  The gin had slunk up to the verandah
when Captain Sherborne went for the rum, and now
she walked boldly back to the camp with Boney, who
eyed the tobacco, and did not seem altogether satisfied
that he had the best of the bargain.
Next morning we started, and followed down the
terra to the little settlement of Thylungera. It was
built in a close-clearing surrounded by scrub-a cluster
of bark and slab huts sloping to the river,  which here
was broad and shallow, and encumbered by the great189
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cedar-logs that in flood time floated down to the port.
The men were a rude and independent set. They
worked hard all day and slept heavily all night. They
had no books and never saw an English paper. Yet
it was curious to see how in a dim way they recog-
nised the poet as a being superior to themselves and
of finer clay than the rest of us, and though they were
ready enough to scoff at any new chum who might
come among them ,  they did not scoff at him,  unfitted
as he was, with his white hands and white cuffs and
nervous shrinking from exertion, for the sport and
rough play at cutting trees and setting up camp which
delighted Captain Sherborne and even the Dean.
I heard one of the cutters say ,  as he watched the
Dean and Captain Sherborne hewing saplings in
order to partition off an unused  hut  for the ladies'
accommodation ,  and then let his eyes rest upon the
poet ,  who sat reading Greek under a quandong-tree,
" Well  for  squatters and parsons - mind, I say for a
darned squatter and a darned parson "-only the
adjective was a little stronger-" you be's the hardest-
working coves I ever set eyes on. But it 's them big-
foreheaded ,  white-handed chaps that's worth a price.
They're a deal better nor us."
We stayed two days at Thylungera .  At first the
men eyed the Dean with suspicion ,  and the women
stared at Mrs. Sherborne as though she had in truth
been a goddess descended from  Olympus; but as soon
as they found that she could fend for herself and knew
how to make a damper,  they relaxed and placed all
they had at her disposal.
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The Dean inquired if it would be agreeable to the
community that he should hold a service. The com-
munity exchanged doubtful looks, and a red-faced,
shock-headed fellow stepped up and replied not too
graciously, " Well, they wouldn't say anything agen
a prayer-meeting if the parson was set on it, but they
weren't used to long-coated gentlemen, hadn't seen
one for ten years, didn't know if there was a Bible
am;)ng 'em, and on the whole-well, he thought
they'd rather not if it was all equal."
The Dean said it was quite equal, but asked if
there were no ceremonies they wished performed-
christenings, marryings, or-he was going from habit
of words to say buryings, but added, "You don't
look as though the death-rate were high hereabouts."
The man laughed. " There aren't no corpses waiting
for prayers to be said over 'em," he answered. "When
any of us goes off the hooks we bury each other, and
I shouldn't suppose that would make any odds at the
day of judgment. Most of us are spliced all regular,
and most of us has got kids, and nearly all of 'em
running about. There don't seem to be much use
in fixing a name on to a young 'un as answers to its
call already."
Then two of the community held a consultation,
and presently it was given out that there was one
baby which did not answer to its call, being only a
few months old ; that the mother had a weakness in
favour of its being christened "all proper," and that the
father thought this would be a good opportunity for
a spree. But there was no rum at Thylungera, which
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spoke well for the  normal  sobriety of the  community,
and a spree without  a rum plum-pudding  would be
out of the question .  Therefore  the Dean must defer
the ceremony  till all things were ready, and a man
was despatched to the  township forty miles distant, to
buy the  rum and the plums  for the pudding. The
messenger reasoned to himself, however, that the
labourer was  worthy of his  hire, and arrived the next
afternoon  very red in  the face and much muddled in
his faculties.
The community generally  congregated  in the hut of
unplaned  slabs, and overflowed into  the bush beyond.
The Dean put  on his surplice,  and took up  his position
at the  head of a rough table, a pie-dish serving for
font. Mrs. Sherborne ,  who was sponsor , held the
baby, the father  stood beside her, and the other
godfather-he who had gone for the  rum-steadied
himself by the table  in front of the Dean.
The Dean' s face assumed its professional expres-
sion, and his squint became appalling. One eye was
fixed hard on the  rum-fetcher ,  who shuffled and looked
confused.
" Hath this child been already baptized  ? "  asked
the Dean severely.
"Baptized!" echoed the godfather, scratching his
head. The question  was so clearly  supererogatory that
it was  not surprising that he did not follow  its drift.
I'm darned if I know ,"  he said, " but I'll ask Bet."
Whereupon  Bet, who was engaged  upon the pud-
ding just outside  the hut,  where she could take part
in the  proceedings ,  and yet see that the pot did not
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boil over, abused the rum-fetcher in strong language
for being a fool. But the Dean was equal to the
occasion, and the ceremony proceeded to every one's
satisfaction. The Dean delivered an extemporaneous
discourse adapted to the practical difficulties and
spiritual needs of his congregation, with a spice of
dry humour in it that fetched the men considerably.
It was an admirable sermon, and made us wish that
we froward sheep on the Logan were administered
unto by such a shepherd of souls as the Dean. At
its conclusion the women begged him to stay longer
and preach again, and the shock-headed cedar-cutter
who had been spokesman in the first instance, said he
wished that he'd knowed sooner there'd have been
such a deal of sense in the parson's gab. We all
helped to eat the rum plum-pudding and then broke
up camp and started for Cape Clangour, parting
company with the Dean, who was going to visit an
inland cattle station. The cedar-cutters had cleared
a track through the scrub. It skirted the river and
we rode in single file, making a halt every now and
then to gather chucky - chuckies, which dropped
temptingly along the bank. Was there ever fruit
more delicious than a chucky-chucky laved by a
clear stream, as a touch makes the heavy branches
on which it grows bob down into the water? Or we
stretched vainly after a parasite lily growing high
above our heads ; or just stood still and exclaimed
at the splendour of blossom and greenery that lay
all round.
The chestnut-trees spread sheets of orange bloom,
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and the ground underneath them was strewed with
pods, as though  the fairies had been gathering
together all their dainty  canoes .  Orchids and
blossoms  like strange bright insects  spotted the
green .  Arums lifted their purple  cowls underneath
the lace -like fronds  of tree-ferns ,  and one might have
fancied the  creeper withes to be deadly serpents,
as they twisted  their  scaly white  coils round the
trunks of dead trees ,  from which stag-horn ferns
tossed their  antlers.
Then,  when the river joined the sea, there came a
seven -mile stretch  of dry  sand ,  over which  we cantered,
the waves crawling up and breaking at our horses'
feet  ;  and at dusk  we crossed  the neck of  the cape,
over undulating  hills, lightly wooded ,  to a lovely
green hollow closed in by palms .  Here we camped
for the night ; but  almost before dawn, were on horse-
back  again ,  for to see the sun rise from the cape was
the end  and aim  of our  expedition.
Seen from afar, the lone old promontory lay
stretched upon Ocean 's bosom, enshrouded in mist,
as by a veil of dusky hair. Wind -swept, scarred, and
barren, save  for a  few clumps of weird-looking bread-
fruit trees with their  spiky  roots that clung defiantly
to the soil, Cape Clangour  seemed indeed the " Utmost
of the land."
We dismounted at length and stood upon the bluff
headland .  The Pacific  spread before us, meeting the
horizon line .  Its billows heaved and swelled in a
never -ending moan.  They crashed  against the rocks
below us and sobbed more gently upon the curving
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beach that seemed like a line of silver ,  and was lost
beneath the sombre pine-forests and grey cliffs of a
distant range .  Far to the  right , rose a grim peak not
touched yet by the sun 's rays,  which, like love-light
from the eyes of a beautiful woman, softly illumined
the face of the sea.
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CHAPTER XIV
THE BUSHRANGER AND THE ONE-EYED GIRL
AFT E R the Cape Clangour expedition our menand the Poet went back to Marr on, but two
others of the little party stayed on for several weeks
at Unumgar.
I t appeared that " dangerous characters " were at
this time plentiful along the border. A little while
before the word had been passed down the river that
an escaped bushranger named Leeson was wandering
in these parts, and Captain Sherborne went about
with a loaded revolver, and tingled with excitement
whenever he espied a stranger approaching the
station.
An ordinary - sized, muscular man would have
answered sufficiently to the meagre description given
by the police of Leeson. Thus it was better, just
then, not to be a harmless traveller crossing the river
to Unumgar, for such an one was liable to be detained
according to Captain Sherborne's discretion.
Every now and then he would rush into the parlour,
his eyes alight and his voice trembling with eagerness
as he exclaimed : " By Jove, I'll swear that's Leeson.
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I must  take him," and then he would find that the
supposed criminal proved on inquiry to be a perfectly
respectable drover, or perhaps a squatter not personally
known to Captain Sherborne, and henceforth a deadly
enemy. On one occasion he locked up two men who
had roused his suspicions by their anxiety to cross
the creek during a flood and were too indignant to
give any satisfactory account of themselves. Presently,
Sheehan, the mailman, came along and identified one
of them as the new Radical candidate for the Jerra
constituency ; and Captain Sherborne, crestfallen,
released his prisoners, making what amends he could
for his incivility.
He was so low spirited after this episode that for
a week we heard nothing more about Leeson, and
finding himself suddenly short-handed, he turned his
energies to the construction of a slab fence.
Captain Sherborne always did better when he
played to a gallery, and so we used to go down to
the paddock and sit on a log watching him split slabs,
and, with the languid assistance of Ubi-Boney, ram in
the posts. Splitting slabs is about the hardest work
any one can be put to, and ramming posts is not much
better. The Captain started like a hero, humming the
air of the anvil chorus in cheerful defiance of fate, but
as time went on, his ardour waned a little, and he
would take pretty frequent rests on the log and
descant in monologue, that had nothing to do with
the part he had undertaken, on the joys of civilisation.
That was where his sense of dramatic contrast came
in. But on the third afternoon his spirits fell to zero,
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and he confessed that his back ached fearfully. Just
then two strangers walked up from the crossing and
asked for work.  They said  they were good splitters
and that they had a mate behind who was first-rate at
fencing, and a handy man in doing odd carpentering
jobs about the house.
They  were dour-looking fellows, and Mrs. Sher-
borne drew  her husband aside, and whispered that he
had better be careful in engaging them.
"Too small for Leeson, both of them, "  said the
Captain. " But you're right ,  they do look bad hats.
I'm blest ,  though, if I can stand much more of posts
and rails, and I'll hire the chaps and chance it."
The next day  their mate arrived .  His name was
Patsy Crabbe ,  and he was a powerful, well-built man
with a springy step and a way of meeting one's eyes
by a bold,  blank stare, that only drooped before
Mrs. Sherborne 's steady and dignified gaze ,  when she
was talking to him about the carpentering jobs she
wanted done in preparation for a new " married
couple."  Patsy Crabbe  was heard expressing great
admiration for Mrs. Sherborne. He said she was a
"lady, and not one of your jumped -up ones who by
rights belonged  to the huts." It was amusing to
observe  the effect Mrs. Sherborne's simple grace and
dignity had upon the bushmen who came to  Unumgar,
and how some drover or free-selector asking for
rations, and seeing her with sleeves rolled up,  cooking
at the kitchen table ,  would change the free and easy
manner in which he first addressed her, and retire
abashed by her grand courtesy.
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They were without servants just then at Unumgar.
The new man and wife had not come up, and there
had been grave doubts as to the moral character of
the girl in the kitchen, so that it had been decided to
give her three months' wages and send her down to
town under the escort of a passing pair called Bain,
who had given up a situation on the Jerra and were
travelling south, with, as they incautiously announced,
a cheque for eighty pounds in their swag.
The Bains stayed a day or two to rest their horses.
The night before they started, the two fencers and
Patsy Crabbe decamped, and there disappeared also
Captain Sherborne's favourite horse and his best pair
of corduroy breeches.
Captain Sherborne lamented the loss of his pants far
more piteously than that of his horse. He had certain
fads which he clung to, and his chief fad was well-
made breeches. But there was nothing to be done.
Patsy Crabbe probably knew the country thoroughly,
and there wouldn't be a chance of catching him.
But the very morning after the Bains had gone on
their way, taking the kitchen-girl with them, Mills,
stockman from the Macalisters' station a little higher
up the Jerra, arrived at Unumgar in great wrath and
perturbation. Macnab the policeman was with him,
and two black trackers. Mills was what they used to
call the regular flash sort, a capital rider, full of pluck,
but whose antecedents wouldn't bear inquiring into.
He had been within an ace of transportation-so he
had confided to Captain Sherborne over the camp
fire and quart-pot tea with a  "stick" in it-and it
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was safe to predict that his sympathies would be with
any one who had offended against the laws of the
country. Oddly enough ,  however, Mills had one re-
deeming weakness ,  for which nobody could account.
He was devoted to the Macalisters .  He would cheer-
fully cheat any one on the river except a Macalister,
and for old Angus, his master, he would have stolen
a horse, or committed a murder, if necessary.
Mills rode up to the verandah where Captain
Sherborne was smoking ,  and we within heard the
colloquy.
Good-day, Captain. So Patsy Crabbe has gone
and stolen a horse of yours."
" Ay, and my best pants as well ,"  returned the
Captain.
" Then I've got a bit of news for you ,  Captain.
Where was your  nous  that you didn 't twig what sort
of a fencer you had  hired? You're too innocent,
Captain,  to be a magistrate out here. Your place is
among the virtuous swells in England. Why, Patsy
Crabbe was an escaped prisoner out of Queensland
gaol.  He passed my  hut in his prison togs on his
way to Unumgar."
" And you helped him out of them ,"  retorted the
Captain .  Mills did not deny the impeachment. He
only whistled ,  and we heard both the men laughing.
"Anyhow, I'm just going to assist him into them
again ,"  said Mills , "  for he has robbed Mr. Macalister,
and he might have known I wouldn't stand that. So
look sharp,  Captain, make out a warrant,  and let's be
after him as quick as Gipsy Girl can go, that is if
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Mrs. Sherborne will let us have her horse. She's the
best on the river. Good for the Logan Cup, and I
wouldn't mind riding her myself at Marroon races."
" I dare say the missus won't mind. Have a glass
of grog, Mills ? "
" Thank-ye, sir. I'm always good for a nobbler,
and I will say you never grudge it to a chap at
Unumgar. Here's to you, Captain, and ten thousand
a year.
" Hope I may get it " from the Captain parenthe-
tically.
Now look here, Sherborne," Mills went on. " I
tell you what Patsy's plan was. Never you mind
how I got hold of it. That girl of yours was a bad
lot, and a deal too thick at the men's huts ; and those
Bains were flats to let on about the cheque. Patsy
had his eye on your horse. He'd heard she was a
well-bred one-the wonder to me is that he didn't go
for Gipsy Girl, which he must have known could
beat yours hollow. Well, he was going to ride to
Warwick and buy a revolver-he won't do that now,
because he's got old Macalister's gun ; then he meant
to cut straight across to Dugandine Scrub, wait there
for the Bains, stick 'em up, nab the cheque, tie them
to a tree in the scrub while he cashed the cheque in
Ipswich, and then make off with the girl. He meant
to ride his own horse till it dropped, and save himself
on yours. Most like, afterwards, he'd turn bushranger.
That game hasn't been half played out. Well, that
first night he left here, he come's across Mr. Macalister
and they joins camp, the old man dividing his tucker
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and his blankets. Think of the ingratitude of it,
Captain ! Afterwards he helps himself to the old
man's watch and his gun, and all the money he had
about him, and cheeks him like the devil and rides
off. So here I am for a warrant-picking up Macnab
by the way-and I think I know Patsy's tracks. So
you'd better have Gipsy Girl got up, Captain, and
we'll go after him before he's time to get to the
scrub ! "
Captain Sherborne told the story of the capture
when he came back again-how the blackboys tracked
Patsy over the border till his traces were lost in the
rocky country at the head of the Logan ; how they
came upon him later and stalked the quarry to his
very camping-ground, where Patsy had dismounted,
and was holding the bridles of his horses with one
hand, while he lit his pipe with the other.
How he, the Captain, had ridden full tilt up, his
pistol cocked, and held within two yards of Patsy's
face, and Mills had shouted-
" It's all up with you, old man. Give yourself up, or
you might as well be put in a sheet of stringy bark
under a gum-tree. We've got a warrant."
"What for ? " says Patsy, with his stolid stare.
,,6h! you know well enough," says Mills. " How
could you go and rob and cheek a poor old man that
shared his tucker and his blankets with you? And if
that isn't Sherborne's horse, whose is it ? "
" And where are my pants ? " said I. " Why didn't
you take Gipsy Girl while you were about it ? " said
Macnab.
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" Couldn't steal a lady's horse," said Patsy . Al List
draw the line somewhere."
Captain Sherborne went on to describe how Patsy
gave himself up and they took him down to Ipswich,
a business of three days or more.
" Lord,  it was a funny act- magistrate ,  policeman,
witness, and prisoner ,  all messing together, and as
jolly as could be with each other. Patsy was a game
'un, but when he saw things were no go, he made the
best of circumstances .  Capital stories he told ; and
by George ,  what good songs he sang  !  I must give you
some of his bushranging yarns. We used to sit over
the camp fire till all hours . When  I began to feel
sleepy I would look across at Macnab. `Time for
bed, Macnab,' and Patsy would hold out his wrists for
the handcuffs quite as a matter of course .  We'd put
him on his word, and I'm bound to say Patsy had a
sense of honour .  But nothing would make him own
up to those pants, though Macnab had found out that
under his outer trousers there were a pair of corduroy
breeches with brass buttons. So one night I said to
him, `Look here ,  when you are undressed - if you're
going to undress - I wish you'd leave out those pants,
will  you?'
" ` Whaa't ?' says Patsy ,  with his mouth open and a
blank stare.11  It ain 't of much consequence  :  but they happen
to be my best pair,  and I'd like to have 'em again and
get 'em washed ,  that 's all.'
"Then I could see Patsy 's mouth twitch and the
corners of his lips go down ,  but he never owned up,
and I didn't get my pants."
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It was quite true that Patsy Crabbe was Leeson,
and that he had done some bushranging in his time.
Captain Sherborne always took credit to himself for
his capture, and for some time " How I nabbed the
bushranger " was a favourite story of his when camp-
ing out after scrubbers.
Patsy got five years for robbing Mr. Macalister,
and three for the horse. He took his sentence very
quietly, but when he was led out he tried to spring
the policemen, and had two down, so that he almost
managed to escape. He sent a message from gaol to
say that when he got free, he'd pay out the Macalisters
and track Mills till he could shoot him ; but as for
that cove Sherborne, he needn't be afraid, for he had
behaved like a gentleman.
That visit to Unumgar lasted quite a long time. It
was out of the question that we could desert Mrs.
Sherborne in her domestic quandary, for if there was
nothing much to be said for us in the matter of cook-
ing, it wasn't so difficult to act housemaid, and, any-
how, one could always mind the babies and do sewing.
On the run they were short-handed also, for even the
stockmen had left, attracted by some new diggings
down the Jerra, and the Blacks had moved camp.
Captain Sherborne milked the cows, salted the beef,
fetched wood and water, and kept the station going as
far as outside work was concerned, and for the inside,
we women were responsible. But at last a free-
selector's wife on the Logan, moved to pity by
Sheehan's account of the labours we were put to,
sent over her daughter of fifteen to render such
assistance as lay within her powers.
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This child of nature wasn't much of a servant.
Captain Sherborne called her the Unbroken Filly,
and she was otherwise known as the One-eyed girl-
not from any defect in her vision, but because her
father's selection lay on the One-eyed Water-hole, and
of that derivation history speaks not. She had never
before been away from the One-eyed Water-hole ;
and in her estimation, Unumgar was a kind of Buck-
ingham Palace-if she had ever heard of Buckingham
Palace, which is improbable. There was no Board
School on the river then, but she had been reared
thriftily, and, though her clothes were few and rough,
she understood the virtue of cleanliness. The pile of
frilleries, fresh from Mrs. Sherborne's hands at the
ironing table, appealed to her as much as did Lady
Castlemaine's laced smocks to the worthy Pepys.
She was given to soliloquising while sweeping, and
once or twice was heard to exclaim, heaving a deep
sigh, " My word ! I wish I could lay holt on a set of
shimmies ! "
She used to wear a holland blouse and pinafore, and
a pair of heavy laced boots, above which showed five
or six inches of red leg. The boots were a great trial
to her. She "didn't wear no boots when she was
a-shepherding the sheep at home," and was sorely
inclined to rebel against the shackles of conven-
tionality. She was a confiding little maid, with an
inquiring mind, and loved to get into conversation
with her superiors, for whom she had no slavish
respect. The mysteries of civilisation filled her with
awe, and called forth her constant ejaculation of
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" Guid save us ! " but in matters of which she had
some experience-such as cleaning up, setting bread,
and scrubbing a floor-she had strong opinions, and
what "Mother and Jane " did in such regard was
undoubtedly the only right thing to do. Her faith in
them was fixed.
Poor little Unbroken Filly! She did not know
how to contain her wonder and admiration when she
first entered Mrs. Sherborne's parlour. " My word !
has  you  got a room like this too at Marroon ? I
never seed plates hanging up before. And look at
them naked boys ! " (this in a shocked tone). " What
a lot of pictures she has got! Is that  her ? "  (point-
ing to a photograph of Mrs. Sherborne's). " Oh, I
know ! I never seed her before now, but I heard
Jane tell of her, and how she was so grand when Jane
came up to help nurse her. Was that took in Ipswich ?
I never was took ; Jane and Freddy has been, though.
They was little kids, and Jane has got her hands on
dad's shoulder like this," putting her hands on the one
nearest to illustrate the position.
It was hard to suggest to the Unbroken Filly any
idea of boundaries. She would wander in promis-
cuously at any open door and watch us at our occupa-
tions, standing silent whilst one of us worked the
sewing machine, and then nodding her head admir-
ingly and clicking her tongue against her teeth as she
remarked, " Well, them machines  is  handy things, to
be sure ! I'd like ter have one of them. And Guid
save us ! what a lot of flowers you do stick about !
The Captain he promised me some flower-seeds when
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I was going away. Don't yer let him forget now,
will yer ? "
Then, crossing over to her mistress, "What do
yer think? Ryman never knowed yer. You know
Ryman, don't yer? Him as came over from
Macalister's yesterday, and that come into the
kitchen while you was baking. Well, he says to
me, `Who's that ? "' (imitating a stage whisper). ' Is
that your young lady from down the river?'  'My
young lady ? ' I says " (in a tone of withering scorn).
"'Don't yer know Mrs. Sherborne ? ' `Law ! 'says he,
'is that Mrs. Sherborne ?' And then he towd me to
tell yer that Jane says she don't mind if she do come
down, and try her hand at the cooking when mother




HE fact forcibly obtruded itself during the period
of my Rip van Winkle return to the old haunts,
a few years back, that things were not so greatly
advanced, as far as domestic difficulties went, from
the old servantless time at Unumgar. Upon the
occasion of that later visitation our hostess, Flora,
came in carrying the silver tea-tray with the tea-
things, her pretty arms bare to the elbows, her sleek
head, which looked as though it had just come from
the hands of a Bond Street hairdresser, rising above
a holland over-all, and announced tragically that the
maids, having given notice, had incontinently departed
in a passing dray, and that she had just made a batch
of scones for tea, and was about to cook the dinner.
There were no selectors' daughters who could be
pressed into Flora's service. The selector's daughter
of to-day is of a higher social grade than formerly,
and the One-eyed girl, as a type, has ceased to exist.
The One-eyed Water-hole is now a township, and that
particular One-eyed girl, oddly enough, married Barcoo
Bill, otherwise Mr. William Shadier, turned selector
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and politician. Their children were very smart people
indeed. Two of them drive their own buggies ; the
daughters have been educated to mate with the best
in the land ; and the clever son, who is a solicitor,
proposes to stand for the Legislative Assembly. The
old order changes : the squattocracy is going down
and the democracy is rising up. Not that the free-
selectors are necessarily of the plebeian order. There
are army men, university men, well-born Englishmen
of all sorts among them, some, alas ! who were wild,
or had married disastrously. But those original and
indigenous have mostly begun low in the scale, and
the result is a queer jumble of social elements which
presents a very interesting study, and will be an impor-
tant factor in Australian development. Pathetic, too,
in its  way, for the native-born sons trained to aspire,
and the pretty daughters brought up at convent
schools in the refinement of young ladyhood, are
apt, when they come back to the Selections, to feel
jarred and ashamed of the hard-working, unpolished
parents, who have saved and scraped that their
children may be better than they. And so there
may come to pass a pitiful little domestic tragedy
of the  Louisiana  kind in Mrs. Hodgson Burnett's
delightful story.
Speaking parenthetically, one of the most interest-
ing things in the growth of a colony is the working of
the race-leaven-Scotch, German, Irish, Saxon, with
the intermingling of some stray representative of out-
side nationalities-and to watch the formation of a
new type, modified by climatic, physiological, and
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psychological conditions, upon which our great-grand-
children will be in a better position than we are to lay
down theories. But all the same, even now, with only
two or three generations to base opinions upon, one
can begin to trace the evoluting process.
Now that the scrub is cleared, you can drive miles
along the selections, and find interesting material in a
tour through the cultivated country, which thirty years
ago was forest and jungle. Towards the railway the
selections lie, dotting the plains, brown homesteads,
and gardens enclosed by fences covered with passion-
vines, squares of green crops, and paddocks in which
the cows stand deep in rich grass. There is a great
dairy not far from Marroon, whence cheeses go forth to
the northern ports and mining towns. Down on the
flats it is bleak in winter, but in the shelter of the hills
oranges, bananas, cotton, and even tobacco grow.
One morning the dairy master took down from a nail
a bundle of dried leaves with a strong smell.
"Here's a sample of tobacco," he said, "that a
German brought me in. He sends it to the factory
in town, and it's worth £8o an acre to him. But
tobacco's a difficult crop ; it's got so many enemies.
There's a blue mould that'll come up in one night and
destroy your plants. And there's a grub that crops
up too in the night and eats your young ones off, and
then buries itself in the earth again ; and it's only a
Chinaman or a nigger that'll spend his time scrabbing
after grubs ; you can't get a white man to do it."
One of the party observed that labour was as big a
problem as bi-metallism ; and another man said that
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the Creator hadn't dealt things out evenly to Aus-
tralia. We had got tropical products and we hadn't
got tropical labour and there seemed a want of
common-sense, somehow, in the arrangement of things.
It was a sheltered plain we were now driving over.
Near hills embanked it, and the mountains stretched
back from it, making a skyline of curves and cones.
The soil showed richly black along the jagged edges
of a broken gully which meandered down the centre
of the flat. On the sides of the gully were marks of
flood-wrack.
It was the big flood of '87 did that ; not  the  Flood,
but one before it. We didn't feel the Great Flood
much up here, you see," the master went on ; " this
plain is like a reservoir to the water-shed of the
mountains. There was a tremendous rainfall, and the
two creeks came down, and the plain was covered.
See that gully ?  The flood scooped it out, and it
drains us well now. . . . Several people were drowned
in that flood.  If it had lasted a day longer we must
have been drowned too. The water was deep in the
house at my brother's by the hill, and they spent the
night in the rafters. No getting away if the place had
toppled over. There are too many creeks and billa-
bongs round, making currents. I had a near shave, and
several swims when I rode along to help them. . .
'We're the only people who dairy-farm on a big scale
in these parts," went on the master. " We milk nearly
two hundred cows of our own ; besides, we buy up all
the milk we can from the small farmers round about.
Twopence-halfpenny a gallon we give them in summer,
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and fourpence in winter. . . . Oh ! we give a good
deal of employment. . . . I tried women for the milk-
ing. They're gentler handlers, and the cows yield
more to their touch. But, Lord ! they quarrelled so
among themselves about who should take the hard
milkers that I had to go for men again. It's a pity !
But that's the way with women."
A busy scene presented itself. The cheese factory
was the centre of a little throng. Outside, men were
driving the cows back from the bailing pens, and
fetching the calves up for their breakfast. Buggies,
carts, and an omnibus van, all laden with milk, were
drawn up around, and there had gathered a number of
passengers who had come by the train, waiting to get
a lift in some of the buggies to the more distant
selections. In the high verandah, a gentleman in a
flannel shirt and broad-brimmed felt hat was seeing
the milk measured, and entering the quantities in a
ledger ; and from the carts and buggies, kindly, brown,
weather-beaten countenances of German women
looked from under huge mushroom hats, as they
waited while the milk they had brought was carried in
and poured into the zinc vats. It is the German settler,
with his square-built, field-working wife, and thrifty
children, stolidly tilling, labouring, and gathering up
grist, who prospers and makes the bones of the
land.
" Yes, this is a change from the old squatting days,"
said the master. " Not quite such a poetic, adven-
turous sort of life. But if  you  had to fight Blacks,
scab, and pleuro, and the rest, for your sheep and cattle,
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we've got plenty of enemies to fight for our cheeses.
It's the heat that's the trouble." He opened the
double doors of the storing room, where cheeses were
shelved from floor to ceiling inside double walls lined
with cooling pipes and under a double-thatched roof.
"That cost me Z8o," said the cheese-master. He
looked at the thermometer. " Seventy-two degrees !
Sixty-five degrees is the right thing, and ninety
degrees kills the cheeses."
It was after a little tour among the Dugandine
selectors that I went up by train over the Main
Range, across the Darling Downs, which Sir George
Bowen had likened to Olympus and Thessaly, along
the road into the Burnett district, over which it was a
mere bush track our buggy had toiled so many years
before on its way to Naraigin.
That journey came back to me with strange vivid-
ness, but the face of the country had so changed that
there was not a landmark I could recognise. I t must
have been flood-time-for I could remember nothing
but rain and bogs-when we first traversed that high
pasture land of the downs.
,As I went along it in the train this might, for all
the difference, have been that big stretch of prairie
between Calgary and Winnipeg, which is known to
all travellers along the Canadian-Pacific line, only that
there were no Indians drowsing round the railway
stations and not one even of the old Blacks. These
had long since been swept away onward and westward,
fleeing before civilisation.
The railway stations hereabouts had once been
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sheep-stations, and there lingered about them still
the smell of ancient boiling-down pots, and the odour
of sun-dried sheep-droppings. The country was a
dead level, like that of the prairie, broken only by a
settler's homestead, a flock of sheep or herd of cattle,
or a windmill-pump outlined against the sky, while
the smoke of the engine as we steamed along was
reflected upon the sea of grass as upon the surface of
an ocean. It was stiflingly hot ; we watched for a
mirage, but to-day there was none.
A buggy with four horses was waiting outside the
last station, which is a zinc-roofed house with open
doors giving upon a platform, and through one of
these sounded the clicking of telegraph needles as the
tape revolved on a blue painted wheel. We drove
along through the sea of grass which touched the
horizon every way, except where the line of the
Bunya Mountains, and of a nearer ridge on which
the station we were bound for stands, broke the circle.
Below the mountain line, lay a black streak of
forest-that same Bunya scrub in which the Blacks
used to assemble.
The mail boy rode along by the buggy carrying his
canvas bags. And now we come upon a waggon
drawn by a team of horses, loaded with a zinc tank,
bedding, cooking things, stores ; we could see a flour
bag and a chest of tea, and bundles of firewood.
Beside the waggon were several men on horseback in
cotton shirts and broad hats. They were burned
perfectly brown. Greetings passed.11 Good day to you ! Shifting camp, eh ! "
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" Geowing up Bryan's Creek way."
The man spoke with the nasal Australian drawl,
which was becoming familiar, one of the signs of a
growing type. It used not to be so noticeable. " A
fencing job, a long contract," he drawls on.
" Well, a long contract is something in these times.
Good bye." And our paths parted.
We crossed the creek, which had been dammed up
into pools, and where there was another windmill for
pumping water ; and up through a street of cottages,
workmen's, rangers', and foremen's, with gardens and
pepper-trees overhanging the fences, by a square
tower and a church, " which isn't consecrated, you
know, and is used for everything-theatricals, read-
ings, and even dances." Then, through white gates
which had a forlorn look, under two beautiful ficus-
trees, to a big, two-storied stone house with porticoes
and piazzas, into a hall where stood a billiard-table,
through a cool, double drawing-room and into a library
where university cups and prize sculls were stuck up
over the'book-cases. Just an English country house,
as English as Marroon is Australian.
It was a great property once, a stronghold of
Squattocracy, and of the old order, and even still in
its bereftness retaining a faint odour of the vanished
sentiment. But the glory is gone from it. The big
house is just a relic ; the village, the works, and the
woolsheds are the Syndicate's, and the Syndicate has
gone d9wn under the bad times with whispers of
rottenness at the governing core.
My lady cannot march to the tune of democracy.
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She lives on in the big house, a stately, sweet, and
sympathetic figure, having just a suggestion of the
tragic. In all the miniature pageants of girlhood she
stands out a brilliant memory-at the Government
House parties, the openings of the Assembly, the
race meetings, when she used to sit on the box-seat
behind the four spirited horses, and beside her hand-
some husband. They were quite a splendid couple,
he the viking type, she with dark Southern eyes and
Greek head-hair growing low on the brow, and
gathered in a Clytie knot-it has silver threads in
these days. She was always richly dressed -- I
remember her at a birth-night ball a picture in
amber satin, and I recall her also in a crimson and
gold-embroidered cloak, which seemed quite regal.
She is a widow now, and wears black gowns of
simple make, but the old dignity and grace have not
lessened with the years.
There is nothing so fresh and glorious as the dawn
of an Australian day, and from the balcony each
morning I used to watch the sunrise. I t was beautiful
to see the soft glow first suffusing the Bunya Moun-
tains, then travelling gradually, and reddening, till,
mingling with the blue of a serene sky, it became
almost mauve, where westward it touched the horizon
line between plain and sky. One was reminded of
sunrise at sea, for in the mists of the evening and
early morn the great plain might easily be mistaken
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for the ocean, only that here, in the foreground, there
was the garden, with its boundary of aloe spikes, and
the home paddock beyond, with the tops of the gums
showing in delicate tracery against the gold of the sky.
And then there was the chorus of awakening birds-
coarse cawing of crows, screeches of cockatoos, and
stray tweets and chirpings blending with the recog-
nisable notes of the magpie and butcher-birds; through
all, unmistakable cuckoo calls, which were the voices
of certain pigeons-an off-shoot breed of the real
cuckoo peculiar to Hong-Kong. The parents were
sent from there as a present to my lady's husband,
and having got loose, they increased and multiplied in
such numbers that one might have imagined oneself
on the borders of an English wood in the month of
May.
My lady did not enter into effusive social relations
with the selectors not specially accredited to her.
This was perhaps hardly to be expected in one who,
as a representative of the old order, was traditionally
opposed to the inroads of agriculturists upon privi-
leges of the squattocracy. But she had many friends
among those linked to her by past associations. One
of these was Mrs. Voss.
So one afternoon we drove to the Voss selection,
first skirting the plain where herds of sleek roan
cattle came running up and eyed the buggy as if it
were a new, strange beast, and then along the side of
the ridges through gum forest, past selectors' home-




They have a few cattle and horses and sheep, and
they grow Indian corn, which is a glut in the market
now, and selling at a shilling the bushel ; and they
manage to make a living, though it isn't a magnificent
one. They send fruit and vegetables to town. And
then they have no expenses. They build their own
houses, and manage their crops, and some of the
women never leave their selections. The boys get
taught at the State schools, and the girls at the con-
vents-for the nuns take Catholics and Protestants
alike, and it just depends upon whether they're pretty
and clever, how they get educated and how they
marry. The nuns take the greatest pride in training
a girl who is likely to get on in the world : they teach
her languages and music and painting and art needle-
work, and, what is better, the calm, self-possessed
manner they have themselves. But if the girls are
plain ! "-my lady laughed-" there's a Sister Anna
Euphemia," she went on,  "a thorough woman of the
world, who settles things. When one of our men
took in his two very ordinary looking daughters to
the convent she gauged their capacities at a glance,
and, `Now look here,' she said, `take my advice and
train these girls up to be useful. Don't trouble about
accomplishments, but have them taught everything
that a working woman ought to know.' And he took
her advice, and they have both got good places as
first-rate cooks. But there was Hetty Bannister, who
afterwards married a rich Melbourne solicitor-they
turned her into a most accomplished lady."
I t is quite true, and a matter to reflect upon, that
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under a Church of England organisation the Catholic
leaven should be working ,  unrecognised but in a most
effectual way. For it is certain that this system of
convent education for the future mothers of the land,
is one of the most important factors in the colony's
social development.
The Voss homestead ,  like most of the others, was
a sawn -wood house with a verandah and kitchen wing
joined to the main building  by a gangway. The
verandah had a trellis of passion -vines ,  and some peach-
and fig-trees standing in the garden enclosure. Mrs.
Voss, a buxom old lady in figured lilac cotton, her
iron-grey hair parted above her comely, weather -beaten
face, led us into the parlour,  which was of golden-
brown pine, and would have been a most reposeful
blot of colour ,  but for the distracting influence of
coloured lithographs and royal portraits framed in
everlasting flowers, and of the home-made gilt adorn-
ments dotted about. There was a piano ,  covered
with a big crochet antimacassar, against the wall, and
a round table in the centre ,  on which were set a
bouquet of dried grasses ,  albums, and things on mats.
Mrs. Voss had much to say about certain recent
equestrian achievements of my lady's. " Well, when
I heard of you going up the mountains and riding ! "
she exclaimed, " Voss said to me,  'My word !
there 's plenty of bush girls used to it all their lives,
and not one of them as would set up as straight and
show such a  spirit!' And I said back to him, ` Why,
what else would you expect from one of the old  stock?'
I was proud of you, my lady."
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"And how are Annie and her husband and the
babies, Mrs. Voss?"
" Oh ! Annie's splendid, and the babies. But she's
just beside her judgment about the new one. It's got
a birth-mark on its face. And a girl, too, more's the
pity. Well, when I was over, I thought to myself I'm
real glad to be done with the brats. I can't stand
babies now. I've lost my way with them. . . .
They're putting up their new house. Two rooms-
just a bush hut, but it's their own. And I said to
Annie, I'd rather have one room my own than all the
grandeur some folks get hold of. It'll do for the kitchen
by and by, they're thinking, when times go ahead.
That's how a-many of us made a beginning, my lady."
"Yes; that's how many of us made a beginning,"
answered my lady gently, and a little sadly. " Annie
is married to a selector close by," she added, "and
he's a real good, steady fellow, Mrs. Voss, and he's
got a pillar of sense in Annie."
Then came more family details and inquiries
concerning Amelia.
"Amelia '11 be in presently," said Mrs. Voss. "She's
gone to see after the potato scones. I've got a baking
in the oven, and there's fresh fig jam, and Amelia
will soon have the table fixed up for tea."
"Oh! but Mrs. Voss, really ou mustn't bother
about laying the table for us. Just let us have a cup
of tea on a tray here."
" No; I couldn't have that, my lady. And how'd I
do for the lot of you without the table fixed up proper?
Just you wait five minutes, and it'll be ready."
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So by and by, we were taken along the gangway to
the kitchen ,  where the table was fixed up with such
a tea as never was before - such scones and such
preserves ,  and such bread !
"  Why, it 's exactly like baker 's bread, Mrs. Voss.
We never get bread like this. And how  do you
manage your  yeast?"
"  I don't do my yeast now, like most folks ,  my lady.
I don't use hops as I used ,  but only sugar and flour
and about a pint of water ,  and I shake it up together
and let it rest in the bottle, and there you have it,"
said Mrs .  Voss triumphantly. " It came about this
way, my lady .  Annie says one night, just as we were
going to set the bread ,  ' Oh ! mother ,  I've forgot to
make the  yeast!'  So we just mixed up the sugar and
water ,  thinking it 'ud be no better than damper. And
the next morning the bread was riz-you never see
such a thing !- and just beautiful. And we've always
done it that way since."
And how is Amelia getting on with her music ?"
my lady asked when we were making ready to go.
"  Oh! she does play some of those tunes beautiful.
You must hear them before you leave. Just one
tune."
"But, Mrs. Voss, I'm really afraid we shall be
bushed if we don't start at once."
" Oh ! but now," pleaded Mrs. Voss,  "you'll  have
another opportunity ,  my lady, of hearing Amelia play,
but this lady never will."
Amelia was a pretty, fair girl with rebellious light
hair, and a pink and white skin. She had on a big hat
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lined with pink, and a white dress, and one could
imagine her marrying well, and shining in a wider
social sphere than that of the Darling Downs. She
took off the crochet-work covering from the piano,
and played her piece with conscientious precision.
The lowering sun came in through the window and
burnished the golden pine backgrounds, and Mrs
Voss sat against it smiling in serene satisfaction.
The sun was almost setting when at last we got into
the buggy again. A great flame shone through the
gum-trees.
" We've got twelve miles to drive, and its half-past
six now. Angus, how fast can the horses go ? "
" They can go twelve miles an hour, my lady."
"Angus, I don't think Jabberwock looks as- if he
could  go  ten  miles an hour. Do you think we shall
get home all right, Angus ? "
" Not before dark, my lady."
"And the road, Angus ?  It's worst at this end,
isn't it ? "
It's worst at the other end, my lady."
Angus thinks we're just a pack of women without
any sense. Well, it was very foolish. But we couldn't
stand out against Mrs. Voss's potato scones and fig
jam. And so now, whip them along, Angus."
But night found us in the gum-tree forest enveloped
in that deep darkness which precedes the rising of the
stars. The track became dimmer and more wavering,
and then was lost altogether, and the buggy jolted
over ruts and went against fallen trees and dipped
alarmingly into hidden gullies.
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" Oh ! Angus, is this a bad bit? Stop and let us
get down and walk till you've found the road again."
So we got down, and stumbled through the long
grass, the burrs sticking into our clothes and piercing
our ankles, and every now and then our feet would
catch in the root of a tree stretching out in form and
thickness like a snake lying at full length.
" Oh !  is  it a snake ? " cried my lady. "They're
dreadfully plentiful just here." And in our stumblings
we lagged behind the buggy, which lurched uncertainly
ahead among the gum-trees, its shape getting more and
more vague, and finally disappearing.
Coo-ees echoed through the bush, and we steered
towards Angus's voice.
But to sway to and fro over stumps and dead logs
up aloft in that high buggy seemed too perilous a
business, and it ended in some of us perching our-
selves upon the luggage platform behind, where our
feet brushed the grass, and our heads tilted upward to
the sky, while my lady and the others marched behind,
a friendly "Are you all right ? " exchanged every now
and then, when the darkness swallowed them up.
And by and by, Angus got us safely out from among
the trees, and we were in the great plain once more,
with the spangled dome clear above us, and the
Southern Cross for a guide, had there been any need




BETTER acknowledge at once that this chapteris a base anachronism. Veranda  talks were
certainly a feature of the old Marroon life, but the
especial verandah talk which follows is just a bit out of
that twenty-years-after visit which happened not so very
long ago. It was odd then to see our children sitting
on the edge of the verandah under the same old
creepers and antlered ferns, just as we had done when
we were young, and to listen to their bush chatter, so
like our own chatter in the far-back times. At any
rate, it shows that nothing had altered so very much
in the twenty years. Cousin Will, Rothwell, the
English boy of one of us, and the doctor-who was not
the old original doctor of the bush, but a very different
sort of person-used to do a good deal in the way of
verandah talk.
The English boy was going through his " colonial
experience," and was funny over it. This is Roth,
with the interpolations left out.
" How am I getting on? Oh! you're exactly like
Australians-all of you the same. You here, as bad as
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the others down there "-with a gesture towards the
Dividing Range. " And how do you compare Sydney
Harbour with the Bay of Naples? As if  you could !
. . . Oh! I suppose I'm getting on, I suppose it's the
right thing to begin at the beginning, and to turn out
at half-past five and milk the cows. They told me to
sit on the stockyard rails because I haven't got my
working togs up yet, and it's so beastly mucky. But
when I was on the rail they asked me if I wouldn't
like to try a hand ? I supposed I'd better, and so the
stockmen got on the rails, and I went into the muck.
I suppose it was the right thing for the stockmen to
go on the rails. But what I can't understand is-if
the masters milk the cows, what are the stock-
men for? There seem to be a good many loafing
round.11 There's the chap with the squinty eye-Me stock-
man, you know. He wants to show his sympathy and
a general friendly feeling, and when I'm milking, he
comes down and holds the cow's tail. It's nice of
him, for when the cow has been lately tackled she
kicks about, so it's a help. . . .
The riding, oh that's all very well ; but they say
my legs are like a pair of tongs in stirrups," pursued
Roth resentfully. " There was another English chap
here once, and he was droving bullocks down to the
butcher ; and his horse being a little flash and he
wanting to ride races with the gum-trees, and the
gum-trees not being on a sporting lay, he got crushed
against an iron-bark. That's how Jerry puts it. And
they're so frightened of the same thing happening to
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me that they've given me Yellow Jack. Yellow Jack
is not flash. When you want him to gallop, you've
got to take your time and walk him first, and then
coax him to a trot, and then work him up to a canter.
He's deliberative, is Yellow Jack. Jerry is the squinty-
eyed chap's son, and his father has told him to be
kind to me. The squinty-eyed chap is English. He
came out twenty years ago, and he likes to make
allusions to the `Old Country.' When I go up to the
cow-yard, he says, `Good-morning, sir,' just to show
me that he understands English ways, and wants to
let me down easy. Nobody else says `sir' to me.
Jerry says, `Good-morning, Mister,' which is not
common at all. . . . The squinty-eyed chap explained
things I wanted to know, down in the cultivation
paddock yesterday-why Jerry was so contemptuous
over a bundle of hay, and why he threw it away
because he said it was grass. `Well, sir,' said the
squinty-eyed chap, `in the Old Country they deoo make
hay of grass-proper grass, but out here it's made of
artificial stuff-weed and sichlike,' and he forked up a
bit of lucerne. . . .
" Yesterday Jerry had a buster : and I had a
buster too. I t was a pity Yellow Jack wasn't flasher.
You see we were mustering, and had to get down a
gully-the sort of place you'd wonder how you were
ever going to get down on foot, let alone on a horse's
back ;-and there was a calf in the middle of the
gully, and the mother was on the bank. `She's
awful riled,' says Jerry. Then the cow slewed round
and came down the gully sideways. `Look out!'
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says  Jerry, ` she's a -going  to charge .  Cut for your
natural '
" He hadn 't time to finish ,  for Yellow Jack wasn't
flash enough ,  and the cow charged, and  Jerry  couldn't
get out of the way, but burrowed in my back instead,
and then we both came croppers . `  Lord, I can't
stand it ,'  says Jerry.  'I'm  bust inside ,  Mister. It
ain't nothing to laugh at .'  And then we sat down by
the gully, for we had lost the others ,  and Jerry
became confidential . . . .  Jerry reads .  He's got
Mayne Reid and Ainsworth ,  and yellow-backs
generally, on his brain .  But he is sorry to say that
his education has otherwise been neglected - because,
he explains ,  the schoolmaster wasn't there in his time.
He wants to know what electricity is exactly. He
thinks it's something that comes out of the ground.
Seems to think that most things come out of the
ground-that 's because he's been  on the diggings.
But he's of a literary turn, Jerry - all the same , though
not exactly in the solid line. `Well ,  Mister ,'  he says,
` although I may say I do as much reading as any of
my neighbours, and perhaps a bit more, my thoughts,
so to speak ,  ain't in prose.' So I said to him, ` Then
you must be a poet ,  Jerry.'
"'Well)I dunnow about that,' said Jerry. `But
somehow when Igo thinking of a thing ,  it do seem to
fall into rhyme in a kind of beautiful way.' `You're
an Australian Burns, Jerry,' said I-and then I had
to explain about Burns.
"'Well, I dunnow ,  Mister ,'  says Jerry  ; 'I  never
took much notice of my  gift-not to repeat it over
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again and make better of it. I didn't consider it any
use on the selection, and I just let it rip. It don't do
no harm. Not but what I do think that if I gave
myself a bit of trouble in thinking-it over, I could
write as good stuff as those fellows do for the news-
papers.' So I asked Jerry if he'd do me a favour,
and take a bit of trouble, and write a poem for me.
He said he'd like me to choose a subject, as it was all
the same to him, and I thought the calf that was
being killed at the yards would be appropriate.
Here's Jerry's poem."
Roth handed round a dirty, crumpled piece of paper
with some sprawling pencil characters upon it. No-
body could make out Jerry's handwriting, which was
not in keeping with his literary pretensions, and Roth
had to read aloud the poem, which was this :-
I am a little Calf walking near
What some call their better half.
For you see me walking now
Near my mother they call the cow,
But when I'm dead and hung by my heel
Most people call me veal."
Roth's air in producing the climax was magnificent.
Cousin Will was leaning up against a verandah post
while the artist girl made a sketch of him in bush
costume. He discoursed at intervals on mining
matters. This was when every now and then he was
given a seat. Then he would stretch himself out
upon the hammock, or along the edge of the verandah,
and become free in his reminiscences. By and by he
took up the word.
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"Puts me in mind of the miners at Eungola, and
Chambers 's Encyclopaedia .  Every Sunday they used
to come, a dozen of them ,  just to have a read. They
liked Chambers 's Encyclop aedia better than anything
else, and would lie out on the grass studying it for the
whole day : said it gave them something to think
about when they were low. . . . Talk of poetry !
there was a chap used to string together splendid
rhymes-real Australian  :  plenty of go about them,
and no mistake. I always thought that if he could
just get them published he'd cut out Kendall and
Brunton Stephens and all the rest. . . .
"A lot of those digging fellows had been stock-
keepers, and were used to books and papers. They'd
caught the mining fever .  It's an awful fever that, the
way you see it in those stock -riders-bandy -legged,
hollow-chested chaps-they're getting a regular type
up north. They 'd come out to the camp ,  and listen
to us miners talking of how the reef was working  out;
and then they'd want to take shares ; and at last
they'd chuck everything ,  and peg out for themselves.
Most of them had better have stuck to stock-riding.
Or perhaps there 'd be a rush-that would raise
the district. The way they do at the mines is-a
fellow prospects and finds gold ,  and takes up a claim
with his mates. Then more come along and peg out,
and a chap sets up a grog tent . Then  comes a store
and a butcher 's shop and a post office. That's how
they grow .  And then the women turn up. And
after them the Chinamen .  And Lord ! how miners
tdo hate Chinamen ! . . .
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I saw a queer thing once. It was on alluvial-soil
diggings-a creek running down a gorge with high
mountains and great rocks on each side ,  and you
could look down from one of these straight on to the
diggings.  The white men were about leaving it, the
Chinamen were coming in. There was an old man
that had an awful down on those Chinamen . They'd
played  him dirty tricks-got into his paddock at night
and cleared his wash -drift when he'd made it ready,
and such like .  Well, he was riding with me up the
gorge, and  suddenly he stops and says,  `  Look here, I
want to be even with those Chinamen. Just help me
to move one of the boulders.'
"I I think I'd rather not,'  I said. For it was a
regular precipice, and a rock would fall down right
into the middle of the  diggings .  'I'd just like to
give those Chinamen a scare ,'  he says  ; ` give me a
hand to shift this.'
"  It was a big rock just at the edge.
"  'I  think I'd rather not,' I said. `You see it
might  kill some of 'em.'
I don't care for that ,'  he said. And he made a
lever with a bit of a gum -tree and pegged  and pegged
till at last he got the boulder rocking on the very
edge ,  and down it went .  You never saw such a funny
thing-the way it would catch on to the grass-trees
and stones and bound thirty feet or so till it landed in
the creek and caught on to another rock and shivered
into splinters ,  digging up the earth all round and
sending bits into the Chinamen 's camp  !  None of
them were hurt, but Lord  !  how they  scampered!
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their pigtails and their petticoats flying  ;  and the
chap  and I sat on the top, and watched them, and
roared with  laughing. `  I've paid  'em out now,' he
said.
" My word  ! "  Cousin William gave forth ,  after a
long stretch and a smoke , "  It's a fascinating life-
prospecting up there in the  Western ranges. You
can understand  chaps like the  lone Fossicker - that's
what we called him ,  for he  never had  a mate. You'd
see him in his blue dungaree trousers and red shirt,
and pistols in his  belt, turning  up at a camp and doing
all he could to  get you off a likely lay.  . . . Surprises
me that more fellows don't  go in for prospecting. But
the fact is ,  they  won't face  the scrub -leeches, you know,
and ticks and snakes , and the  rains and  all that. And
then you  can't ride in a scrub .  You've got to hump
your blanket and carry your billys and things slung
on a shovel  over your shoulder . . . .  Months and
months I've spent in prospecting  trips, and enjoyed
every minute  of them .  For you  see if a fellow is a
bit of a geologist  or a botanist ,  and that sort  of thing,
everything  round is full of interest . And then  there's
always the excitement  of following a gully or scooping
and washing  till you get the  colour. One afternoon
we panned  out £ 18. . . . But Lord !  I did miss a
haul once  !  We passed the very place .  It was a
hill ; and I said to my mate , ` Let's go and look up
there.'  ` What 's the good  ? '  he said. 'There's no
gully, and there  won't be any gold.'
" And another chap got £ i  o,ooo surface  gold off that
very  spot .  Then  the Mount Molsey boom was another
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sell I had. I started that boom ; and this was how it
was. One day, in my brother George's office, I saw a
lump of ore, and ye see, I know pretty well the look
of these things, and I said to George, ` There's silver
in that, George.' But George said `Bosh.' But I
chipped off a bit, and took it to the furnaces, and had it
tested, and it went 2,000 ounces to the ton-which is
magnificent, ye know. I told George to keep dark
about it ; and by and by, comes up Bob Muir with
another chip of ore. I knew where he'd got it ; and
sure enough it went 2,000 ounces to the ton too.
" Now the job was to find out who had brought that
lump of ore into the office ; and after a bit the store-
keeper said he remembered it was Jacky, the black-
boy ; and then there was the job to find Jacky.
Thirteen of us went to look for Jacky. After six
months we got him on the Sulla, and he took us to
the place ; and sure enough there was the silver-a
patch of it; and we pegged out and took it up.
" Some Mackay fellows came up, and they pegged
out too, and started companies and sold their shares,
and that's what George and I should have done, but
we made up our minds we were going to be millionaires
and that we'd hold on. So when a chap offered us
£4,000 for the mass, George said he wouldn't take
£20,000 in cash for it ; and the chap went away.
" Well, all that came out of that blessed boom
was just over two tons, worth about £3,000, and it
took £24,000 to get it-
"  And the luck that comes to some other chaps ! Do
you know Mellis-an old Gympie miner he was.
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Well, he had a belief in one particular mine that was
in liquidation, and bought all the shares going that he
could get at. Of course there were calls, he paid as
he could, and then he went to the Bank and said,
`See here, I know there's a big thing in that mine, if
you'll only carry me on long enough.' The Bank did
carry him on. And one day, suddenly, there was a
find of gold. The shares banged up, and Mellis
made £50,000 straight off." . . .
Cousin Will appeared lost in melancholy reflection
for a few minutes, then he said-
" Can you make out, Doctor, why it is that some
particular people and some particular places are
always unlucky-for no reason that you can see,
unless it is that the Big Boss up above has His
favourites ? I'm blest if I can account for it."
The doctor looked up thoughtfully from the mounting
of some photographs. He was a small, fair man with
very earnest blue eyes. " Seems as though there really
were some kind of Celestial Government," he said.
" Well, I can't see how it pans out," Cousin
William went on. " Now just take that Mount
William mine we tried to float. There was Henfrey,
the man who was to make a report. He was going
down the shaft, and the windlass broke, and he just
saved himself by the skin of his teeth. And the
funny thing is, that when he came up, he complained
of an awful pain in his leg ; and they cut it open, and
it turned out to be cancer, and he died, and that
report was never made. Then there was Gibbs.
Going down the shaft too, he caught at a ladder that
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was rotten and got smashed to smithereens. And
there was Peapes who went down and died of water
round his heart-he was a shareholder. And there's
old Pringle in the hospital ! Jake Mathieson and he
have been mates for twenty years-they'd work
together for months and then go on the burst and
drink their cheque. Jake sends old Pringle money,
now he's down. He fancies that he's going to get
his cancer cut out, and that he's got a scoop ahead of
him yet. `They may talk of their Coolgardies and
their Bendigo and Ballarats,' he said to  me, `but I
know a little gully in the scrub that'll beat them all.'
You'd best tell him the truth, Doctor. He'll take it
straight. ` If it's ever all up,' and the doctor says,
'I'm done for,' he told me, ` I'll up and die like a
man in the bush.' He's the last chap that worked in
the Mount William. And now I'm so superstitious
about that mine that I've dropped my shares. What
do you think about it-about the Big Boss,  I mean ? "
I don't know," said the doctor, in the tone of one




MUST tell you about the dinner we gave to the
field of miners before we broke over Mount
William," said Cousin Will, cheerfully changing the
subject. " It cost us twenty-four pounds apiece. We
had tinned oysters-I've hated them ever since--and
cold sucking pig-there had been a ball the night
before and we bought up the pigs that were over-
and bread and cheese, and rum and bottled beer-we
didn't have champagne-we couldn't run to that just
then. Well, Gussie-that's my sister-in-law-and
George turned up at the hotel that night ; and George
came at 3 a.m., just as we were getting merry and had
all made speeches, and said, ` I say, I wish you'd
break up this party of yours, Will, Gussie can't get a
wink of sleep.' So I made a speech to say that my
sister-in-law was dying-and we adjourned to an
empty digger's hut, and finished by the light of a fat
lamp, and Macdermott danced a Highland Fling on a
barrel. The fat lamp went out, and there was a fight.
. . . You know you do come across queer things
mining-and queer people too. Downright interest-
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ing. My word, it'd make fine `copy' to take down
the talk you hear in camps and bars and places ! . . .
And for goodheartedness those diggers beat anything.
. . . I was just thinking of a poor woman that died
on the diggings and left a little girl. Well, it was
almost an abandoned claim. There were only a
handful of miners there, working for tucker-that
means fifteen shillings a week-twelve of it for tucker
and the rest in boots and other things. Well, those
men just subscribed out of their tucker money and
sent that little girl down to the township to school.
. . . And then there was Joe Brown. Went to
Coolgardie, he did, got broke and came back to the
old mine and the tucker men ; fell ill, and blest if
they didn't manage somehow to subscribe twenty
pounds to send him down to hospital-you know him,
Doctor. He was a queer chap, Joe Brown. If it
hadn't been for the drink he'd be a boss now- struck
gold and made £2,000 and drank it. Then he got
into another reef and made £7oo, and went and
drank that. Afterwards he got a claim in Mount
Coreela Mine, made £500 straight away, and he drank
that....
11 You see a chap just hands in his cheque, and says
to the bar-keeper, ` I'll drink it out,' and shouts for
every one. And when the bar-keeper sees he's had
about enough, and is close on D.T., he comes up and
says, ` Look here, my boy, your cheque is out and
you must shift. So he gives him a bottle of whiskey
and a horse and saddle and sends him out into the
bush. And when the chap's gone about twenty
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miles, D.T. comes on, 'the horse finds his way back
to the shanty, and the chap dies under a gum-tree.
That's the end of a lot of them. But you see, Joe
Brown was unfortunate with his wife-anyhow he
called her his wife. She was a poor, outcast girl,
came to the diggings, and he took her in and nursed
and fed her and got fond of her. And she cooked
and did for him in his hut, and he sort of married her.
By and by another flash chap comes along, and she
makes straight with him for the bush. Joe went and
followed them with a revolver, but after a fortnight he
came back without finding 'em, and then he went to
the devil. He was awful fond of her, and that two
years he'd kept quite sober. . . .
And there is the old man with cataract. He
can't see to do a stroke, but he's got a mate and they
just wash enough for tucker. And when I left the
reef, the miners were clubbing together, and making
up a subscription to send him down for an operation.
He had a little girl-a blue-eyed, fair-haired little
thing, like a child out of a book. The mother was
dead, and she was only four years old. They called
her the Boss of the Mine. There wasn't a thing in
the world any one of those diggers wouldn't have
done for that child. She used to go before her blind
father singing through the bush `Rock of Ages' and
`Sun of my Soul' and `Let me kiss him for his
mother' and a lot more things she'd picked up, to
guide him so that he shouldn't wander off the track.
It sounded awful weird among the gum-trees. And
she did boss the mine, and no mistake ! It was a
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sort of Luck of Roaring Camp business-like as if an
angel had been sent ,  the men would say, to keep
drink and swearing under."
Somehow the allusion to angels turned the talk
back into that question of the ordering of men's ways
and to the supernatural side of things.
The Doctor  wanted to be assured that there  is
Another Side .  In all the many death-beds by which
he had sat, he said ,  he had found no convincing proof
of a spiritual reality outside the fleshly tabernacle,
nothing to prove the soul triumphant over matter.
There had come to him- himself-gleams-queer
little experiences that had suggested Something. But
nothing that might not be explained on the theory of
coincidences .  Just a faint glimmering notion of
helpers and saviours-but in an arbitrary,  inconsistent
fashion that didn't seem to tally with a scheme of
unerring justice.  . . .  And yet if he could not be
logically  assured of the immortality of the soul, he was
of all men the most miserable .  And if to die were to
sleep and wake no more, and the wife and children
whom he loved were to be but as the things which
rot, of what use was life, and why try to save and
prolong it ? A little longer, a little shorter ,  what did
it  matter?  And where was the sacredness in any
human emotion ,  and what meaningless mockery the
whole coil !
One can see that the Doctor is a man of earnest
habit of thought - a seeker who would fain probe
things spiritual as well as physical ,  and who, having
lost the unreasoning faith of the orthodox ,  has found
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nothing intellectually to replace it. With him, as
with many another, there is the cry, "They have
taken away my Lord, and I know not where they
have laid Him."
By and by he resumed the talk. The others
were singing and playing within. Outside, all was
dimly vast and shapeless, and the air was perfumy as
that of an Oriental temple. Night brooded as if in
mystic reverie. The deep shining stars seemed lights
from an immense Beyond, and the verandah a chasm's
edge whence thought might bound into the Unknown.
Then the Doctor exclaimed suddenly, " There's
hope at least in the being able to see Shadows! "
" Shadows ! "
" Shadows of the Divine Framework. They are
thrown  by something. Some one  built the scaffolding
-I've always clung to that notion. Of course the
images are all blurred and distorted, as if they came
through muddy glass. That's to be expected.
Humanity is not a clarified medium-as yet, any-
how. . . . What I mean by shadows, are the social
institutions and ordinances, the human stirrings and
emotions-all the moral machinery which works down
here towards Law and Wholeness-our best efforts, in
short, to realise an ideal. And grant an Ideal-you
grant the fact of a Scheme. And if you take Evolu-
tion as the key to the scheme, you begin to see your
way a little. . . . That's how it seems to me. We
admit Evolution as a factor in the physical world, and
evolve the man from the ape. But we don't consider
it logical to evolve the angel from the man. .  . .  As
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for the shadows from the Great Scaffolding ! Well,
there's the ideal of Sovereignty ; the ideal of the
Priesthood ; there's the code of honour which makes a
gentleman ; there's Marriage, the Family, Love,
Prayer."
"But if you don't believe in God ! What is
Prayer? "
"A force, of which we haven't yet the secret.
Electricity might be called a recent discovery. There
may be something, may not there, to learn about a
rarer, more potent sort of electricity? How do we
know that there is not some subtle affinity between
human Will and the Powers of Nature, which would put
the whole thing upon a scientific basis ? . . . It's that
kind of feeling which, when I go on a night journey in
my buggy, makes me take a look up at the Stars, and
appeal to  Something.  I don't know what. Nothing
and nobody the Churches have preached about. For
I've a notion that our smug modern ecclesiasticism
isn't the kind of faith to work this queer, big, gum-
grown, antediluvian country with. It's the Great
Spirit of the bush I ask to have me in Its keeping.
. . . Well-this is a true thing. The floods were
out, and you remember that dangerous culvert close
by Doondin Selection ? The night was pitch black.
I knew if I missed the bridge I'd be in the river and
likely drowned, and I knew too that I was close upon
it. I looked up to where the stars should have been
and said aloud, ` Lord, show me the moon to guide
me past the bridge.' And I hadn't said the words,
when the clouds parted, and the moon shone out and
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lighted the bridge till I had passed over it. Then I
declare to you the rift closed again. . . .
" And I'll tell you another odd thing," the Doctor
went on, taking up his thoughts snatchily. " I had a
patient-a woman who was very ill. For five days
and nights her husband had watched by her bedside-
she was all the world to him. 'If she goes, I must
go too to take care of her.  Can't  you save her,
Doctor ?' he said. That's the sort of case in which a
man feels his utter helplessness. She was as bad as
could be-heart complications, and the crisis was at
hand, and the weather was against her-January
weather. Storms heavy in the air, and she was one
of those nervous creatures who have the most intense
terror of thunder.
" `You know,' her husband said, 'if that storm
comes it will kill her.' The clergyman was there to
say prayers. He asked us to pray. 'Pray!' said
the husband-'what's the use of praying for her
recovery when the storm will be here in a few minutes
and it means death to her? Let Him stop the storm,
and then I'll pray.' And he refused to kneel down.
But the clergyman went on praying.
"The storm came nearer and nearer ; the thunder
growled, the lightning flashed. We sat by her
bedside, and he told her gently that the storm was a
great danger to her, and that she must try and bear it
calmly for her own sake and the sake of those who
loved her.
" ` Turn my head the other way,' she answered ;
and we lifted her round. Then, in the very face of
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the tempest, she closed her eyes and fell into a deep
sleep. The thunder roared, the lightning played ; it
was a furious storm. But all through it she slept the
peaceful sleep of a little child. By and by she
awoke when the air was sweet and cool ; the crisis had
passed, and she smiled and said, ` I was afraid there
was going to be a terrible storm, but it has never
come.11 He had not stayed the storm. But who had sent
her to sleep ? "
The Doctor came once, full of an adventure he had
the week before in Bowral Scrub, and which was duly
related in the course of a verandah talk.
I was riding home after a round one night through
the scrub-and you know what Bowral Scrub is
like when you get to a particularly dark place-the
trees so dense that where the track narrows, you can
scarcely see anything overhead. That night it was
cloudy, with a low moon that would every now and
then shoot a gleam through the rifts of foliage across
the road, and I had got to where the track dips into a
kind of gully-you recollect the spot ? " (Oh, yes, I
recollected. That was the spot where the leaders had
to be hooked to the team, and we children were
warned to be on the alert with bits of log to lock the
buggy wheels.) ... " Well," the Doctor went on, "my
little horse had been sixty miles that day, and I
thought I'd spare her, so I walked her slowly up the
hill. There was a dark object on the rise in front of
xne. I couldn't be sure at first that it wasn't a tree-
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trunk : then I fancied it might be a kangaroo or a
dingo, when it disappeared among the trees. That
scrub off the railway line is full of dingos, and I've
often thought how safely a murder might be committed
there. You'd only have to drag the body, after it had
been shot, away into the scrub ; it wouldn't bleed
much, and the chances are that the dingos would have
torn it all to pieces before there was any likelihood of
discovery.
"Well, I'd got nearly to the top of the hill, when
something darted out from behind a tree, and a pistol
held to my head brought me to a dead stop. There
was a man who had caught my horse's bridle. I
couldn't see him, it was too dark, and he couldn't have
got any distinct sight of me.it t 'Are you Johnson ? ' he asked, and something
made me say, `Yes.'
" `Then look here,' said he. ` Shell out that money !
If you move, you're a dead man. I've got my pistol
at your brains, and I'll fire if you stir.'
But I haven't got any money,' I said.
No nonsense,' he replied. `This is business. I
mean it, and I'll shoot you if you try to get away.
Shell out that money, I say!'
" I had a Malacca cane, the end of which was loaded
with lead, but unfortunately I held it by the loaded end
and was afraid to shift it. `Come, my friend,' I said.
`You might see that while you are bailing me up, I
can't think reasonably ; I shall tumble off my horse
from sheer fright. Lower your pistol and I'll see
what money I've got and shell out.'
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After a bit, the man did lower his pistol. Then, as
I pretended to be making for my pockets, I got hold
of the cane by the other end. The man's hand was
on my bridle, and just at that moment, a gleam of
moonlight fell on his wrist. Quick as lightning, I
swung round my cane and brought it down on the
wrist. The man let go, and fell back into the road,
while I put spurs to my horse, lying forward so that
my head touched his mane. I felt a bullet whizz past,
and then another, but galloped on, and after that
heard no more.
"Now comes the funny part of the story. Next
morning but one I was in my surgery, when a black
and grimy coal-miner came up the steps. He said he
had had an accident in the mine, and had damaged his
arm. Said that a load of coal had fallen upon his
side and hurt his wrist, and certainly there were his
side and arm, black with coal dust. I helped him out
of his clothes, washed the arm, and then saw the wrist
was broken. I asked how long ago he had done
it?
" ` Just now,' said he had a mate hurt too '-the
mate had gone to the other doctor. It was all within
the last hour-they had only just come from the
mine.
" I thought it was queer, for inflammation doesn't
generally set in within the hour. And besides, when
a man is bruised by coal, there are marks and
scratches ; and by rights the arm should have had a
mottled appearance. However, I didn't think any-
thing except that it was queer, and asked him if he
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was sure it hadn't been his pick that had done the
mischief. No, he was certain that he had had his
knock from a lump of coal. Was he sure that the
accident had happened less than an hour ago. He
got testy when I nailed him to that.
i
` `  Are you going to mend it ? ' said he.  'If you
are, do it: and if you're not, don't keep asking me
questions that I've answered a dozen times already.'
"Then it flashed across me that thirty-six hours
afterwards was the usual time for inflammation to set
in; and I remembered that it was just thirty-six hours
since I'd dealt that blow in Bowral Scrub. I went
up to the door and locked it. The man looked
uncomfortable, and his manner strengthened my
suspicions.
What are you doing that for ? ' he said.
To prevent any one from coming in while I make
an examination. Sit down there, please, with your
back to the light.'
" I thought I'd do a bit of mild quackery, and got out
my opthalmoscope. I told him that it was an instru-
ment doctors used in order to ascertain the exact
nature of an injury to any part of the body. The man
was impressed-still more when during my observation
I repeated, as if to myself-'Just so-exactly what
I expected. . . . Well now-this is really very
extraordinary,' and so on.
" The man was bothered and writhed visibly-mind
and body.
" ` Look here,' he said, ` I came to have my arm
mended, not my eyes examined. What's all this
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tomfoolery about? Just you splice up my arm and
leave my eyes alone. There ain't nothing wrong with
them.'I I' Yes,' I said ; ` I am going to mend your arm, but
first I must find out what's the matter with it ; and I
must do that my own way ; ' and so went on with my
observations.11 ' I ain't going to stand this,' he cried at last. ` I
shall go to another doctor.'
"'All right, my friend, you shall go to another
doctor.' I helped him on again with his clothes and
unlocked the door. ` But if you do go to another
doctor,' I said, ` I advise you to be careful and to
mind what you're about. This is a very remarkable
instrument, and tells us doctors a good deal. The
other doctor will use it too. Be careful-that's all I
advise you. For you may be landed in a something
you won't like.'
"The man stopped. ` Whaat ? I say-I don't
understand that instrument of yours.'
It isn't likely you should. It's a very wonderful
instrument. I can see through it right into your brain.
You'd be surprised, wouldn't you, if I told you just
what you were thinking of. Now you'd be surprised,
wouldn't you ? '
Rot ! You don't mean that
You'd be surprised,' I said. ` I advise you to be
careful-that's all.'
" He had got to the door, and came back. `Here
then-I don't want to make a row.'
There's no row, my good fellow. You're quite
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welcome to take your arm to another doctor. I only
give you a bit of friendly advice.'
He sat down again. `Well, I don't mind if you
do it your own way,' he said.
" Same game-with the opthalmoscope-as stage
directions put it. . . .  '  Yes. . . . just as . . . I
thought . . . most . . . extraordinary ! . . .  et
cetera.'
"  Now look here, Doctor, speak up. I want to
know what it means?'
"'Well, you'd be surprised, wouldn't you, if I was to
tell you that your hurt wasn't done in the last hour?
It was done thirty-six hours back.'
The man started.
And you'd be still more surprised if I was to tell
you that it wasn't done by coal, but by a riding-whip.'
The man nearly fell off his chair.
And what's more-that it was done by Johnson.
It's a wonderful instrument, isn't it?'
"The man fell on his knees.
`And I'm Johnson,' I said ; `and what about
calling the police? Attempt to murder . . . Highway
robbery  . .  . life punishment . . . think of it.'
"The poor wretch implored. He wouldn't believe
that I was Johnson : he thought I was a wizard.
`For the sake of my wife and children, sir . . . oh
don't give me up.'
" ` No, I won't give you up : and I'll mend your arm,
but on one condition : that you tell me why you
wanted to rob Johnson.'
"And he did tell me, but as it isn't a particularly
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interesting story I won't repeat it. What  is  interest-
ing, though, is what we were talking about a little
while ago-the marvellous rapidity and certainty with
which the human mechanism works under conditions
of excitement and tension. Take that one movement
-the delivery of the blow which broke the would-be
robber's wrist, and the mental and physical causes and
effects of it. Think of the quick, responsive action of
the various parts of our splendidly constructed human
machine. First the impact upon the eyes which
marked the white light cast by the moon upon the
arm holding the bridle, and the instantaneous com-
munication to the brain, generating the thought and
determining the course of action. The swinging
round of the cane, simultaneously with the focussing
of the eyes to give clear definition : the stiffening of
each muscle to the requisite state of tension for the
supporting of the body in a sudden change of position
-everything telegraphed by the nerve apparatus to
the brain with absolute correctness, so that eyes and
muscles may duly assist each other. Then, the
delivery of the blow, and the sensation of bones
crushed by the loaded whip, conveyed to the head
centre, while the message is realised in a desire there-
by engendered, to guard the personal safety. So is
suggested the placing of spurs in the horse's flank and
the lowering of the head over the horse's mane to
avoid the bullet. And all this complicated system, by
which thought telegraphically answers thought and is
transformed into action, takes-say, a second and a
half! Beats all the Edison-Bell telephones and
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Phonographs-eh, Cousin William ?  There ! Any-
way, give the Big Boss credit for being a Mechani-
cian who knows His business."
By and by, the Postmaster-General ceased to be a
"head of department," but went in and out with the
ministry, so that, to girls immured in " eucalyptic
cloisterdom " and sighing for the gaieties of Brisbane,
it became a matter of much moment which ministry
happened to be presiding over the destinies of the
colony. For, if Fortune should favour one particular
"squatting" party, it meant for certain young people a
house in town during the winter, and much fun and
frolic.
That especial ministry had just come into power
one memorable winter season, when lamplit ballrooms
held forth a more potent fascination than the star-
illumined wastes of the bush. It was the ministry
that was known as the squatting and conservative
ministry, in contradiction to the agricultural and
democratic ministry-our ministry, in which bluff Sir
Arthur Palmer was chief-a father of the executive,
Mr. Lamb, Minister for Lands-a fathertoo of the great
Land-bill, a white, silent son of Anak, whose French
wife ruled over a cheery house on Kangaroo Point,
that George Dalrymple the explorer used to call
Chateau d'Agneau ; Sir Joshua Bell, a magnificent-
looking treasurer, and ending the list, the head of our
home department, Postmaster-General and leader of
the Government in the Legislative Council. With
the opening of Parliament, which was held now in the
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big white stone building that stands near the gate of
Government House, Brisbane, began its winter
season : and especially gay this one was, notwith-
standing that our gracious Greek lady had gone, and
was still deeply mourned by her little court-never in
after years quite the same. Sir George had been
sent to govern New Zealand, and Governor Blackall
reigned in his stead. The academic standard in
political orations declined from this period. " His
Excellency" no longer quoted Horace and Homer,
and in the matter of literature, his constitutional
advisers had an easy time of it at the meetings of the
Executive Council. These now took place in a cool,
dim room on the shady side of Government House.
It was of course a new Government House, built
on the point, of which the Botanical Gardens takes
up half-a two-storied stone house with deep
verandah-colonnades and large bay windows and a hall
ballroom, which soon became too small for the social
needs of the community. It all seems funny, looking
back-the state ceremonial and marionette " Court "
performances, regarded with such deadly seriousness
by those who attended them. But that winter season
should be no mere frivolous chronicle of riding-parties,
picnics down the river in the ministerial steamer,
impromptu dances and solemn balls.
It had national significance as being that session in
which the fate of an important Bill hung in the
balance - a Bill which must seriously affect the
welfare of the young Colony. Certainly it seriously
affected the welfare of a few young women who didn't
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care in the least about the rest of the Colony. For
the existence of the squatting' ministry depended
upon the carrying through the House of that Bill.
It doesn't matter here now whether the Bill was about
railways or land-any one who likes to look back into
Queensland Hansards of that date can easily find out.
All those young women thought about then, in
connection with it, was that if the Bill were defeated,
their first season would come to an untimely end, and
they would have to go back into the bush.
A period came of impassioned struggle and sus-
pense. The wives and daughters of ministerialists
and anti-ministerialists would scarcely bow to each
other. Great events hung in the balance. There was
to be a Bachelors' Ball on a scale of unparalleled
magnificence fixed for a date three weeks after the
second reading of the fateful Bill. Should the
squatters' daughters be there to dance at it? Or
would the squatters' party have suffered defeat, and
the ministerial women be condemned to a bush prison
as a penalty for having miscalculated the views of the
majority? It was a case of "Prank thy halls,  0
Westminster . . . or open thou,  0  grave," &c.,
brought down to the realities of Colonial life. We
hoped on to the last that our Westminster would
prank its halls, but alas ! for a time the grave opened,
for us instead. Even after the grave had opened
however, there remained still a hope. It was
rumoured that the chief-dogged Sir Arthur, who
wouldn't be beaten-meant to appeal to the country.
Then arose the doubt whether a properly con-
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stitutional Governor would sanction the appeal. The
Opposition whispered that Sir George Bowen would
have been far too constitutional to do so. What the
technical point was, boots not. From our point of
view the constitution was of infinitely less moment
than the Bachelors' Ball.
The debate dragged its vituperative length. There
were three all-night sittings, in which the ministerial
women and girls remained rooted in the ladies' gallery
-it had not a grating like that of St. Stephens. We
eagerly scanned the faces of our adversaries, and
grew pale with anxiety at the sound of denunciations
against the moral characters of our fathers and
husbands, retiring only when dawn broke, to sleep out
the weary hours until the House met again, next
afternoon. The blow fell about midnight at the
close of the fourth day of the debate ; and when
the division was over, the cheers of the oppo-
sition drowned the groans of the conquered minis-
terialists.
Then came a mournful festivity at which the
youngsters of the thinned cohorts met for a farewell,
and at which, just before its close, sorrow was turned
to joy when " one in the know " rushed in with the
announcements that the Governor had consented to
dissolve Parliament, and that the country was to
decide the issue.
And now a month of waiting and a fall of blue
snow, in the shape of telegrams, as pollings went on
all over the country. At the end of it, the Govern-
ment came in with a triumphant majority, and for
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two years afterwards made laws and provided amuse-
ment for the daughters of the Executive.
Those two years ! Best years of irresponsible
lamour, of childish play-girlhood-years of fantastic gzz)
acting-play-acting at all the serious and solemn
things of life-idle years ; foolish years-years of
butterfly charm, which like happy nations have no
history-years illumined by the afterglow of child-
hood's setting sun-alas, irrecoverable !
Ba'al budgery !  What for woolla! as the Naraigin
Blacks would have said ! Ah, dear ghosts of Ringo,
of Waggoo, of Donga Billy, and Boompa Boney, and
all the rest of you, who have gone to your own
place-it is not  ba'al budgery  with you, I hope, in
your own happy hunting-grounds, whence you will
"jump up white man "  and come back again to an
unfamiliar world. But it is certainly  ba'al budgery, a
bad business indeed, for those you have left behind
you in the present. Your tribes are vanishing like
the years and the Australia of the past, And even
as the vanished years, your dusky brethren have
taken their magic with them. The bush can never
be the same again. The old free glory of it is dead,
and those who loved it can only croon at its wake.
In another twenty or thirty years, the last of the
black race will have been driven inwards to the desert
and outwards to the sea. Barbarism and twentieth-
century progress cannot exist together. Then not a
chronicler who has dwelt among the Blacks will be
here to tell his story. So, too, the youngest children
of the early pioneers will have been gathered to their
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fathers ; and no old woman will remain to prate of the
Australia she knew when she was young.
"What for woolla ? " (Is there any use in talking?)
said Donga Billy. Old Solomon is at one with
Donga Billy. In many words are divers vanities.
And as Solomon hath it also, laughter of the foolish
is as the crackling of thorns beneath a pot, And
" There is a time for all things," so there is a time for
mirth, and there is a time for marrying ; and it often
happens that with marrying, the mirth which is as
thorns crackling beneath the pot of life becomes
also vanity counted against the deeper gladness and





HE squatting ministry was still in power when
one pink dawn, two forlorn young women were
put off in the pilot-boat from Curtis Island lighthouse
to a North-bound steamer. That wasn't the orthodox
way exactly of leaving our island, but it frequently
happened to be the most convenient. On this
occasion, a pair of friendly hands helped us up the
gangway, and above the hands rose an astonished but
familiar face. The Bar was on its northern circuit,
and the Attorney-General leaned over the bulwarks,
recognising and welcoming the waifs, who in sheer
desperation of loneliness, discomfort, and nervous
terror, had fled incontinently from their inhospitable,
sea-girt abode. There are advantages and disad-
vantages in being proud possessors of a station forty
miles by fourteen, that is surrounded by water.
Boundary-riders are not required ; cattle-stealers
can't " nugget " unbranded calves, and pleuro-
pneumonia infection is not readily carried. On the
other hand, splendid isolation is apt to upset the
nerves. It had come about, through a variety of
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unavoidable circumstances ,  that we two girls-the
eldest of us was but little over twenty-had ,  as far as
practical purposes went ,  been left alone on our
territory.  For though there was a dour married
couple in the kitchen outbuilding ,  and a young
stockman in the  hut  half way down to the stockyard,
the man and wife were in a state of disaffection, and
the stockman wasn 't of much account. I t was -near
full moon ,  too, and old St .  Helena ,  the gin who used
sometimes to bring crabs in her dilly -bag, brought
also rumour of a tribe of Blacks camped over by
Mount Larcombe ,  waiting for neap tide to swim the
Narrows. The Narrows lay between the island and
the mainland-a  forty-mile  mangrove  -  bordered
stretch ,  wide at the south end, where was a deserted
Chinese beche-de-mer fishery, and where in the teeth
of a gale from full ocean ,  it was often a risky run
across to Gladstone .  Any one can see on the map of
Queensland, Curtis Island ,  placed between Gladstone
and the Fitzroy River. Near the middle of the
Narrows, at full and new moon, when the tide was
lowest ,  a man on horseback could swim across. Also
the herds of fat or store cattle  ;  and it was a curious
sight to watch a great mob of beasts goaded by
stockwhips into the water and driven by shouting
men-only the upper parts of their bodies and their
horses' heads visible - all swimming to the main-
land.
We didn't  want to swim ,  and there was no sailor
then on the station who could be trusted with the
boat down the Narrows and across Gladstone Bay.
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Not so very long before, we had had a shipwreck in
a " south-easterly burster," and the terror of it lin-
gered. So the easiest plan of getting away was to
ride up twenty  miles  from the head- station to the
lighthouse at the north end, and wait there for the
chance of a passing steamer.  It was a  rough track
through sandy scrub-land, over bare ridges covered
with straggling white gums and currajongs, and along
high dunes where bread-fruit trees clung with their
spiked roots to the light soil. Then at length, the
Pacific in sight, as it rolls unchecked over the great
Barrier Reef from the islands of the Southern
Archipelago, stretching beyond the long, narrow,
rock-bound point on which the lighthouse stood.
About the lighthouse were a few cottages, perched
on the cliff, inhabited by a small colony of pilots, and
in one of the huts was the telegraph station, but there
was no woman just then among the pilots except
Polly Birrell, the second pilot's thirteen-year-old
daughter, who was the telegraph  mistress . All the
cable messages from Europe to North Australia
passed through those  wires , and Polly, who knew
the Morse language phonetically, could read them
as they flew by, and often, in the midst of a meal,
while the wires were clicking, she would suddenly
announce some important bit of English  news, such
as a change of Government, the death of a crowned
head, a famine, a war, or a murder, as might happen.
It was an odd feeling, the sense of connection with
European destinies, on that lonely headland, by means
of clicking wires and a child who understood the
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Morse code. Years and years afterwards I ex-
perienced something of the same sensation, when
we spent a few days on the Arrow Lakes at the tiny
station of Siccamous on the Canadian-Pacific railway.
Then, in the few minutes during which the train
stopped as it went east and west, Europe, America,
and Asia were joined-that passing train the one link
with civilisation.
The chief pilot took us in, cooked and fended for
us, and treated us with the chivalry which never fails
a woman in the bush. So the week of waiting for the
steamer was whiled away pleasantly enough in break-
ing oysters from the rocks and cooking them in drift
ashes, paddling on the beach and getting telegraphic
news from Europe through the child-operator. Several
sails appeared on the horizon, and once or twice a puff
of smoke, but these were brigs laden with Tasmanian
apples, or cattle schooners or coasters bound to the
extreme north-no vessel that took passengers.
Sometimes the brigs were signalled and a little
innocent smuggling was done in the matter of
Tasmanian jams and fruit, and even tinned luxuries-
smuggling, which in lean island days provided a badly
fed woman with many a dainty, when the kind pilots
coming to the head-station for meat, would bring with
them acceptable gifts of pots of jam or bags of apples
and onions. If Mr. Birrell or his daughter ever read
these lines, they will know that the somewhat forlorn
young woman whom they succoured holds them in
grateful memory.
Life on the island was certainly not all beer and
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skittles. It had sounded so romantic : it turned out
so horribly prosaic. If the head-station had only
been as fancy pictured it-a slab humpey like the
primitive Logan homesteads, embowered in roses and
bougainvillea, no matter how tumble-down, no matter
how bush-like ! But it was a hideous modern sawn-
wood erection perched on iron-bark posts and built on
the crown of a treeless ridge, with the full force of the
westerly sun pouring upon its verandah-not a creeper,
not a flower-bed, not a tree close by, except the
blanched skeleton of a dead gum, not a trace of
cultivation around. It only wanted, as the last
touch, a zinc roof instead of a shingled one, and
nothing could have been more hopelessly unpoetic.
And the outside wasn't the worst. The sitting-room
was painted the crudest of aniline blues ; its floor had
bright-coloured linoleum ; there was a cheap mahogany
chiffonier, and on the blue walls were pictures out of
coloured supplements to the  Illustrated London News.
I go back to my home-coming.
There had been a night run up the Narrows from
Gladstone, a calm sail through phosphorescent water,
and a landing at the tiny pier among the mangroves in
the dawn of a steamy December day. Now, a pillar
of cloud hovering over the mangrove border of the
new kingdom, descended in the shape of an Egyptian
plague of mosquitoes, noisy and voracious. A pillar
of smoke, from a fire of green gum twigs ascending,
kept the plague from alightment ; and we new arrivals
sat miserably, heads over the fire, until a two-wheeled
dray appeared-a rough thing with iron girders and a
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board  across, to sit upon - the chariot  in which bride
and bridegroom were conveyed to their future home.
And then it  came  in sight - after a painful progress
of three  miles or so - in which the  pillar of mosquitoes
led the way through  barren  gum-country ,  where ill-
nourished trees  shred  tatters of white  bark and
drooped, limp boughs  scantily clad with thin,
metal -like leaves .  The hill on which the head-
station  stood had  been cleared  of all growth except
for blady-grass  tussocks - the nursery of myriads of
mosquitoes and a few up -springing  gum-saplings
pushing  new life out of the stumps of felled trees.
Gaunt and  erect ,  near the house, rose that one
skeleton gum, whose  naked boughs ,  when they
swayed in a south -easter,  gave  the suggestion of
bones rattling on  a gibbet. The  full force of ocean
gusts shook  them ,  for there  was nothing between
that bald  station hill and the  Pacific ,  seven miles
distant.
Now, as our dray approached ,  a band of dogs and
an Angora goat - a pet which  lived in the pantry
and couched in the best bedroom -ran down the
hill, and a few wild hens flew cackling  out of the
grass-tussocks and from beneath  the piles supporting
the cottage. The dust below the house flooring,
which was mostly uncovered ,  so that light  and air-
and worse -rose through wide cracks beneath the
boards, held a new Egyptian plague awaiting
island -dwellers. H ere  was a gigantic nest of fleas
-worse evil than mosquitoes ,  for curtains would
keep out - poorly enough - the flying pest, but not
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the closest-mesh mosquito  netting was  proof against
fleas, which made night hideous for many weeks,
till they were finally routed by boiling water poured
continually through crevices in the boarding.
Beneath was space high enough for a calf to
stand upright and to furnish a dormitory for a flock
of goats. A bullock was killed only once in six
weeks, and in the interval, occasionally, like the
patriarchs, we fed on flesh of kid. Often of nights,
the goats' horns knocking up against the bare floor
would make an odd chorus in one's dreams. So it
will be seen that till some of these difficulties were
overcome, sleep was a blessing not wholly at
command.
At the back of the house a covered passage open
at the sides led to the kitchen, beyond which, lay the
store and meathouse, all enclosed by a fence of
spiked saplings, on which pieces of salt beef would
be hung till they became almost as hard as the
section of an iron-bark log. One living gum-tree
grew close by the meathouse-a sad, lanky thing
that looked lonely.
When there were Blacks on the island, they used
to gather round the paling, and the gins and
picaninnies were sometimes employed to scare away
crows from the hung meat  till it  became too
untempting even for crows. The crows would fly
up from the stockyard, which was at the bottom of
the hill, next the garden. That was a fenced-in
plot, in which, for some time, nothing grew except
weeds and two papaw-apple trees-a male and a
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female, one bearing white feathery flowers, the other
fruit, which hung down beneath the top tuft of
leaves, in appearance like a rock melon, but sickly
of taste. It was a long time before the garden
yielded vegetables-there was nobody to dig the
ground and plant them ; and here, pumpkins and
fat-hen did not flourish spontaneously.
Leading away from the stockyard ran what they
called the creek-a succession of little water-holes,
with a few melancholy she-oaks growing round them
--how different from the brawling mountain streams
of former times, with their spreading chestnut and
white cedar trees, their mulgams beds and banks of
maidenhair fern !
Here I once thought I would fish-having found a
hook in the store. It was a winter's day, the mosquito
plague had abated, and after several weeks of solitude
one's spirit craved a little mild excitement. The bait
was promptly seized ; something tremendous tugged
at the line-something beyond anything but man's
strength to land. A beast was being skinned at the
stockyard, and presently, after some clumsy playing,
one of the men dragged out, not the bunyip fancy had
pictured, but a huge fresh-water turtle.
To a foolishly expectant bride on the occasion
of her first home-coming, there seemed something
fiendishly ironical in the hoarse mirth of a laughing-
jackass-the demoniac-sounding brown bird of the
bush-which greeted her from the dead gum-tree.
Of other welcome there was none. The only woman
on the station-stockman's wife and lady of leisure,
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who resented the intrusion of a mistress, announced on
the moment that she was going away for a holiday.
It was Christmas time, and the island staff, stockman,
stockwoman, and two blackboys, had chartered the
boat which brought us hither. They set hastily forth
to catch the ebbing tide that would bear them to the
mainland, leaving a dejected young woman face to
face with Destiny.
A mean, sordid, grubby destiny. There was no
food in the place but a wedge of salt junk and a
three-cornered loaf of camp-oven bread, to be washed
down with black tea, for milk and butter represented
a stage of civilisation that the island had not then
reached. The unappetising meal was laid, with a
tin teapot, two iron cups and saucers, enamelled
plates, and three-pronged forks, minor trials that
would be remedied when the schooner came along,
bringing stores and luggage. But the house had not
been cleaned for months, the boards in the best bed-
room were inch-deep in mire, and a plank across
two chairs served as washstand, while the incongruity
between lace-frilled cambric and the duties of maid-
of-all-work was distressing.
An odd Christmas that was-begun with the gather-
ing of sticks for the kitchen and abortive attempts at
cooking the sweetbreads of a calf new slain in honour
of the day. Old St. Helena, the gin, an ancient of
days, bleared and wealed and short of two fingers,
came for a bounty of tobacco and brought a dillyfull
of crabs she had caught in the Narrows. But she
could not be cajoled to remain and clean the frying-
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pan. The stockwoman stayed away for a week ; and
then the boat returned, bringing the staff, and several
new hands to muster cattle that had to be swum across
the Narrows next full moon. For a great sale was
impending, and the price of that mob was to free the
station  from the bank and provide for the immediate
future. Therefore, it was imperative that the stock-
man who knew the run, should be kept at all costs to
conduct the  muster , and that the feelings of his wife
should not be ruffled. She eyed me, her fellow-woman,
with sour disdain, and declined to do more than cook
bread and beef for the musterers. So the hungry
sister  would have fared badly but for a timely dis-
covery of a nest among the grass-tussocks, and another
under the house, in which two conscientious hens laid
eggs daily. There were a dozen or so of savage, un-
penned fowls who had never been taught domestic
duties. The eggs, however, provided sustenance, and
the cattle were mustered ; but before all was over,
exhausted nature succumbed. Flight from the island
seemed the order of things in those days. This
time, it was  to Gladstone in a south-easter, which was
when the shipwreck occurred that frightened me off
the bay for a time, and suggested the Pilot boat as a
more agreeable mode of quitting our territory.
It is  laughable in retrospect, the island life, but was
tragic enough to look forward to for the remainder of
one's natural  existence. Fortunately, it lasted but for
two years, and then a middle-aged Perseus in a
cabbage-tree hat and moleskins, and with a Scotch
accent , bought the island, and thus came to the rescue
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of a certain bush Andromeda in danger of being
devoured, not by one monster, but by myriads.
Truly may the island breed of mosquito be termed
monstrous. It is bigger than any I ever met with,
and my acquaintance with mosquitoes has been exten-
sive and various. There are two sorts of mosquitoes
to be especially held in horror. One is a small brown
creature, very active in movement, and of highly
vicious tendencies. His sting is peculiarly poisonous,
and he has a knack of getting through even the most
close-meshed mosquito-netting. The other is a larger-
bodied, sluggish, ruminative, but deadly person, grey
in colour, given to frequent mangrove swamps, and
thriving greatly on sea air. These two breeds had
taken possession of the island. During the day, in
the glare of sunshine, they were comparatively quiet,
sleeping off the effect of their night orgie. Then, in
defiance of the laws of gravity, they would congregate
in masses upon the canvas ceiling, which, instead of
presenting an unbroken whitey-brown expanse, would
show on its surface earth-brown islands and huge
continents, that dissolved into a buzzing cloud of
insects when the sun had set. After dark, space was
peopled, and the roar of multitudinous life was as that
of an electrical dynamo situated in the next room.
At first, we tried the smoke of grass-trees against our
foes, and would set about the verandah, buckets filled
with soft brown lumps of grass-tree fuel, which the
blackboys chopped in the bush, and which burned
flamelessly like peat. I t was pathetic to see how the
horses in the home paddock would come whinnying
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round the verandah and poke their heads across the
railings over the smoking pans. I used to feel so
sorry for the beasts, who suffered tortures from the
mosquitoes-especially for those which had had their
tails lopped.
But the grass-tree smoke was not efficacious
enough, and then we invested in quantities of Keat-
ing's insect powder, which we burned in tins all over
the house. The smoke of this narcotised the mos-
quitoes, but it narcotised the humans also, and made
us feel very sick.
What joy it was when the rainy season was over
and winter had come, killing the mosquitoes with its
first cold breath ! Fresh meat kept longer then, and
existence was not now reduced to a solution of the
problem how to concoct palatable dishes from salt
junk. There would be at least one week during
which we might revel in beefsteaks and roasted joints,
and one other week before the meat became disagree-
ably salt. Riding was a pleasure in winter, and
walking not too great a burden-for in the hot weather
mosquitoes were always worst out in the bush among
the trees, and where the blady grass afforded them
shelter. If the house had been built on a grassless
space, the mosquitoes would have been less trying, as
was discovered by and by, when a bush fire threa-
tened the fences and swept away the withered tus-
socks.
Nobody liked living on the island, and changes in
the married couples were frequent, with long gaps
between the departures and the arrivals. Stockmen
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had a way of taking leave, or had to be sacked sum-
marily for misbehaviour, and they naturally took
their wives with them, leaving an inexperienced pre-
sident of the kitchen alone in sorrow among her pots
and pans. The cleaning of these same pots and
frying-pans was a serious difficulty on such occasions
of desertion, and it was lucky when a blackboy or
black gin turned up, and could be induced by promises
of flour and tobacco to squat by the ash-heap at the
back of the kitchen, and scour the cooking utensils
with ashes. Memory gives a picture of the amateur
cook, without even a black gin, subsiding in tears upon
a three-legged stool in front of the open American
oven, which was only a little better than the camp
oven of the bush, in that it had doors-in both cases
the fire lay on the top. The fire was made of logs of
wood, often inadequately chopped and of inconvenient
angles. This time, an awkward log had fallen from
the range, upsetting the kettle, and both the log and
the kettle smoked on the floor beside a rivulet of
boiling water. There used to be a big iron hook
suspended from a beam across the wide chimney,
upon which the kettle or the pot was slung to boil ;
and it was by no means an easy matter to lift the pot
on and off the hook.
The result of that burst of tears on the three-legged
stool was a third flight-till a fresh-arrived emigrant
woman could be brought back.
Visitors on the Island were rare : it was on the
road to nowhere-being indeed itself at the other
end of Nowhere--and therefore, trackless for casual
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travellers .  Once we "took a new chum  "-a  guile-
less and most amiable youth fresh from East Anglia,
of twenty -two or thereabouts ,  and it happened that for
eight comfortless weeks, during absence of the lawful
head ,  he took command of the establishment, and he
his hostess and a blackboy were left without alleviation,
to each other 's society .  I t is a question whether the
new chum, the hostess ,  or the caged blackboy, suffered
most, but the new chum could shoot wild duck at
any rate, and that was something.
Mails to the island were irregular indeed-the
telegraph wires at the pilot station affording a more
easy method of communication with the outer world
than a seventeen-mile row to Gladstone - and the
supply of books was scanty .  Kind Perseus would
sometimes cross the Narrows when moon and tide
permitted ,  bringing food for the mind ,  and it was upon
one of those occasions that he conceived the notion of
buying the island as a big breeding paddock. He
was a cultured gentleman ,  independent of society.
Who would not be, spending evenings as he did, in
company of the old Greek writers ,  and peopling his
world with the shades of antiquity ?
There are some comical last impressions of the
island, and of Perseus standing  vividly  out on the
shadow-sheet - impressions of a day during that sale-
muster when all the men on the station went on a
camping-out expedition to the South End, leaving two
women, a girl ,  and a baby alone on the station. All
would have been well ,  however, had not the male half
of the married couple returned from Gladstone by a
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midday tide with a keg of rum hidden in his pack-
there was a strict island law forbidding the surrepti-
tious importation of rum. For it was known that this
particular married couple, like certain hermits of the
Thebaid, had fled temptation to a wilderness where
public-houses were not. Again it was full moon, and
a small mob of Blacks, having swum the Narrows,
were encamped near the head station, two or three of
the more civilised ones being employed in cleansing
operations round the back yard. As the day wore on,
hilarious sounds came from the native camp, which
had shifted nearer, and scantily clad, dusky forms
crowded round the palings, bold and uproarious.
Then it was discovered that the married couple were
both drunk, and that part of the keg of rum had gone
to the Blacks' camp.
That was serious. Though this had always been a
friendly crab-catching tribe, grog made a great differ-
ence, and better far a mob of Myalls-the wildest of
the wild-than a camp of township Blacks demoralised
by drink. There was nothing for it but to lock
oneself up with the girl and the baby in the bathroom
-the door of which was the only one furnished with
bolt or key, and there, hungry and frightened, to wait
events. The moon rose : the Blacks were ominously
corroboreeing on the ridge : dead silence reigned
in the married-couples' quarters. Night deepened,
and at last-oh joy !-there was the sound of horses'
feet outside, and of a white man's voice, rising above
the yells from the Black camp. It was Perseus, who
with some foreboding of ill, or preferring his bed to a
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blanket on the ground, had on second thoughts left
the mustering party and ridden back to the head-
station. Now came a foraging for food-the married
couple were quite incapable-and then, with revolvers
primed, a vigil in the verandah, till the moon set over
the mainland and the shouting at the camp subsided.
But the rest of the night gave small repose. The
flock of goats had been left loose, and as in ancient
times, but in increased numbers, they herded under
the house, making sleep impossible with their bleatings
and the drumming of their horns against the floor.
By and by, two ghost-like figures met, coming one
from each end of the house, dislodged the goats, and
drove them to their yard on the hill ; but by that time
it was dawn.
This was just before the last mob of cattle was
brought in and square-tailed, and the sale of the
station completed. Then came a soft, clear day in
March, when the fallen hermit-he of the rum-keg-
conveyed us and our household goods in the boat to
the first beacon, where the Custom House schooner,
with the police-magistrate on board, was waiting to
bear us back into civilisation. The schooner spread
sail and glided down the Narrows-the mangrove-
covered banks widening as it went, Mount Larcombe
on the mainland growing more distant, and the island
shores fading at last into mist. And as they receded,
my Australian girlhood ended.
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lished in 1895  . . . Surely this  is real romance-the romance  that  is real.
Space forbids  anything but the  merest recapitulation of the other living
realities of Mr .  Conrad 's invention - of Lingard ,  of the inimitable Almayer,
the one-eyed Babalatchi ,  the Naturalist ,  of the pious Abdulla - all novel, all
authentic .  Enough has been written to show Mr. Conrad's quality. He
imagines his scenes and their sequence like a master  ;  he knows his individu-
alities and their hearts  ;  he has a new and wonderful field  in this  East Indian
Novel  of his.... Greatness is deliberately written  ; the present  writer has
read and re-read his  two books , and after putting this review aside for some
days to consider the discretion of it ,  the word still  stands ."-Saturday Rsvrew
II.
ALMAYER 'S FOLLY
Second Edition. Crown  8vo., cloth,  6s.
"This startling ,  unique, splendid book."
Mr. T. P .  O'CONNOR, M.P.
"This is a decidely powerful story of an uncommon type, and breaks fresh
ground in fiction ....  All the leading characters in the book-Almayer, his
wife ,  his daughter ,  and Dain, the daughter 's native lover - are well drawn, and
the parting between father and daughter has a pathetic naturalness about it,
unspoiled by straining after effect .  There are, too, some admirably graphic
passages  in the book .  The approach of a monsoon is most effectively
described . .  . . The name of Mr .  Joseph Conrad is new to us, but it appears
to us  as if he might become the Kipling of the Malay Archipelago."-Spectator
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THE EBBING OF THE
TIDE i,.
LOUIS BECK:
Author of " By Reef and Palm "
Second Editions. Cretan  8vo.,  cloth,  6s.CF
" Mr. Louis Becke wields a powerful  pen, with  the additional advantage
that he waves it in unfrequented places,  and summons  up with it the elemental
passions of human nature. . . . It will be seen that Mr. Becke is somewhat
of the fleshly school, but with a pathos and power not given to the ordinary
professors of that school. . . Altogether for those who like stirring  stories
cast in strange scenes. this is a book to be  read."-Natsonal Observer,
PACIFIC TALES
LOUIS B E CKS
With a Portrait of the Author
Second Edition. Crown  8vo., cloth,  60.
W
"The  appearance  of a new book by Mr .  Becke has become an event of note
-and very justly. No living author, if we except Mr. Kipling,  has so amazing
a command of that unhackneyed vitality of phrase that most people call by
the name  of realism. Whether it is scenery or character or incident that he
wishes to depict, the touch  is ever so  dramatic and vivid that  the reader is
conscious of a picture and impression that has no parallel  save in  the records
of actual sight and memory."-  Westmixster Gazette.
" Another  series of  sketches  of island  life in the  South Seas ,  not inferior to
those  contained in ` By Reef and Palm.`-Speaker.
" The book is well worth reading. The author  knows what he is talking
about  and has a keen  eye for the picturesque ."-G. B. BuRotx  in  To-day.
A notable  contribution to the  romance  of the South Seas."
T. P. O'COxNOR,  M.P., in  The Graphic.
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A FIRST FLEET FAMILY:
BEING A H ITHERTO
U NPUBLISHED  NARRA-
TIVE  OF CERTAIN RE-
MA RKABL E  AD V EN-
TUR E S CO MP ILED
FROM  THE PAPERS  O F
SERG EA NT WI LLI AM
DEW, OF THE MARINES
LOUIS BECKE andwwirea JEFFERY
A
" As convincingly  real and vivid as a narrative can
be."-Sketch.
" No maker of plots could work out a better story of its
kind, nor balance it more  neatly."-Daily Chronicle.
" A book which describes a set of characters varied and
so attractive as the more prominent figures in this romance,
and a book so full of life, vicissitude, and peril, should be
:welcomed by every discreet novel  reader."-Yorkshire Post.
" A very interesting tale, written in clear and vigorous
English."-Globe.
"The novel is a happy blend of truth and fiction, with a
purpose that will be appreciated by many readers ; it has
, Jso the most exciting  elements of the tale of adventure."
Morning Post.
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